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Thanks

Thanks for downloading my book. Although I do have some other plans with 

my life, for now I chose to side track a little and give out my current 

knowledge in a book form. As I believe in a free and open society based on 

the honor instead of hiding behind an LLC, I chose to put my faith in people 

( including you ) and release this book in exchange for donations.

You do not have a legal leash on you to keep you from sharing this book with 

your friends. You can do it without paying anything, however It's always nice 

of you to support my shot at being a full time unaffiliated author with as little 

involvement of greasy entrenched third parties as it is possible. In case you 

found this book on some forum or a friend emailed you a copy, please 

consider making a donation if you are in a position to spend few dollars. You 

will find the link by visiting this book's homepage GenerationHEAL.com. I 

would really appreciate it.

Thanks once again and enjoy.

Artur Sowiński

A taste of things to come

You seen them in the news, you encountered them in your own life. Idiots, 

mouthbreathers or zombies. You were forced to jump through their hoops 

making a fool out of self, for their exchange tokens or for their peer approval.

You know who they are. Office busybody coworkers no-one wants to be with, 

overbearing family members pushing you to go to college for no good reason 
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at all, TV entertainers mocking every hint of own will or spreading narrative of 

never-ending conflict of "us vs them", anyone celebrating "the busy" and the 

unsolicited distractions, socialist politicians trying to get you collectivized, 

republican politicians trying to get you fend out for yourself and building a 

glass jar from scratch instead of using that socialist central glass jar factory, 

anyone else tenured and "established" who think you signed some "social 

contract" with them which in their own heads gives them authority over you to 

conscript you to their agenda.

Each and everyone of them emanating the point of view that there is no 

"enough" or "closure", because "we are in this together". All of this in hope 

that you will just shut up, grow up, be reasonable, make your conduct less 

disorderly and finally commit into living out their narrative - become theirs and 

let go of "their" cake you just made in your oven. Or your  / our kids. Or your  / 

our feelings and convictions.

The whole first world is slowly drifting towards so called "knowledge based 

economy". Unfortunately it is only the knowledge of how to one up each other 

for the glory of some vague, non material, devoid of feelings or any emotions, 

entirely proclaimed by man, artificial and imaginary entity. Communicating 

own deep feelings, exchanging ideas that greatly improve and simplify own 

life, giving a hug, or working with each other to better own existence within 

own means is a big no-no.

Even worse would be standing on your own for your feelings, making 

decisions for yourself and actually acting upon those decisions. Just ask 

ghost of Martin Luther King Jr. how fun it is.
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This constant and never ending life of tensions is what the keepers of the 

books with numbers to your name want you to believe, to not feel lonely in 

their illusions.

With the introduction to the feelings based life, hopefully offered by this book, 

you will be equipped to understand that those exchange tokens are not the 

whole world and best things in life are truly free. Your health and your deep 

emotional relationships, feelings, signs of affection, hugs and caress are 

always more important. In short, your soul.

I hope that with this book you will get it and gain a foothold on reality if you 

were raised in an purely artificial, soulless authoritarian or helicopter parents 

family. And I also hope that with this book you will start to use your things in 

life on the "pull" manner - where you choose to use something to better off 

yourself, instead of using whatever is pushed on you as a mean to temporary 

escape from it all so it will start all over again at the sunrise. It is possible to 

be on top of your commitments and letting out the rest fall where it may, and it 

is way more satisfying.

When being around the "cult of control and curbing of feelings" - a software 

engineer, I saw first hand that people in so called "power" are not organized, 

but absolutely clueless - with no feelings of own desperately chasing for 

approval of others. Their organization is purely accidental and artificial, they 

are just the bunch of birds of feather trying their best to stick together in their 

imaginary world of "he-said-she-said" gossips.

When doing computers it dawned on me - all I was doing was only submitting 

self to the idea of superiority over me of the imaginary, proclaimed world vs 
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the one I really felt, touched and experienced. I didn't feel too good, especially 

when in childish attempt to boost my performance ( "Productivity Macht Frei" ) 

I started a transition to the plant based life. The switch I made turned out was 

not a "change" but a start of the "healing" process where one-by-one I 

eliminated self-harm out of my loop.

As you will about to see, there are many others who also felt the same. It 

might be a rough ride if you are one of them. When honesty comes out 

something has just gotta give. When it will, I hope it would be your 

commitment to fakeness. There is never too late to what people of religion 

like to call "repent", or as anyone else like to say "get real and get a life".
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Legalese

When piecing this book together I researched a lot of information 
and  facts  and  situations  happening  on  the  rocky  spaceship  of 
Planet Earth. I also provide a lot of external references to facts or 
situations in form of web links. However, something should be said 
very clear about this book.

ANYTHING  IN  THIS  BOOK  IS  FOR  INFORMATION 
PURPOSES  ONLY.  THIS  BOOK  IS  ONLY  A  LOOSE 
COLLECTION  OF  FACTS  AND  STORIES  AND  NOT 
MEDICAL OR ANY OTHER ADVICE. FOR MEDICAL OR 
LEGAL OR  ANY OTHER  ADVICE,  PLEASE  CONSULT 
YOUR  APPROPRIATE  PROFESSIONAL(S),  WHO  WILL 
BE  AWARE  OF  YOUR  PERSONAL  SITUATION  AND 
LAWS  OF  YOUR  JURISDICTION.  SOME  THINGS 
MENTIONED  HERE  MIGHT  BE  AGAINST  LAWS  OF 
YOUR JURISDICTIONS AND /  OR AGAINST LAWS OF 
PHYSICS.  I  DO NOT APPROVE BREAKING THE LAW 
WHATEVER CRAZY LAWS THEY MIGHT BE -  THERE 
ARE  ALWAYS  SOLUTIONS  TO  HAVE  YOUR  WAY 
WITHOUT  ENGAGING SELF IN CONFLICT ON OTHER'S 
TERMS.  DO  NOT  RE-ENACT  ANY  SITUATION 
MENTIONED.

Information provided within my book is not to be misconstrued as a 
medical advice and / or a legal advice and / or advice of any other 
sort. I am not a doctor. I am not a lawyer. I am not a naturopath 
(highly  popular  and  effective  emerging  holistic  health  treatment 
profession). I am not a psychologist. I am not your mother. To my 
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knowledge as of summer 2013, I am also not your father. There is a 
high chance that situations and facts, mentioned in my book, may 
not work for your particular case. No warranty whatsoever is made 
that any of the statements within my book are accurate and/or true.

THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO ASSURANCE THAT ANY OF THE 
IMAGINARY STATEMENTS CONTAINED OR CITED IN MY BOOK 
TOUCHING  ON  REALITY  OF  REAL  PLANET  EARTH  AND 
UNIVERSE  IS  TRUE,  CORRECT,  PRECISE,  AND/OR  UP-TO-
DATE.

If you choose anyway to follow any of the provided examples, with 
or  without all  of  the needed professional  consultation to address 
your  own  personal  circumstances,  you  and  only  you  will  be 
responsible  for  outcome  of  your  actions.  Don't  blame  me  if 
something  will  go  wrong.  Your  personal  situation  might  be  way 
different than situations mentioned in my book.

Contents of linked on-line material are sole responsibility of entities 
who made them available. I take no responsibility for contents of 
web links. Mentioned links should not be taken as endorsement of 
any kind. Entities associated with links mentioned most likely have 
no  idea  that  this  book  exists.  All  trademarks  and/or  any  other 
registered names and / or registered entities belong to appropriate 
owners  and  not  me.  They  are  mentioned  only  for  information 
purposes  under  appropriate  free  speech  laws.  Mentioning  links 
does  not  constitute  endorsement.  Mentioning  links  does  not 
constitute encouragement of any kind of any activities.

Version 201311181438
Copyright ©  2013 Artur Sowiński
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Generation  Heal  -  A  guide  through  zombie-mouthbreather 
obstructions, for pawns of the elders headgames by Artur Sowiński 
is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/.

Distributed under appropriate freedom of speech laws.

Some  statements  of  my  book  might  contain  material  from 
Wikipedia,  made  available  under  Creative  Commons  Attribution-
ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License, without Wikipedia's endorsement 
of my book.

Some images used for fragments of illustrations within this book are 
part of the free, public domain http://wpclipart.com image library.

This book was made using entirely free, open-source LibreOffice, 
Inkscape  and  Gimp  software  packages  on  free,  open-source 
Ubuntu Linux computer operating system.

No sentient and feeling co habitants of our rocky spaceship were 
hurt nor subjugated nor emotionally broken nor paid for their death 
during production of this book, because I am a vegan.

This book was created using highly modified book template from 
http://theWebalyst.com.

This book might be made under the influence of Wakan Tanka - 
The Great Divine. When I actually read what I wrote I often went 
"whoa..." and then "double whoa... it... it actually makes sense, how 
did I  get  it  together?".  But  just  in  a very unlikely case this  book 
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would really become popular, this book shouldn't be considered as 
a word of God, nor should it be praised in any form. I am NOT next 
Jesus or whatever, I have my own agenda. If you're desperate for 
praising something, maybe you should consider praising your own 
heart  of  hearts,  finding  your  own  enough,  healthy  self-love  or 
emotional  boundaries  and  dependencies.  I  have  a  feeling  that 
neither God nor nature would like you to suffer, probably because 
you too are a part of the Great Divine. Getting your mother some 
flowers  might  also  work.  If  you  insist  on  celebrating  something 
external maybe celebrate the miracle of life in some sprouted seed 
shooting its root and leaves?

This book is pro love, pro touch, pro heart of hearts, pro human and 
non-human feeling beings. Most of all, pro all forms of governance 
structures. Structures which each individual sentient feeling being 
each day decide to personally  and individually,  without  any third 
party pressures, from the bottom of their own heart of hearts to take 
part in, with their own soul and their own body.

We  all  learn,  just  like  Colorado  officials  did  about  harvesting 
rainwater,  or  like  the  general  idea  that  slavery  and  racial 
segregation are bad things. Support and educate your people from 
very few greedy elders trying to hijack their honor.

This book is about seeing through your own heart of hearts if "love 
all,  hate  none"  makes  sense  to  you.  It  might  turn  out  that  you 
probably only do it to yourself. Why would you want to harm self 
and others with hate, guilt trips and emotional entrapment, when all 
you might really need in life could be an open heart, a plant based 
meal, place to rest and an honest hug?

WHEN ALLIES WERE FREEING EUROPE DURING THE WW2 
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OFTEN A LOT OF GERMAN OFFICIALS WERE TEMPORARILY 
LEFT IN PLACE. HISTORY PROVEN IT IS BETTER TO HAVE 
WHATEVER CRAZY SYSTEM AND GRADUALLY HEAL IT THAN 
BUILDING THE SAME STUFF OVER AND OVER AGAIN FROM 
THE SCRATCH WITH A REVOLUTION. THIS BOOK IS ABOUT 
INFORMATION THAT MIGHT EDUCATE TO STOP FIGHTS.

Special thanks for keeping it real go to all involved in making of the 
"Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter". Also big hugs to all involved in 
springrts /  zero-k free  opensource  game  project  for  a  great 
community full of friendship and lots of joy. ( If I only were able to 
sink some time in this... getting some mortgage free place and other 
stuff took my priority for now )

I tried to make this book as humoristic as possible. No text should 
be misconstrued as an offense. No hard feelings please. No harm 
intended.
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Because
t started as a very usual day for Joe. Only yesterday he and his friend 

Matt were playing in the field. However today was different. Today he 

was approached by his father.

I
- Son, the time has come. Today you will become a man.

- Oh boy oh boy oh boy! How will I become a man? Is there something I 

would have to do?

- Thats very simple my son. Me and my friends built this high tower out of 

bamboo. You just climb up on top of it and then jump from it to the ground.1

- Owww... Isn't it a little bit dangerous? Matt said that old medicine woman 

tells stories that some people actually died because of it.

- Blasphemy! That old rag knows nothing! You will be protected, my son. You 

already became protected with our facial tattoo bruises2. The god of our 

village and our chief will give you official blessings. And we will attach strong 

vines to your ankles. Everything will be just fine.

- But Matt said that old medicine woman tells that God is everything that 

surrounds us and we can hear His song in our hearts once we will not let our 

thinking get in the way.

- Son, what that old woman knows about being a man? Matt spends too 

much time with her. She lives outside of village and she doesn't even 

participate in hunting and skinning the pray like all other woman do! How 

insane you have to be to not hunt?!3 Do you want to be a man or not? Do you 

1 People do jump from bamboo towers for real: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_diving
2 And they self harm for various occult purposes http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarification
3 There are actually some insane people who do not advocate hunting or raising other 
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trust me?

With all of the clear and rational reasoning in front of him Joe did not hesitate.

- I sure do dad. I love you.

- I love you too Joe.

Joe's friend Matt also had this same discussion that day with his father. Over 

the course of next week they both trained and gained confidence in their 

skills. When the time has come, whole village came together. Joe was little 

hesitant at first but eventually thought "what could possibly go wrong" and 

jumped. He got his wind knocked out of him but overall he was okay. Mark 

who was jumping right after him broke his neck and died.

Although Joe was  kinda confused for a while after few weeks that didn't faze 

Joe. He was now a man. And he knew that Mark was not praying enough to 

the God his father was talking about, so it was the only natural consequence 

of blasphemy. If only Matt knew better to not hang out with that rag, but he 

always was different, always stepping out in front of the band.

After Joe grew up and fought with a tribal war and got married he told the 

same old story of bravery and courage he learned from his father. To go up a 

bamboo tower and jump from it. After all they all were doing it. Who cares 

what the old rag told them over and over again.

Joe thought for a while why was that rag still around, since most women in 

the village naturally died, but he guessed it must be some deal with the devil.4 

animals for meat. Vegan is a Native American word for a bad hunter. By no means it 
shouldn't be attributed to the natural way of compassion for all sentient life of this space 
rock and beyond.

4 Or an effect of a plant based diet, shown by the "Ageless Woman" Annette Larkins
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After all she did not worship the God the village was worshiping and she was 

rambling something about small shard of the Great Spirit being in all of things, 

whatever that meant. That was only a distraction of youth from doing their 

duty. That old crone was long due to be taken care of. Once he will become a 

tribe leader, most likely next year, it will be done for good.5

- - -

Jane was about to become a woman. Everyone knew that the most attractive 

ones in the village were ones with the most amount of spirals over their neck.

Sure. Some women went outside the village and married some tourists in the 

city, but not Jane. Her mother insisted that she stay and cultivate the tradition, 

just as she did in the past. Jane for lack of other options went with the will of 

her mother. She stayed, started putting the rings on her neck.6 Later she 

learned that those changes were permanent and that surprisingly she would 

be seen outside of the village as a freak, since no one does that in the 

outside world.

Jane wept quietly when it dawned on her. Those rings weren't for beauty. 

they were for others who messed up their necks, so they wouldn't feel lonely 

for participating in that bullshit. Jane's mother died later that year. On her 

death bed she told Jane what she already knew on her own. Those rings 

were bullshit.

Jane strengthened with that confession decided against making her daughter 

wear rings. Instead she learned through some city shaman, who called 

5 Kinda like the persecution by emperor Constantine of the early Christians who were 
mostly vegetarian.

6 People actually do this to themselves http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck_ring
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themselves Jesuit or something like that, that there are other ways to go on 

through this world. He also told her that you neither get bonus points for 

suffering, nor for prestige.

Jane sent her daughter to the school in the city under the guidance of the 

Jesuit monk. Jane on her death bed was relieved that her child was now 

skilled to make own choices in life in accordance to own heart rather than 

being victim of influences or coercement of others.

- - -

It was a time once again. Alice got into her too small shoes. Her maid tied her 

corset one time too much again.7 It really didn't bother Alice that much, 

because the whole other families were doing it. This bee like waist and small 

foot was after all official way of things of the Vienna elites.

Although medics told her that it somehow is bad for health, it didn't really 

bother her. 

- I am a princess for crying out loud!

If only one of the common folk would see her just as she seen herself in the 

mirror, she thought. She looked at her sleek and thin figure and her petite 

feet.

- Oh wait. They are too poor to even own a mirror, not to mention those new 

shiny high tech French mercury mirrors.8

7 One of the most known cases of tight-lacing was by Empress Elisabeth of Austria. Her 
waist was around 19 inches / 48 cm.

8 People had very pricey mirrors made from mercury back in the day, used only by top 
aristocracy, that over time released neurotoxic mercury into the air. Their production 
was banned in the end of 19'th century.
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For some reasons she always felt a magic emanating from those mirrors. 

They made her feel special, and it was the only thing that really mattered.

- Those common folk, what do they do all day? Fish or go to the forest, dance 

around a fire? They so miss out on life.

She looked at herself once more, and then called her maid to arrange the 

order of the day and went along with her daily schedule. Another dull 

appointment with yet another suitor would be prince. Oh well.. Maybe he will 

be at least less boring than the last one her father set her up with.

- - -

Alan was sitting in his trench looking at the photos of his family. How did he 

end up in this mess he wondered? Sure it was a second war of such scale. 

Some say it was a second world war. But why? Because some guy who lost it 

all in hyper-inflation got ideas that killing is good, so thousands others must 

die?9

Alan thought on the draft committee and on the boot camp it all was 

awesome. We were going after some bad guy. Turned out that what those 

guys were saying, ones who came from the front without legs an arms, was 

true after all. And they were the lucky ones.

Alan was still trying to figure out what he was doing there. Going thorough 

half a globe to kill people he never knew nor had any grudge against them. If 

9 Before WW2 there was a time of colonial empires. The most notable of them were 
French and British empires. Their banksters decided to setup their way to not let 
emerging Germany into the club, which resulted in the WW1 and after it a crippling 
Weimer treaty. All of this lead to hyperinflation and people of Germany were at that time 
not knowing whom to trust and ready to jump on any crazy bandwagon that would take 
them from that mess. With all of the fertilizer, the Hitler's empire has grown.
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he would meet them in a pub they would get both dead drunk. Hell, some 

even said that at night on some sections of the front both sides found some 

pub that happened to be in the no mans land and got together to drinkup 

together before they get back at this racket10 and started shooting at each 

other the next day.

From the looks of other people at his trench he saw they never killed a man 

before. They all knew this was a bullshit. To be sure it stayed that way, like 

many others Alan aimed a bit of lower than his sergeant was shouting at them 

to do.

Somehow he managed to get through and as a changed man returned to his 

loved ones. He started a vegetable farm and an apple orchard.

Later historians agreed with Alan that 90% of people at front, at both sides, 

were shooting at the ground too.11 Despite all of the crap his superiors were 

shouting at him, he knew deep down that no one deserve to die. Not like that. 

Maybe when they would go mad and started shooting others at random or a 

robber threatened to hurt his family, then something should be done, but not 

a complete stranger just because his elders said to him it was a good idea, 

just like our elders did.

- - -

Sandy was late again for the meeting. She was doing a presentation on her 

10 "War is a racket" - a famous speech by the WW1 Major General Smedley Butler, two 
times winner of Congressional Medal of Honor. In his speech he exposes the nonsense 
of any war in which only few people get rich at the expense of others chasing their tail, 
and praises the self-defense force system.

11 Many historians confirm that only 15% of rifleman were willing to shoot exposed enemy 
combatant, i.e. a Marshall study.
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new housing investment. She knew the market well. All was good. Except her 

life.

After the presentation she gave her boss a notice that she is going on a 

vacation. She needed time off to settle things that she needed to settle all 

along. Sandy told the boss its only a temporary thing. Nothing to worry about.

After returning home she got a looooong bubbly bath. She knew tomorrow will 

be different. She hated the job she was in. It was basically getting the money 

out of the people who haven't know it better. That fact alone might not be the 

worst of it, after all it's just the money. However the way it was all done. It was 

a big ego pleasing operation for some jerks at the head of the corporation.

When looking at her own life it only seemed natural to her to get into the 

bondage of the mortgage. That was what her parents did, so why not? 

However some recent events made her think, especially that she choose 

career in the housing market. Why making cash cow housing projects that 

locked people for life in the bondage of mortgage, when there are other 

options?

During her research of the newest housing project she stumbled on the 

natural earth-cob buildings. At first it was a good idea to boost attractiveness 

of the houses their company built. Everyone was "green" these days, 

whatever that meant. 

About those homes... She heard of them before, being built somewhere in the 

third world. What surprised her that people back in the Canada and USA are 

actually doing it. Not only they were ecological and healthy without out-

gassings. They were simple to make, without the tools of any sort. All done by 
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hand. They were simply cute and surprisingly cost efficient.12

Tickets from the Toronto to some God forgotten town USA were waiting on 

the counter. Bags were all packed. Ex with all of his remaining stuff was 

finally out of her life for good after he turned out to be a jerk like any other big 

corporate co-workers she knew. But that was past. Tomorrow she flew out to 

her new life.

It was awesome. Although not her style it was awesome. it was like two 

weeks of pottery class, but the size of a building. What she didn't like that 

some finishing used goat poo.. It was kinda against her new idea of clean life 

and veganism - plant based diet which she started to toy with. But it was 

awesome nevertheless.

On her plane back she knew what she had to do. She started to prepare 

awesome new project presentation.

It failed to please board. Canadian system was stacked along the lines of the 

commonwealth, keeping "little", unaffiliated people out of land. And that 

exactly was what she was providing. Financial freedom so they wouldn't have 

to be slaves for the system for the 30 years. Her bosses knew that it would 

jeopardize their whole "prestigious" housing corporation, but they didn't tell it 

straight. Yet she knew what was going on.

A marina + camping project. Something for both long term live-aboards and 

people of the tiny house movement.13 Maybe some will actually come with 

12 There are plenty of them online, and they are damn cute.
13 There is a growing movement of people who move and build houses which are size of 

one or two parking spaces. Their story of emotional journey of living small and a lot of 
nice pictures of said houses you can find online when you will look for "tiny house 
movement". Tiny houses are often build almost up to the code, yet legally they are 
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their own house-boats?14

She knew she had to get it on within her own means. Those good ol' boys will 

only talk but there won't be any commitment from them. This project scared 

them because it actually made people free, and from the looks of it they were 

interested in keeping people "engaged". Term "slave to their system" was of 

course never used. Term "slave" was just not prestigious.

She got some contacts through her course with Canadian people and their 

forums. There she found some guys already thinking of the same. Together 

they combined their efforts and she got it going.

She thought of this project more. It was not entirely what she had in mind by 

making her life simpler and less empty. Still it was to some extend 

materialism, but significantly smaller. However with her current skillset she 

knew that it would be far more satisfying than her inane daily grind for the 

housing project corporation which no one really needed and which most 

people despised deep inside after mortgaging self.

Her thoughts drifted to those last few weeks. People were somehow more 

real and honest there, in the mud homes school. Maybe within this movement 

she would find her true match and true love she craved all her life? People 

actually hugged each other there. Something that totally did not happen in her 

hierarchic corporation where everyone was forced to participate in the 

trailers to be out of building codes red tape. Sometimes in high density areas people 
use land zoned as trailer park to place their tiny houses in.

14 Some people prefer to live on the water in increasingly popular "houseboats", because 
of the draconian land laws like in Canada or UK, or for their desire to live in inner city 
without the price tag of inner city house. Some have online businesses and live 
constantly traveling the world with their kids in what is known as "digital nomad 
lifestyle".
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rationalization of own actions instead of expressing their feelings.

The more she explored this the more she saw that her own parents were not 

actually happy. They compensated with "lifestyle" their lack of "honest 

connection" for lack of the better word. She never suspected there could be 

other ways through life.

It got her little dizzy, but she knew that she was on the right path now. There 

was no glass ceiling to bounce or to break. From now on things simply were 

as they were and not as someone else claimed them to be. For the first time 

she knew what she felt. That made her a "dangerous" person - at least in the 

eyes of her previous stagnated superiors.

She smiled at her thoughts and whispered to herself, "good".
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True people
any people who are out there are either true to their own heart and 

follow love, or do something because they have abandoned sense 

of self so they dwell in their imaginations.

M
Many people die at twenty five and aren't buried until they are 
seventy five."
-- Benjamin Franklin"As mentioned in stories in previous chapter, it at some part really depends on 

the settings one is in, if person will be true or false. Deep down inside one 

knows what is true and what is just creating inane emptiness or what is 

simply wrong. Most people like the ones in remote villages or in ghettos or in 

high society of undefined pressure for "success" get trapped by the vibration 

of helplessness. They have no access to "outside" people who would give 

them "emotional bitchslap" or simply ask them "really?" and help them be in 

check or to keep it to their own feelings and emotions. Instead they often get 

overwhelmed by what is going around in their tribe, so they often give in to 

what others are doing to not be left out.

How to spot them
True people commit to saying what they feel. They will say "I love you", "I like 

you" in first person. Fake people on the other hand are often emotionally 

absent and are only capable of saying "me too" if anything. This is because 

emotionally absent people are committed in their own minds to some strange 

agendas that block them from expressing self and from enjoying the true 

beauty of the world for what it really is.
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Such thing happen because of many reason. One of them is when they are 

born into very controlling families with tight set of emotional "leashes" on each 

other in form of blame games and other forced and imposed dependencies. A 

flower for them is not a beautiful looking and smelling marvel of the world, but 

a resource which they want to name, count and control, an ornament and not 

a flower as a flower. Any sign of truth that is self evident instead of 

proclaimed is frowned upon by them. They are often the biggest haters of the 

reality of breastfeeding, they go after kids drawing with chalk pretty pictures 

on the sidewalks. It reminds them all of what they abandoned through their 

own choices to commit to fears. For them self determination is lava. 

Experiencing the world for what it is and not what others claim it is, is also 

lava.

On the other hand, true people know how to give emotional space for other to 

explore and to grow and most importantly learn how to take responsibility 

from own actions. True people know that each is their own individual being 

and want each to be happy and self-dependent on the emotional and physical 

levels, and only give help in the responder mode - after someone wanting 

help actually yelled for help, or when they see something wrong about to 

happen they choose to step in and warn someone. Never pro-actively 

hovering over other person.

While true people are doing their best to go happily through their world, the 

fake people are trying to sulk into "duty", "obligations" and try to rationalize in 

their own mind their lack of feelings and pull into this mess anyone else who 

is at their reach.
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True people have sense of clean emotional slate - each issue that rises gets 

solved and out of the system to get back to happy state, they operate on the 

transactional manner with the world outside their own family and friends, 

while with fake people there is no need of such thing as closure because they 

always dwell in distraction from what is really bugging them. The more 

distractions, including other people, the better for them. Instead they want to 

emotionally run away from present feelings into "prestige", "duty", "strategy", 

or simply get drunk to avoid addressing own feelings. Getting drunk often is 

not limited to the alcohol. Fake people get drunk through other substance 

abuse, abusing other animals and persons - both physically and emotionally, 

procrastinating over simple tasks, numbing self with excessive use of the 

media like TV or Internet or computer games. When such distraction ends, for 

example in the Christmas season, they are often left to face their own feelings 

they hid all year long with work or other distractions. Often fake people are 

the ones getting the boot in the annual "before Christmas" redundancies, 

since true people who run businesses do not want to start a new year with a 

thought they have to nanny them and carry them on own hands for yet 

another year.

True people have an idea of the self and the clean slate with the outside 

world - when they engage in some activity, like for example playing a game or 

some investment or work, they only do it on one-off basis with clear exit 

strategy to not dwell into it. They get in and get out of it and let it be, because 

they have their own life to get back to.

One simple example would be self defense. True people see themselves 
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unhindered by any strange deals and promote this way by teaching others 

how to stand their ground on this planet. They teach martial arts, or some 

basic weapons training - usage of pepper spray or gun ( guns these days can 

shoot less lethal rubber bullets or pepper spray bullets too ). Sulked in people 

abandoned own will and see the world as a one big mesh of insolvable 

dependencies instead of assets or relationships. Because they never stood 

up for themselves and their heart of hearts, they try consciously or 

subconsciously propagate their own vibe and eventually they will try to 

demonize and badmouth self defense. They will only see martial artists as 

some macho showoffs while in reality almost all martial artists teach humility 

and respect. They see the weapons training as a "gun violence", while in 

reality it is just a "natural violence-response" to attack or abuse.  In order to 

keep the idea that there is no self determination they will push laws to make 

self defense weapons illegal unless they are fitting their sulked in vibration of 

possessiveness and approval through pride. In simple words, in their own 

minds those dangerous guns should be only a collectors items or competition 

sport items stored in a locked safe and unloaded so no-one would make a 

use of it to defend self. Those are for example the actual laws of Australia 

and UK after gun-grabbers had their way - they are very specific about you 

having a gun there if it is locked in a safe and unloaded.

The funny part is with the idealists like Gatling, inventor of the multi-barrel 

machine gun. Gatling saw the need of one being able to defend self from 

many. The idea of such powerful force would make wars impossible and it 

was a driving thought behind creation of the mini-gun known from movies. Of 
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course instead of making wars impossible and empowering the individuals all 

over the world, the fake people decided to make impossible to posses really 

powerful weapons with which unaffiliated individual could stop a whole 

army.15 Go figure.

On personal level the often way to spot a fake person is by their smile. You 

can tell whether a person is genuine or living a quiet life of desperation by 

how they smile. The true people often smile with eyes, roll their eyes when 

you tell something funny, and smack you in the head when you are being an 

idiot. Fake people on the other hand live in their imaginations. They will never 

attempt to reach out to you when you do something stupid, because they are 

"tolerant" - or put in the normal ways, they are victims of the learned 

helplessness. Their smile is just a frown, in extreme cases a "pedosmile". A 

grin that happens when people try at the same time think about hurting 

someone or having other nasty and detached thoughts from their 

surroundings, yet they are somewhat conscious of that and want to mask it 

with a forced smile that often results in the same thing as if someone put 

fishing hooks at the side of their mouths and pulled them up. They have eyes 

full of strange pain and turmoil and corners of their mouths are raised 

forcefully. They are also known on occasions to twist their mustache and 

absentmindedly pet their cats.

15 Of course natural law seeps through and we have now various forms of so called 
bump-fire weapon operation techniques or mechanisms that allow very rapid semi-
automatic action occurring individually, that some law makers mistake for full automatic 
action that occurs on one trigger pull. And if I remember correctly on one of TV gun 
shows some guys put many semi automatic rifles on the rotating stand, did appropriate 
trigger extensions, so whole thing would rotate and from afar would resemble a mini-
gun, within the law that prohibits mini-guns.
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Another easy way to determine whether someone is fake is to look at their job 

offer. If they are saying "we do this and that, and we need people who know 

how to do this and that in exchange for x and y" they are true people. True 

people do not seek to make you theirs, they respect personal boundaries and 

try by default to give a clean cut deal, tho it wouldn't hurt to socialize a bit. On 

the other hand there are people who's job offer begins with "do you have 

what it takes? are you good enough for high stress high paced environments? 

you have a chance to become part of our prestigious organization". Those 

people seek wage-slaves minions and corporate puppets to run their lives, 

and the workplace is only a cover-up for their corrupt and emotionally 

withdrawn ways. From the start they treat you like trash and expect the 

impossible because they don't run a business. They use it as an excuse for 

lack of own true friends and emotions, and the constant grind is in place so 

no one will have strength to figure out for themselves what is going on. You 

are married to your job and to your boss. In such place any hint of looking for 

other work is verboten and punishable by immediate firing so you will not 

"corrupt" other minions with your freedom ways.

Vacationism is contagious
Fake people don't have their own emotional life in order. This is why one of 

their favorite hobbies is being an obstacle which others have to negotiate. 

They like to get "tenured" in a way that others have to go through their 

approval. There are many of normal politicians and authorities who go out 

there and do their job in hope to get ones who elected them happy and make 

a better world for anyone else. However still there are "those people". They 
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are all around, but the highest concentrations of them is in the decision 

making process entities. Because they don't made a decision for themselves, 

they like to make decisions for others. This abomination is all natural for 

them.

Controlled people control people. They have no idea of emotionally clean 

slate since they abandoned it as adults to fit into some tribe, or they were 

made to abandon it in the childhood and "be grown up". Because of such 

treatment they are often emotionally absent. They seek joy from controlling 

exterior and adding proclaimed value to it, instead seeing things as they are, 

letting things be and focusing on own feelings.

Unfortunately such people reproduce and put their "values" of lack of own 

will, lack of own emotional barriers and forced / coerced codependency onto 

their offspring. Such kids are not raised, they are buried.

The whole relationship disease of emotional co-dependency is passed with 

generations. Any attempt of straying away from the official family line is 

disciplined. In extreme cases there is emotional abuse of children, bank 

accounts control from their parents or other authoritative power plays over 

them. Such parents deep down inside know they messed up emotionally and 

are walking empty shells who often married out of convenience, through 

arranged marriages or as a mean of escape from their family. Abusive 

parents know that once their kids will have their own emotionally independent 

money they will be capable of making choice of separation, and they want to 

keep things "ours" and defer any attempt of being real by being "prestigious". 

This guarantees state of convenient paralysis in which the skeletons in their 
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closets will never see the light of the day and never become accounted for.

Abusive elders like to make family harmonious, they keep everyone on the 

leash "at the barrel of the gun", often through blame, forced "responsibility" of 

others for chores generated by their own emotional escapes and other head 

games that eliminate own will. Abusive elders won't own up to themselves 

that they messed up, therefore they often proclaim "it is how it is" and 

"children are our future". On the other hand they pass regulations and laws 

that prohibit any form of self determination. After all they had uphill both ways 

in the snow, so why those whipper snapper should have any easier? They will 

be too entitled with their cars, and their Internet. "No pain no gain", it was how 

they were raised and how they got their "character" so why wouldn't they 

pass their values on their kids?

On the broader perspective it is clear to see that the whole coroprate 9-5 

slaving off is totally a result of the idea of lack of self. In a normal situation, 

like for example growing and preserving food, the more food you would get 

would yield in more food for you, the better and convenient system of growing 

food, like vertical gardening, hoop houses, you get will yield in more free time 

to spend with own thoughts and feelings and family.

This is not how the modern world works. When you work for some 

corporation or for some made up idea and they see that you made an effort 

and streamlined some flow, you will not get free time from the process. You 

will not get more money that this streamlining will generate. You will get 

official handshake of the big boss. In the best case. Usually when for example 

over few years some IT team will dedicate themselves and develop a 
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software that automates something they will get themselves fired, since they 

are no longer needed.

Offspring of families with no sense of self nor hugs nor feelings tend to end 

up bad. With no sense of self love they end up abusing substances 

(voluntarily or subconsciously through excessive partying), some lose 

themselves in vibration of accumulating material possessions to cling to any 

sense of self they have left. For example children of the oil rich Arabian 

nations go to the London, airlift with them their super-cars and drive like 

lunatics around quaint streets of London. They end up in the posh clubs 

drinking and doing anything that was limited to them in their own strict 

countries. They behave like they were literally let go off the leash, because for 

these very few precious days something actually depends on them 

personally.

Other offspring of heavily controlling families end up over-medicating on anti-

depressants, which are defacto painkillers for the soul. They don't eliminate 

the source of the problem - emotional abuse. They make it "bearable" for the 

victim to "function properly in the society" without any signs of anything going 

wrong. After all its what is prestigious what counts, who cares what happens 

when you scratch the surface. It is not a coincidence that almost all of the 

mass shooters in USA were over-medicated children of "prestigious" families.

Whole Columbine community is setup as a bedroom for manufacturer of 

weapons of mass destruction Lockheed Martin. Almost whole town of 

Columbine is engaged in creating intercontinental nuclear devices. How 

devoid of own feelings you have to be to on day to day basis go to some 
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place and manufacture a device that treats other living beings as numbers to 

be eliminated? 

Sandy Hook shooter was abused at school, and at home his parents did not 

try to reach out, really ask about what is going on, change schools, but tried 

to pass the ball by trying to commit him to a psychiatric facility, without trying 

to go through psychologist first to try to understand what was going on. By no 

means what shooter did was right, no one deserves to die, not even what he 

might thought was emotionally abusive people. Keep in mind that Sandy 

Hook shooter's mom was a devoted prepper. Some people are legitimate 

preppers - store about three months of emergency rice and beans in case of 

tornado or flood, since it usually takes about three months to get whole matrix 

back in order. Other go for prepping as a escape from deeper personal 

problems. Was such emotional withdrawal from family life from the side of 

mother a straw that broke the camels back? There is something very eerie 

and untold about lack of commitment from the parents. They did not take side 

with their son, instead they attempted to brush his problem away by throwing 

him out to the psychiatric medication center, without attempted visits to 

psychologists to try to defuse and address whole situation with care, 

understanding and love. From the looks of it, it all looked like rough sketch of 

the "Clockwork Orange", where lack of love and care, emotional betrayal and 

distancing by killing main character's pet by his parents, nourished in him a 

monster with no feelings.

As you will see when you will scratch the surface of proclaimed reality and get 

into the real emotional chain of events, all of the mass shooters were having 
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history of emotional abuse and emotional neglect and were treated by their 

parents as objects. When someone goes for psychiatric medicine without 

attempting to simply hug and talk and address underlying issues, he or she is 

placing themselves in situation where their tooth hurts, but instead of doing 

something with it, they just eat painkillers and call it a day. Not very healthy 

situation to be at.

French medical doctors recognize this sort of emotional state when dealing 

with so called ADHD. They see that people exposed to constant lack of 

feelings get trapped in being "hyper". Instead of medicating patients they set 

whole families to courses with psychologists trying to seek out the root of the 

problem, in most cases blocked and unexpressed emotions in one or more 

family members, that leads to covering it up with conflict and escapism. This 

is why they have less than 0.5% of ADHD medicated kids, vs about 20% of 

medicated kids in the USA.

Whether or not their lashing out was legitimate is up to the legal system to 

establish. There are known court cases where for example teenager shot 

dead out of desperation his grandfather who was sexually abusing him. Court 

decided to drop charges on the count of self defense and instead of 

sentencing that teenager to prison they ordered him to undergo a healing 

trauma course.

We all know who are the busybodies in our lives. Overbearing relatives living 

anywhere but in own feelings, politicians who invent new laws instead of 

looking at the source of the problem and simplifying existing ones, office 

workers who are just want to tell you about latest gossip and it won't take you 
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more than five minutes I promise, whom managers have enough, but know 

that they will sue upon firing them, so they setup some strange projects for 

them in hope they will quit themselves. Protectionists who just want you to 

feel safe, so they will take your means of self defense - insurance that own 

"no" will be honored without discussion, for your own good. We all know that 

birds of feather stick together and one busybody instead of admitting to what 

happened in their life set their emotional train on the run, will find another 

busybody to "fit-in". It is not difficult to imagine one busybody marring other 

busybody, and calling this a love in front of the others, because love is not a 

feeling coming from the heart, it is a proclaimed imaginary choice. Rejoice!

Now imagine someone born into such family trying to be real. For the sake of 

argument let's call him Leon. Let's assume Leon is born into a busybody 

government official, full of authority and low on feelings. Leon's father can't 

keep a woman and marries four times, and even then Leon comes from out of 

the wedlock. To escape constant meddling in own life Leon "shuts-in", and 

start to live in own world where he will try to get some peace. Be it a world of 

hate groups, or in some lucky cases, channeling his desire for peace intoa 

dead things and becoming an inventor. While Leon's family will be daily 

treading upon their feelings, Leon will just distance himself and try to keep it 

steady despite attempts of their family to put their finger in his life, without his 

desire or even approval. A world of nothing else than constant emotional rape 

and submission to the imaginary authority rather than standing up for own self 

and building world around own feelings.

One of such Leon's was Leonardo Da Vinci. He was born into "prestigious" 
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rich family without love - his father was married four times, and even then 

Leonardo came out of wedlock. To escape it all he had a journal written in a 

way only he would understand it, and used all that he thought he had at that 

time to establish himself. His desire to have some sort of control over his own 

life lead him astray looking for the desire to control others. He excelled in 

controlling how humans anatomy works. He spearheaded authoritative cut 

and prescribe medicine where people take over someone's health and mess 

with their bodies, instead of just changing the diet to more healthy one, which 

empowers natural self-defense systems of human beings.

It is a difficult thought to go through, and you might be angry with me taking 

side of the shooter. Once again I do not condone what those shooters do, 

however there is some strange pattern forming. Maybe it might be more 

visible to you if you would see video clips "Hole in my soul" by Aerosmith, 

"Liar" by Henry Rollins and "Institutionalized" by Suicidal Tendencies.  

"Endzone" movie trailer might shine some light on the matter as well. Who 

knows, maybe the shooters were surrounded by assholes in their personal 

life and had no one to really turn to and speak from their heart with. Most 

likely they did not knew about existence of the web comic relief like 

sinfest.net, xkcd.com, abstrusegoose.com, phdcomics.com, exocomics.com, 

little-gamers.com, kuvaton.com or sluggy.com. Neither they knew rage 

comics ( other comic sites and comics generators ) where everyone tells 

(vents) their story using simple, ready-made characters. They most likely did 

not know about existence of Not Always Right website where people in 

service industries tell stories about really stupid clients and really 
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heartwarming moments. To my knowledge, quality music like Dropkick 

Murphys, Agnostic Front, Sick of it all, Dan Sultan, Chemical Brothers, Tears 

for fears, Horrorshow - The rain, Alan Jackson or Dolly Parton - any music 

that touches how it is deep down inside was most likely absent from their life. 

They most likely did not have Jesus or other religion to turn to that speaks 

honestly about feelings and soul. Pretty much all mass shooters were from 

liberal democratic families where free will, personal rights, hugs or soul was 

not a priority in the daily life - only prestige and appearance mattered. There 

are actually families where all feelings were expressed through cash. 

Gratitude for good grades were rewarded with money, something that is the 

quickest way to create a soulless mercenary that doesn't ask questions and 

acts for outside stimulant rather than upon own feelings.

Some people are so messed up that they bully others to fill their inner 

emotional void with attention of the victim, or in some cases of very 

manipulative crooked persons, to make you attack them so they can play 

victim before others. The lowest common denominator of the emotionally 

withdrawn abusers is that they seek your attention, and if you really want to 

"get back at them" you can do whatever it is possible to do to not interact with 

them. Simply acknowledge what they are saying and wish them good luck.

There are laws that are in place to protect you. There is increasingly more 

laws that recognize the emotional abuse and bullying. The most famous law 

is the one that states it is illegal for you to self incriminate when under arrest. 

It originated from the times of British rule of the colonies, where it was illegal 

to simply keep shut. You had to speak up. This and other laws is a basis for 
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you to "navigate" for example abusive crooked police officer who harasses 

you. Youtube is full of examples of how to avoid talking with cops who fallen 

to the temptation to create illegal DUI checkpoints to harass law abiding 

citizens and ask about question you have no need or will to respond. Even ex 

cops themselves often give lectures in law schools on why it is moral, legal 

and wise to simply decline talking to the police, especially when even 

supreme court judge in USA gave out the same advisory. You can claim non 

consent to searches and seizures, and in some jurisdictions claim no will for 

interaction of any kind based on previous cases on court ruling that any 

statements in such interaction will be under duress.

These days many other legal systems have those laws against self 

incrimination and against illegal searches and seizures in place as well, when 

it is needed to fall back to the man made law when someone just doesn't 

know his limits and steps over your privacy or general decency. Most law 

people are good, and follow what they know is good, and act only as 

responders instead of protectionists. However its always good to know that 

there are safeguards in case of a very few corrupt cops. And good cops that 

are in majority will often thank you for helping to expose the bad ones since 

often they are too tied in the internal politics to make something about it 

through official internal channels.

The best way to spot a fake is when it is time to leave to other city for some 

new job, or to overall better yourself off. True people will always support your 

move and always say that if something happens you can come back in. On 

the other hand the fake people are addicted to you, and will tell you "you will 
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never leave me" and other verbal abuses to keep second guessing your self 

instead of living own life, in order to make you tied to them permanently. 

When you got burned with someone of the second-guessing type of people 

on your way out, that suddenly clipped your wings, you can use them to your 

own advantage when moving out next time. Quietly play their game but inch 

by inch in secret build a raft that will take you away. That raft can be a welder 

course or some other course like forklift operator, massage therapist, 

carpenter or personal trainer skills, scout for live-in jobs in some holiday 

resorts, learn to grow some plants for food, something to build a clean life 

without their mess in yours without raising too much of their suspicion, job as 

a factory laborer, office helper temp job. Trick is to get as least prestigious job 

that pays money ( free internships are definitely out ). The least prestigious 

the more repetitive, the more time you have afterwards to finance and figure 

out your next switch to off-gridish place, get out of the rent/mortgage trap with 

ready made house. This is your exit strategy, to be on top of your emotional 

life and keep job entirely separate thing, that in some cases might act as the 

gym time. When you will have all secured just go, without interacting with 

your colleagues in abusive corporation / slaughter house / military / academia 

/ ghetto, since any type of interaction will result in their grab and pulling you 

back down to keep you with them living out their fake and corrupt narrative.

Misery likes company and they will make sure you will know their everlasting 

friendship. If you engage them they will do anything they can to keep you a 

part of their narrative. It is like moving out of a small town that is full of drunks 

who constantly say "things are getting better, have a beer with us". In case of 
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larger small town their narrative is the same, but more perverted and 

insidious. They weapon of choice is emotional abuse. They will only say "a 

draft dodger" and then sulk back in their misery, to make you feel  guilty that it 

is you who is doing something unnatural. They will never tell you "we have no 

where else to go because we abandoned our feelings, so we are looking for 

forced slave labor to do our bidding and as an entertainment". In their insane 

world of lack of self determination, both a forced labor and forced sacrifices of 

own health are natural things that no-one ever questions. Once you start 

questioning if it is okay to throw metal pebbles at individuals whom you never 

had an argument with, they will become passively aggressive and throw at 

you some totally abstract things to prove. Things like "patriotism", "don't be a 

wimp", "national pride", "homeland". All of this to of course to once again start 

producing for them a proof that it is insane what they do, so they will feel 

better about themselves that they are important part of your life. You give 

them bonus points for not using any terms outside of their own vocabulary 

like "feelings", "compassion", "honesty", "personal free will that you will 

answer for to the creator", "natural non-aggression that even jungle animals 

respect by lion and lamb drinking from same waterhole", "soul to soul 

connection" or "calmness".

Overall the fake people are escapists. People who emotionally withdraw and 

escape into some external activity to avoid addressing own feelings and 

emotions and don't want to hear anything about being real. They are 

"vacationers" who believe that life is a series of suffering with a few moments 

of release. Any attempt to communicate with them on the emotional level will 
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result in quick brushing off issue and sidetracking to another subject. Their 

children raised in such home have often no concept of giving emotional space 

or free will. They "inherited" this from their parents by simply being around 

and it rub off on them - same patterns of withdrawal, emotional unavailability, 

stalling and procrastinating. They were once broken by settings they got 

themselves into, pretty much like main character of Wall-E16, who at the end 

of the movie sulked into "duty, order, work", abandoning all of the dreams, 

curiosity and other emotional features that made him individual who he was. 

His spark was gone.

However, there is always hope.

Healing process
Truth comes out of false people when they really start to change to the idea 

of loving self first instead of putting others first. It is impossible to live a 

masked withdrawn life and to love self at the same time. This is why a lot of 

people 'change' when under direction of personal trainer.

Good personal trainer will address all aspects of life, nutrition by raiding 

pantry and throwing out of crap and filing it with veggies and sometimes 

healthier meat with very small proportions of it, but also address aspects of 

emotional eating. People under such guidance gain courage, self respect and 

self love. Their ability to say "NO" to things that harm them is restored. And 

they get rid of fake masks they put on themselves throughout their lives. 

Often with accompany of some sweat, tears and sometimes vomit.

16 A really good movie, everyone should watch it.
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Once you take a closer look of it, for example journey taken by the people of 

"I used to be fat" MTV documentary series, you will see it was more of 

emotional struggle, rather than simply loosing weight. Many of them came 

from broken families, or overbearing families where it was traditional to do 

something, without questioning the authority of the head of the family. Some 

used food as a method of coping with emotional stress of living inside of their 

heads and just going with the flow. Others used it as a way to mitigate 

sudden divorce, or other emotional withdrawn problems of their parents such 

as drinking or substance abuse. Personal trainers help them to get real about 

stuff they escape from and restore in them their own passions and their own 

persons, and help them realize that life is beautiful after all, that there are so 

many other things out there. Sometimes people get so locked in constant 

fighting with the oppressor they miss out on living a good life and appreciating 

the nature and own feelings of love. The only price for ticket of admission was 

becoming true by admitting to living in lie, and actually inch by inch doing 

something about it. Making a stand for themselves.

It is a battle of the three weeks, in which you can abandon existing flow and 

teach yourself a new flow. Or pretty much stop changing for other's pleasure 

and becoming who you really were all that time under the veil of gossip and 

sandbox politics of your school or workplace. It was proven that human learn 

and adapt new flows within three to four weeks of ongoing commitment.

This is how people go on their own with vegan diet - at first withdrawal might 

be very strong. After all, milk and other meat based foods work for humans as 

physically addictive and psychologically addictive substance that impairs 
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judgment and reasoning and feelings.

After four weeks things start look different. People can't get back to old 

patterns because they get put off by the meat. Is simply tastes like crap once 

they got out of the frenzy. And righteously so. After all its proven that all of the 

taste is in the herbs and vegetables. Without it the cooked meat simply tastes 

like a sponge - somewhat like raw tofu.

Although this whole vegan thing might be surprising to you, but it works on 

the larger scale. The NEWSTART prison program in California incorporated 

vegan diet, bible study and learning job-skills. The prisoners actually queued 

up to become vegans, and there was almost no violence in the areas under 

the NEWSTART program. Overall it had surprising less than 3% of returning 

prisoners while regular re-socialization programs had 95% of inmates coming 

back to prisons after being let out.

What was amazing with NEWSTART was that it actually took people out of 

their settings and gave them new flow of life, new chances for flow of the 

money, taught self respect and respect for all of the life. This does not 

happen often, because some people when they see you moving towards 

being less fake, will try their best to pull you back in. They know they have 

broken lives and they don't want you around with being happy reminding 

them of that fact. It is widely recognized as the crab bucket syndrome. Just 

like crabs in the fisherman's bucket, people as well like to pull someone 

down, either physically, or verbally. They even see this as a game, since they 

have no support nor understanding for your growth. Once you identify them 

simply get them out of the own loop, and keep focusing on what works for 
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you. You can in some select cases stand up to them, if you really believe that 

they have some piece of your happiness (in most cases this is not true), and 

give them some books about co-dependency or movies about growing up like 

"28 Days" or "The Proposal" with Sandra Bullock, or "Role models" with 

Seann William Scott.

Most likely they will just laugh at you and brush it off, but at least you will have 

out of your system that you tried. Plus as the bonus, if they were really your 

friends, you will have some reference material for them. Times might change 

and they might recognize your ways, so when you will make the permanent 

switch in life to healthier stuff and self love, they could come on board as well.

However whatever it may be, it is important to always focus on running own 

race, in own tempo. This is your life. 

Roger Bannister attributed to this idea of running your own race and not 

looking back, his first recorded sub 4 minute mile record run. To this idea 

Richard Branson, owner and creator of the Virgin mega corporation, attributes 

his success. Same was with Dorothy Ainsworth who after a divorce and on a 

waitress paycheck ($12,000/yr) built mostly through own means, a property 

complex worth more than $1,000,000. When Bill Carson was laid off during 

GFC he decided to start a race in $500 craigslist car who he on his own 

beefed up in his mother's garage, and entered rally event where he competed 

as an equal to the $400,000 WRC class cars, and actually did not come last, 

giving a fair fight as one of them. And to top it off, when watching some 

random animal documentary about police dogs (i think, or about prisons in 

general), some law enforcement officer said that when they are called for an 
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escapee from the prison, they only get the prisoners who look back. Prisoners 

who run their own run as fast as they can without comparing self to what is 

going on around them most likely will outrun the pursuit. ( I do not endorse 

doing anything illegal ).  All has same thing in there - never taking advice from 

anyone, just doing own thing. Or most likely incorporating advice of others 

into own success on cherry pick basis, but not giving self in to other's advice.

To top it off, pretty much the whole story of successes in the silicone valley 

and beyond is made by people like Steve Jobs, Elon Musk, Bill Gates or 

Linus Torvalds, who got fed up with what was around them, and decided to 

go after their own feelings of how things should be. Although their efforts are 

slightly misguided and are in the proclaimed world of the human imagination, 

instead of the perceived real world of physical things, emotions, life and 

feelings.

Still it was the same driving force behind what they did. Armed only with their 

own balls/ovaries they ignored the current established rules without looking 

behind. They felt deep down inside those rules were bullshit. There's no 

better proof that God / Nature given authority starts and ends with you.

Miracles do happen, when you will start doing stuff along the lines of the real 

world of feelings and soul instead of living withdrawn in your own imagination 

and artificial obligations, or even worse, living for approval of others.
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Time does not exist
hen you abandon your heart of hearts, or get suckered into the 

rush, all things become a blur. To make some hold on it you focus 

on the immediate instead to taking step back to see the flow as a whole.

W
As a whole it is all about relationships and consent coming from heart of 

hearts. Ones who lost their plot will try to tell you that their chaos is what 

matters in life, however it's quite opposite. It's what you feel what matters, 

and what you surround yourself with to achieve and sustain this feeling.

Still not convinced? There are tokens of emotional significance out there. 

They just are for lack of better word vibrations present in the reality, either 

real - existing without approval of man, or perceived by man. Some example 

would be Mississippi river, Amazon river, AR-15, AK-47, Porsche, hamster 

wheel, 9 to 5 hamster wheel, McDonald, veganism, hamburger, vegan 

burger, PC, Mac, Ubuntu Linux, southern belle, high-school sweetheart, 

soccer mom, Jewish mother, being emotionally open, being emotionally hung 

up or constipated on something, living in truth dictated with own heart, living 

in artificial non-consensual proclaimed hierarchy of control.

Other example would be personal connections. You know who your brother 

or sister are, you know whom your friends are or your dog or to which cat you 

are a servant. Such things do not change with time, they grow on you with 

you. There are often photos of siblings in different ages from kids to elderly 

grandmas, who pose in the same setting with almost the same clothes. Many 

promiscuous people eventually realize that no matter how many people one 
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slept with, dated with, only the deep emotional connection mattered, and 

whether or not it was true to own heart of hearts or not. Popular porn 

actresses cut their ties with the "industry" and tell it how it was, with ongoing 

emotional abuse and emotional blackmail like for example Jenna Jameson 

with her book "How to make a love like a porn-star". Recently also Jenna 

Presley cut ties with her past and found God and Jesus and tells her story to 

all.17

With the rise of the Internet, it's easier to spot stories of for example world war 

2 veteran finding his love whom he met when he was 18, but got separated 

by the war. Or stories of some couple who met in the hell of the nazi 

concentration camp, and after the war they decided to find each other, even 

tho they setup families with someone else in the mean time.

Many people who did not stood up to their own values in life, choose to live a 

life of denial and coercion. They get married out of convenience or reason, 

and then spend the rest of their days pushing themselves, along with any 

bystanders in their life, into believing such thing is true. The thought of 

admitting that there is / was no spark, or what it was was more of a lust or 

infatuation rather than love, all of that is a taboo. Those who admit to self they 

were in a lie, often get their whole life back, often with having a whole life 

around - starting with the way how they perceive themselves as a being of 

this rocky spaceship. They see now through the eyes of truth that some 

things just did not add up in the past. They no longer can support that fake 

artificial vibration with their own commitment and they walk out of it.

17 This: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2380856/How-Worlds-Hottest-Pornstar-
God-XXXChurch-campaigns-sex-workers-light.html
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Torrero Munera, once a matador, realized in the middle of arena that bull he 

was fighting was really not liking it. In that very moment the "aha moment" 

struck him out of his years long daydreaming he was pushed into. That 

animal became a "he". A sentient being that simply was locked up in an 

institutionalized bullying cycle for the sick joy of bystanders. Same goes with 

all animal circuses - a lot of former workers take hidden videos of unusually 

cruel beatings and other subjugation tactics they use behind the scenes to 

enforce with fear and intimidation other beings to do "tricks" for them.

Aki Ra was pro at setting up land mines under the infamous Cambodian Pol 

Pot authoritarian regime of the Khmer Rouge. After the institutionalized 

insanity of dictators passed, he struck "aha moment" and realized what he 

was actually doing - placing death traps that maimed and killed innocent 

beings. Soon after he dedicated his life to turn this around. He became the 

most famous person of anti land mine movement. He now teaches classes on 

how to deactivate land mines with very simple tools - stuff that is available 

only at some 2nd an 3rd world countries. He personally only uses a knife and 

a sharp stick.

Jeff Dunn was a Coca Cola CEO, however he got one day thinking that this 

pushing of sugared water onto public was wrong. He now uses his marketing 

skills to push baby carrots as the new "junk food". He still wants to push new 

exciting flavors, however this time though he is committed to make it healthy.

Barry Cooper, an ex narcotics policeman became avid pot smoker after 

realization how failed the war on drugs was. He couldn't cope any more with 

fakeness of putting people into prisons for non-violent crimes. He could no 
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longer support with his soul lies, fake pretenses he was trained to use to 

breach other's privacy and consent of their household or their vehicles. The 

same civic rights that are god given and described in constitution as self-

evident. He made a video in which he tells other civilians who for social or 

recreational reasons got into habit of pot smoking, how to avoid and navigate 

illegal and unconstitutional searches and seizures. He also goes after few 

crooked cops in his TV series Kop Busters, ones who make rest of honest 

police officers look bad.

Many soldiers realize the insanity of killing and intruding upon people whom 

they never met and decide to become peace activists, or support causes of 

empowerment of individuals. For example join some gun shops to empower 

ordinary citizens with proper firearm training, use their physical training skills 

to become personal trainers at gyms helping others become healthy. Some 

use their tactical knowledge, leadership and integrity to empower hippie-

vegan organizations fighting against poachers such as Sea Shepherd. I 

believe I seen a documentary where two crew members were are actually 

former US Marines in charge of overall ship security. There is recent TEDx 

talk of Damien Mander, a former Australian special forces sniper, telling his 

story of growth from soldier to the animal rights propagator and 

conservationist, to a father.

The 80's actor, Geoffrey Giuliano, who was known for the Ronald McDonald 

character of the McDonald franchise became a vegetarian and openly attacks 

his past employee saying meat is murder and apologizes for helping to 

brainwash kids into the cult of anti-life.
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On a deeper level you might now notice it as the relationships with stuff that 

enriches or harms you - generally speaking intrusions into flow of others vs 

riding the flow.

Such emotional tie-ins to the relationships with other beings, places or habits, 

come alive and into your attention when you are for example changing 

countries or neighborhoods. It all starts to come up how many not needed 

emotional junk we all have that we could do without, no matter if it is physical 

or just emotional junk that somehow was put on us to carry without our 

consent.

Once you start your journey to your growth there be some resistance. 

Unfortunately others who are still stuck in the harmful ways will try to pull you 

back in, either through blaming, intimidation, lies or even sometimes physical 

violence. In their own closed minds you will be seen as a "deserter", a "rebel" 

who is destroying "harmonious society". They will of course not tell you that 

"harmonious society" of theirs is based on physical or emotional abuse of 

others and mitigation of such abuse with material possessions, which you 

noticed and which you try to distance self away from for your new clean living.

That matador faced a harsh criticism and threats from his former colleagues 

because he started to stand for animal rights. That cop by exposing the less 

than 1% of crooked cops that give others a bad name, got numerous threats 

and even got arrested by his former colleagues over some trumped up false 

charges.

With all of that sometimes it's better to lay low for a while and fly under their 

radar. Until you will have some other physical place setup and ready to 
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rapidly disconnect and walk out on them try to maintain their status quo so 

they will not have time to prepare their arguments to get you back. Most of 

the times because they have broken lives, they will not try to win you over. 

Often they will see the "win" for them as making you waste your time on 

handling their petty claims instead of growing and moving on with your life. To 

not get confused it's good to start some anonymous-for-now blog where you 

will collect your thoughts and prepare self emotionally for new relationships.

The tactics of battle of three to four weeks still takes presence in this situation 

as well. If you give them a way to get to you, they will use it to keep you 

locked in "discussing" or most likely "second guessing" yourself. If you will 

see any of the recent online debates on the gun grabbing where presenters 

faced with real facts still kept up their imaginary world view that cellphone will 

protect your body better than a handgun, it will give you some ideas on how 

tough it will be. People like this who do not see life as lived from own heart of 

hearts, but within rigid norms of approval of peers without own will, will use 

every opportunity to inch in their agendas to your life. Any discussion with 

them is more or less pointless, because the real world objective facts do not 

apply to such entrenched people. Instead for every real world example, they 

will simply ignore it and throw in some one off semi valid factoid that someone 

somewhere did this and that, and it was along their will, so you shut up and 

stop rocking "our" boat. When you will politely point out that we are from 

many one, and not on the same boat, but a collection of boats forming a 

floating island, they will go ape-shit, and for the lack of feces lying around, 

they will throw expletives at you.
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When you're in relationship that causes you emotional pain through doing 

what you don't feel like doing, it doesn't matter if it was long time ago or short 

time ago. That relationship will have potential to ruin your happy If that other 

person still has access to your heart. You didn't brought up emotional 

barriers, used law of the land to defend self, or physical or even lethal force 

when really your consent would be threatened, like in case of rape, or forced 

abduction or harm of your children.

It's all about what you feel and what you do stand up for. Others who do not 

feel will try to tell you that you will be "irrational" or "violent" or against 

"common sense" (the imposed by them variety of common sense of course) 

or quote statistics which them and their own people abide by. They will try to 

persuade and coerce you into their world by telling something like "you can't 

cross the same river twice". Well.. as far as I know the Mississippi river is not 

dry yet, and you can still cross it. Feelings and Nature / God given rights do 

come first when dealing with reality of abuse or reality of compassion or 

connection of love.

In some cases you might help other's to understand your point of view, the 

reality of feelings. Keep in mind tho two things. When going after such helping 

others you better have some solid places to fall down to and heal your 

wounds, because not always it will turn out as you planned for - ideally a 

boost of sanity through vegan plant based diet, hopefully grown on own 

Victory Garden, since it boosts healing. Second thing, never push, just live 

own life, and then let others subscribe to your ways, some just play victims to 

get your constant attention - this will safeguard you from losing self to their 
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crazy.
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A soldier and a healer
he evening was quite cool around one of many Florida pubs near the 

bay. Music was smooth, beer was cold and the weather was spot-on. 

Mike just came back from IRAQ and decided to celebrate with his buddies 

and meet his friend Barry to talk something through.

T
- Man I really liked how it was. I just hope to sign up with local Miami SWAT 

now that I'm out.

- Yeah, Mike, tell me about it. We were with another team catching terrorists 

all the time back there. It might be a good idea. It's basically the same thing.

- I gonna have my psychological tests done this week. Some say they nail 

veterans for being too violent, but we're after the bad guys, so it's them they 

should worry not us!

- They just take a look for some total whack jobs. Me and few other guys are 

in, so I'm sure with your record it's gonna be fine. I'm off to take a leak. Be 

right back.

Just when Mike was alone he heard.

- Peace. Love.

Said some hippie-looking guy sitting nearby, loudly enough so he can hear, 

but still looking at his safe sex on the beach, a non-alcohol version of a 

popular drink.

- Dude I think you should just shut up.

- What's wrong with peace and love?

- Listen, you can tell "peace and love" to some 13 year old fanatic going at 
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you with Kalashnikov and some bomb strapped to himself going at you.

- You sure about that?

- Yes I'm sure. When I was defending this nation from those idiots I had few 

of such situations, and I am here now, and they are not, so maybe you should 

go away now, please? Who are you anyway?

- I seen some of strange things myself, I worked at the pediatric cancer 

hospice, but I left it because all of the staff seemed to get off on helping rather 

than building others up or empowering them. Any attempt of actually looking 

at diet that some claim is major source of cancer was frowned upon as 

quackery. Ideas that cancer cells occur daily but the body handles them 

naturally were dismissed since they did not fit their views of "delivering" help. 

Didn't it occur to you that in the long run those guys were out there just like 

you, doing what their elders tell them to do? You know, because your elders 

told your guys to bomb them, because their elders told their guys to act all 

stupid, because and because?

Although he seen a lot, Mike kinda hesitated. The healer continued talking 

still staring at his drink.

- Whatever you did.. well.. you did right all along. You are still here. But you 

acted under the false intelligence. You can't save them all, and it's hard to 

blame them for lack of other options left other than reaction of hate and 

revenge. There will always be death and suffering, but you can really only 

love them even they are idiots forced into someone else's fight. You are a 

man of structure and integrity. If you want to stay on that path, have you 

thought of using these skills in favor of serving love instead of feeding the 
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beast with hate, fears and revenge?

Healer finished his drink and finally took a look at Mike. He knew that all of 

pieces of the puzzle in Mike's head finally started to come together, and the 

picture they formed was totally different than the one promised on the cover 

of the box.

- Take it easy man. You are not the only one who came around to this 

conclusion. There are guys like you speaking up all over the net that they 

were mislead and their honor got hijacked, IVAW for example. Sorry for 

saying it like that. It's not the end of the world. You can always use your skills 

for helping others get fit, obesity kills way more than terrorists ever did. You 

also wouldn't be the first soldier who used his organization skills and sword as 

a plow and started organic veggie farming. You can also teach others gun 

classes since nothing stops a violent crime better than a person capable of 

self defense than a protector few miles away. I see that you started to see like 

a animal farmer who chose to go vegan, but I can't help beyond that. See ya.

And so did healer leave, just when Barry came along.

- You look like you seen a ghost. Who was that guy?

- Dude.. Either this guy was a total whack job or I think we're fucked. And I 

need some time to think a lot of stuff through.
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War on symptoms
here are a lot of wars out there started by the emotionally bankrupt to 

justify their existence.T
To keep you really under their thumb they have to manufacture consent. They 

even have books on those strategies that they pass around each other. The 

easiest way was the Hitler's spin doctor way:

The people don't want war, but they can always be brought to 
the bidding of the leaders. This is easy. All you have to do is tell 
them they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for 

lack of patriotism and for exposing the country to danger. It works the same 
in every country." 
-- Hermann Göring"They know that once they get to you - get you to protest, you are living inside 

their narrative instead of holding on to your own. Then they can "mercifully" 

give you what was always yours in first place. They want you to watch TV and 

debate on whether one channel is better than the other - never talk about 

turning it off and going outside for a walk. They want you to engage in the 

exchange tokens and instead of seeing them as what they are - a mean to 

handle people you don't love, they want you to dive into "macro economy" 

which only exist in their heads, talking about barter or localizing exchange 

tokens in form of rare metals to have some tangible value is a big no-no.

You can jump at the idea of getting a job all day long, strategise how to get in 

so you can earn money for that mansion full of not needed stuff and a brand 

new car every two years. No talk actually about your own health you will lose 

during that job. No talk about having a $1,000 or $2,000 car that will ride you 
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where you want it to just like any other car. No talk about not using alarm 

clock for waking up, but instead of setting it for the evening so you will know 

when to go to sleep and wake up on your own - fresh, with no need for 

caffeine stimulants.

This is why the right to free speech is so important to modern societies. 

Before this was in place people actually followed what they felt and started 

massive beheading of people who abused them, like for example in France. 

With free speech people can now bark all day long under the castle door, so 

the masters will mercifully throw them a bone.

Of course they will not teach you how to hunt, or how to grow your own food. 

With this you wouldn't need them so they will do everything to keep you 

disrupted and entertained to not notice what is going on.

Since hugs are outlawed and thought stumped to the ground at the 

rationalizing "schools", would anyone care for some "bread and circuses"? 

They are free, straight out of your taxes you let them take from you...

We had wars on alcohol instead of addressing and asking why people 

emotionally were escaping into alcohol. We are having war on drugs instead 

of treating drugs as social problem like for example Portugal does.

We have war on nature, claiming that human intervention on the outer nature 

through GMO is better than what nature has already. It's not. Crop fails. And 

its entirely not needed since nature provides for all of us as proven earlier. 

Nature regenerates intrusions to their own default.

We have war on cancer and personal body defenses where others tell you 
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that it is okay to inject yourself with poisons, supposedly for strengthening 

yourself. Many research proved that false. Self propelled walking garden of 

human body regenerate itself when exposed to the true nature. Many youtube 

testimonies prove the power of raw-vegan diet combined with some exercise. 

Best of such comes from Bill Clinton who healed his heart problem and 

escaped from the operating table.

The latest in the war on symptoms is war on violence. The war on violence is 

a very perverse idea. Pushers of anti-violence laws will try to instill in you 

thoughts that self-defense is not yours. They want you to buy their service of 

carrying the gun for you instead of you having your own gun. Everyone has 

the right to snap back when enough is enough. This is the way of the nature. 

Even cats sometimes get annoyed by people who put things on them just to 

see how much they can take. Personally on the physical level everyone has 

the right to defend self. Especially when these days we have pepper sprays, 

and guns that shoot rubber or plastic bullets, or shotguns with beanbags. All 

of this delivers personal message of “dude, no” to the attacker. Giving them 

chance to reconsider and preventing exposure to their crazy. This also gives 

the means to get out of the narrative of the attacker. A simple gesture of 

pulling out a gun makes the whole encounter a "done deal" by attacker 

running away and remembering that there will be trouble if he will try so 

again. All most likely without any shot fired.

Maybe this not participation in their wars on nature was the true meaning of 

quite tongue in cheek, yet meaningful Maldekian / Crabwood / Pitt crop circle 

message? It was the message of warning against the "bearers of the false 
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gifts". Maybe we do not need any gifts when we have all that is needed and 

even more so right at our fingertips?

Dolly Parton more or less agrees with celebrating the universal love and 

feelings in her song “In the meantime”. And with own faith and scientific 

knowledge of observation I'm sticking with her. Why on earth would anyone 

give in to fears? Most likely people who say such things have forsaken their 

own love. They are unable to see with the heart and feel the touch and 

caress. Instead they try to synthesize those feelings in their imaginations 

through various devices of mass distraction - well done humanity.
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Everyone vs everyone 
lders who abandoned their own feelings for delusion of control often 

are angry because of the new ideas that make their control obselete. 

This is addiction. They have invested their entire life into idea of DVD rentals 

and don't want those kids running around with the internets and play on 

demand services like Hulu or Netflix. Or even God forbid going on their own 

outside to play through their own means instead of the sandboxes mercifully 

provided to them. To keep people from messing their own business they will 

try to disrupt the growth of systems that eliminate the pain. They still want to 

be the only ones with the painkillers on the block. Who cares if others are 

suffering because of that. They want the power to heal and be praised and 

loved for their service. Service that they created artificially themselves 

because they abandoned their love, so they wanted to others love them, by 

the barrel of the gun. 

E

If others will walk out on them, elders will have to look on own life and admit 

they were wrong. King George went insane after whole USA walked out on 

him. Hitler shot himself after his idea of totalitarian harmony through killing 

own people who were not "perfect", was challenged by pretty much everyone 

else as bullshit. Do you still remeber #kony2012? Creator of spin that incited 

violence and wanted to justify military presence in an area that totally did not 

need a military presence - that guy was exposed to be a fraud. Most likely he 

believed deeply in his cause, but when reality hit him, he went on 

"dehydrated" naked masturbation spree around the town.

To keep others down, people like these elders go for the "good ol" tactic 
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developed by ancient romans - divide and conquer. Their favorite method is 

blaming the "tall poppies", who rise above the suffering masses with ideas 

that actually heal the causes, with being "frauds", "deserters" or "enemies of 

the state". With this people will actually start fighting the people who want to 

empower them to listen to own heart of hearts instead of sensationalist 

dramas served by the mainstream media on TV.

They might throw names like "communists" if some people will unite 

themselves outside of elders controlled corporation system where they only 

allow or deny unions. 

They might call people "witches" - ones who actually got their head out of 

their ass, and who follow patterns of nature and heal others outside of elders 

controlled intrusive medicine systems. France even tried in 2011 to pass a 

socialist decree that outlawed veganism in schools, because they got scared 

that more and more people were escaping their bullshit of drinking milk of 

other species and eating other sentient feeling beings. In short, France 

officials got spooked of vegans healing themselves and tried to bring them 

down. They failed. In USA the Food and Drug Administration tries their best 

to keep people from healing themselves. Although within their own ideas of 

regulated market their ways make some sense - USA had history of snakes 

oil salesman which they fight against. However FDA with uch restrictive 

regulations also do harm to legitimate research of health benefits of day to 

day food like garlic or apples. People actually go to jail for selling in USA 

herbal mixes which are a common legal place in other countries. 

Elders without own love will call people "terrorists". Bankers of UK with their 
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government decided to call whole country of Iceland terrorists, after Iceland 

decided to not pay toxic credits that were generated by British bankers, which 

would eventually defacto enslave whole Iceland in permanent debt. Instead 

the whole Iceland decided to sack their bankers for doing sloppy job, elected 

people outside of politics to repair constitution to be more self-determining 

like American, and they said "sorry UK chaps, those crap you tried to push on 

us was a trap to enslave us, so F.U., we're not playing your headgames". For 

quite a few days this caused that all Iceland passport holders were on British 

no-fly lists, and subject to arrest in the UK under the terrorist law.

Open source systems
Linux and whole open-source movement faced a tough rise. They were 

constantly brought down by elders who were tying software to the monetary 

systems. Software being only an information freely distributed from one 

information interpretation device to another prevailed.

As of 2013 whole French police is using Ubuntu with LibreOffice for desktops 

as an fully functional alternative to Windows or Apple systems with Microsoft 

Office. Because of elasticity of the open source software, where everyone 

can come and take it and do what they like with the software, China is now 

starting to develop and promote own desktop version of Ubuntu free and 

open-source distribution, with special extensions for Chinese online 

applications.

Same fate goes along now in the Nature world. Some people think they can 

out-do nature and God and setup a GMO system. Instead of seeds being 
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free, like the Nature/God intended, farmers are forbidden by law and by ties 

with monetary system to store seeds they grow. And of course the 

monoculture as always is a target of so called “super-bugs” or “super-weeds”, 

which are nothing more than Nature/God's adaptation of ongoing life cycle of 

this rocky spaceship. Do you remember how nature saw the great abundance 

of potatoes in Ireland to breed a fungus? You know, the event described by 

the man as the Great Potato Famine? Nature and life in general will always 

find a way around artificial intrusions. Many plantations in the colonial era 

were started by for example some people smuggling sugar cane saplings 

disguised as a flowers for the governor. From such bouquet whole sugar 

plantation was made on one island. And we know how making pot illegal 

affected the growth methods used in cultivation of said plant...

Unfortunately elders despite knowing all of this want you to fight their silly 

wars against the Nature instead of working with the Nature. All of this, 

because they want to feel needed and appreciated, because one day they 

choose to abandon own feelings and go for man made pride and ego boosts, 

or simply were pushed into that whirlwind because of cultural reasons and of 

perceived lack of other options.

This is why they are spooked by people who use home made 3D printers and 

print a fully functional guns with it like people of Defense Distributed do. To 

make matters worse for them, those plans are made fully open-source, so 

anyone can download them, make some weapon, and if there is some error, 

they can upgrade the plans and put them back on the INTERNET so others 

won't follow down that road.
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Regulators are simply unable to see the world as it is, full of wonder and 

excitement. They instead want to rationalize and keep everyone down, 

because in their own minds everything is controllable. Reality of reality is that 

humans at best can make some sort of a saddle on top of the nature, instead 

of synthesizing it and making it all subject to control. Even invention of man 

made horse robot, like the BIGDOG of DARPA - Boston Dynamics, in its 

center uses a lot of non control. They mimic the nature by using genetic 

algorithms.  The robot uses lots of random numbers coming from the inputs 

from nature, to make some decisions where it would be best to put a leg. 

Then uses own "imagination" - 3d simulation of where it thinks it is based on 

the current inputs, and how it would turn out for the robot, and then the cycle 

repeats. It is impossible to foresee anything, you can only adapt to this. 

Yet people still want others to believe that top down method is the best, 

because they take advantage of chaos of infighting and distracted people on 

the receiving end of that method.

Land rights
Some people in UK got evicted out of their own land for actually taking care of 

it and living off the land. There are laws in UK to promote overall constant 

oppression. Just as on all commonwealth territories people cannot defend 

themselves even with a pepper spray. This lead to skyrocketing of home 

invasions, massive riots and other violent crimes that result from curbed self 

expression.

Their pressure cooker is a direct result of the land laws. The land prices are 
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so insanely high that to afford some place of your own you have to suffer 9-5 

lifestyle and just sing the same song the others are singing, or face 

consequences.

So you know now why people of Canada and UK are so polite, right? They 

get emotionally broken down quite quick before they reach age of self 

dependence and self expression. You get declawed and toothless in front of 

your oppressor so in this evil you can bark but don't bite. Any form of self 

dependence outside of existing sphere of oppression is demonized as a 

loophole, and sadly people buy into this flow. Not many have a chance to 

really look around to see what is going on with this constant rush and 

constant singing of song of compliance. Those who do get trampled by blind 

masses and eventually resort to humor, especially the British humor. When 

you will look closely you will see that this is response of a wounded and 

curbed soul for the real emotional tragedy of people forced to be stuck in their 

own heads, instead of following their heart.

Ones who don't sing the song of suffering under the guise of pride and 

prestige get ostracized. People got actually fired from their jobs for choosing 

to live in the mobile home communities or on board of the barges and 

commuting from them instead of slaving off for the mortgage. The others who 

were slaving off for a mortgage just couldn't stand it. For example like the 

case of Philip Hanman, who as a London council worker was living with his 

wife full time on a camping site in an in-expensive tent. After a lot of bullying 

and other pressures he choose to make himself voluntarily redundant.

In case of Dinah and Stig Mason the ones who couldn't stand their freedom 
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were local planners. The planners in UK have a long standing track record of 

subjugation and abuse of people who simply want to live on their land in Eco-

friendly slow-life settlements. The deal in UK is that about 1 acre of rural land 

costs about 8,000€, the same land in same area, but with building privileges 

costs around 250,000€. This is why they actively seek to bring down anyone 

trying to be happy on their own, like it happened with Mason family. This 

family were living happily for few year after which they eventually got evicted 

from the land they “owned”. After successfully living off the grid with their own 

kids in what is in USA known as a tumbleweed houses on wheels, and after 

caring and transforming barren land on the outskirts of small town into a 

productive organic farm, they had to abandon it or face prison. For being free.

Same land rules apply to the most of the Commonwealth - a group of 

countries with history of British rule, such as Canada, New Zealand or 

Australia.

Unfortunately in those countries with the impossible odds of the forced 

relationship of prestige, pride and subjugation many people are over-

medicated on psychotropic drugs to just get by, constantly drunk, or even 

worse.

Luckily in around 2010 the elders of the UK finally got their shit together and 

after the wave of mass protests saw that this was bad and initiated the land-

rights reform to match the one that is present in USA. People in UK now can 

start a eco-friendly settlement on rural land ( unfortunately still very highly 

regulated by their government about details of it being eco-friendly up to the 

point of such settlements being required by law to be a highly labor intensive 
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enterprise, because you know, it's green to plow a field by a mule instead of 

by a tractor running bio-diesel ). Also on the long term schedule is a total 

conversion of the land rights. Local councils will have to under new law allow 

settlement on all land, including rural land unless local people will directly 

object to it on case-by case basis. This is opposite to the blanket ban 

situation which is currently in place, where people can't start a settlement by 

default because of strict and antiquated planning laws. A planning permission 

on rural zoned land is a rarity even when settlement matches some existing 

rules.

Such thing happened with the Mason family who to be within the planning law 

that required some farm activity started a chicken farm, which in their case as 

in many others was deemed unsatisfactory by local officials. This reform will 

allow many families to simply live free and happy on their own land. The other 

option if such reforms will fail in UK is constant state of riots and violence. No 

one likes being treaded upon, yet elders of the land invented such game so 

the little ones have to fight among each other, to keep them distracted from 

thinking that the "little ones" are only the imaginary term used by oppressors, 

who are the same physical beings as us.

In USA surprisingly there is also strong push towards over-control. Eustace 

Conway known for his natural living without electricity was raided by county 

officials for allegedly not meeting some building codes. Despite his buildings 

being functional as determined by him and his knowledge of pioneer tradition 

some bureaucrats did not like that he is self sufficient and found some rules 

to go after him, just because. With ongoing movement in USA in growing own 
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food with the victory gardens, or growing food forests by whole cities like 

Seattle, this is only some strange case of unnecessary power tripping. Those 

local county officials are totally alone in the scale of USA in their efforts to 

mess with someone who is not harming anyone. There always will be some 

people who want to stop the nature. They always will lose, since they are 

nature themselves and their fight is against themselves. And there will be 

people thanks to social media to help them remember it.

Hover cars
Remember the Wright's brothers first man-controlled flight of the heavier than 

air self propelled machine? Sure you do. But do you remember all of the 

news headlines from all prominent scientific persona of that age who 

badmouthed the whole concept of the powered flight as ridiculous? Look it up 

if you don't.

Do you know what is the major obstacle of letting everyone have an airplane 

at their driveway and use it for daily commute? It's not the price – the light 

sport airplane can cost at around the same as a new SUV. The major show 

stopper is lack of political will to move things forward. Or in other words, 

bunch of grumpy old men sitting around and doing everything to retain status 

quo, so other's won't join their “club”. They do it by sticking to the outdated 

legislations that were made out of fear and lack of technology. Legislations 

where there are air corridors and ground control stations that track airplanes. 

They are too spooked to let things happen in their own way. 

These days we have technology where everyone with a hint of hobby making 
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skills can make a self-navigating GPS air-drone. With this technology on 

board light sport aircraft one can see the future where everyone commutes 

from small airfields, or even by using Short-Takeoff and Vertical Landing 

aircraft built after quad-copters.

The problem of mid-air navigation of overly crowded areas is easily solvable 

through designating for example altitude between 5000 and 10400 feet above 

sea level as sky-highway. Very simple so called “helix rules” would apply 

there:

• The plane approaching lower boundary is heading true north - 0°.

• With each 1° turn to the right, the plane increases its height by 5 feet 

and slightly increases its airspeed. With each 1° turn to the left the 

plane decreases its altitude by 5 feet and slightly decreases airspeed. 

This means that plane climbing watches out for traffic on it's right, plane 

descending watches for traffic on it's left. The higher you fly, the faster 

you fly.

• There are eight “sky-lanes” per each whole turn, so if the plane must 

maintain heading at one of the eight headings: 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 

180°, 225°, 270° or 315° - the eight directions ( N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, 

W and NW ) on the compass rose. This gives 225 feet of separation in 

between each “sky-lane” - enough to let the autopilot safely and 

somewhat comfortably maintain altitude and keep the plane in the lane. 

Lane change is signaled on some designated frequency using low 

powered digital broadcasting system like WIFI, that sends out your gps 

location, heading, speed and intended lane change.
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• There are three complete turns, consisting of eight “sky-lanes”. The 

higher you fly, the faster you fly. Each “sky-lane” of each of the three 

turns has a mandated speed all aircraft must maintain on that direction-

lane.

• Within each “sky-lane” plane can slide to sides while maintaining the 

same heading to add extra avoidance of traffic.

Even without the lane change broadcast system, the helix system is safe, self 

regulating and readily deployable over heavily congested urban and sub-

urban areas, so air traffic would be self regulating.

This of course would only apply over some selected dense urban and 

suburban areas, leaving the most of the planet free to roam and enjoy more 

or less freedom of flight.

The mechanical systems durability are already handled by appropriate 

regulations, the GPS altitude measurement can have added extra 

redundancy by already existing ground radar systems in some planes, in 

case of very unlikely GPS outage.

The only problem is political willpower to make it happen. And since they 

want to keep you under their thumb, or because the politicians are tied with 

some air-controller lobbyists, they are actively pulling down each attempt of 

self governance and losing of control, just as it happens with the land rights, 

or pretty much everything else.

The test roll out of more complicated and technologically advanced "free sky" 

air traffic control initiative was deliberately delayed in EU under the pressure 
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from the air controller lobby.

Rockets
The people do not want progress. They want the more of the same, no matter 

how it hurts others or blocks their growth. This is the best seen in the space 

industry.

All major players, NASA, ESA, Russians, Chinese, Musk use highly complex 

technology consisting of many fuel pumps, measurements, various different 

communication systems and whatnot. They employ people who get paid to be 

prestigious and not ones who want to try some new things. Even when there 

are simpler things out there, like for example German OTRAG space project, 

they don't want to hear about it. OTRAG is basically a one big metal syringe 

that has three chambers divided with two pistons. There is simple jet engine 

grade kerosene in one chamber, a concentrated hydrogen peroxide ( stuff 

you use to clean bruises but in higher concentration ) in other, and ambient 

nitrogen in third pumped at high pressure. The fuel when sprayed in fine mist 

at a fine mist of peroxide will ignite. The compressed nitrogen acts as a push 

of those two out of the big syringe. The idea of OTRAG was to create a lot of 

small syringes so the effect of scale of production would take over. And they 

tested this idea in 60's, got the whole production in order and then they got 

sniped by politicians. 60's was not that far away from the WW2 and the "free 

world" did not want to see Germans having their own space program, so all 

major players started spreading rumors and under pressure of UN the 

OTRAG program got canceled.
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But have no fear! Here is my proposal on how 

to even more simplify the OTRAG project. 

Beer. You know, right? You can not get any 

more simpler than beer. But to get the effect 

of scale going on you need a big beer. With 

that you will also get a benefit of having a 

large beer can after you drink your beer.

Oh, I guess I should explain it in detail. The 

walls of the beer can is an engineering 

marvel. They are thin so they are light, but 

also they are strong enough to stack on top of 

each other, and because beer is pressurized 

it will remain the most perfect engineering 

shape of a tube, so it can withstand a lot of 

load. Same principle can be applied to the 

rockets.

One can create a thin wall cylinder that will 

contain enough pressure to hold compressed 

nitrogen and two bladders containing fuel and 

oxidizer. The weight of the propellants 

shouldn't be much of a problem for the can, 

just some extra thickness should do in the 

bottom part of it. There is also no need for 

any precision machining. Anyone with sheets 
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of stainless steel and a welder and some compass to get caps, can churn out 

something like this, the pressure will keep the whole construction stable and 

rigid like a soft drink bottle. The cut in half fire extinguisher or a diver oxygen 

supply would do as an engine. The bladders can be made from inert plastic, 

thin enough to feel comfortable enough so they will not tear. No special 

mounting of them is needed. They can be placed as they are, like two big 

water balloons. The tearing forces acting on the bladders are almost nil since 

the whole can is pressurized and do not move anywhere to sides, but stay put 

as rocket goes constantly up.

The control is happening through two variable valves to control throttle and 

with two axis flexible mount to control the rocket direction. The 

maneuverability such as spinning around it's height and keeping itself straight 

can be achieved using extra valves with pressurized nitrogen alone. The 

electronics is not much more complex than some RC drone. I bet that if you 

used the ready-made RC controller such as WiRC, which has built in WIFI 

communication and USB for extra instruments, you could pull this thing off on 

the garage budget and with a few friends. Longest WIFI connection was kept 

at 260 miles / 420 km distance by Swedish Space Agency. ISS space station 

is orbiting at  230 miles / 370 km.

After cargo is delivered a fun part comes along. You have a pressurized 

container in space you could lace before with anti-radiation stuff and some 

heat protections and other life support stuff. After safe removal of bladders on 

orbit it can act as an additional orbital real estate for a space station. If you 

feel risky you can put regular compressed air instead of nitrogen as a 
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pressurizer.

The whole concept is also been proven, first launches by pressure by the less 

known OTRAG successful launches, but also this pressurized nitrogen plus 

kerosene-peroxide mix is successfully used by some of the rocket packs 

designs that fly humans ever since 70's on various public occasions. And that 

putting used parts in space as real estate for a space station is not the first 

idea ever. The space shuttle program in original assumed the big orange tank 

would fly to space and would be used as a building block for space station. 

Unfortunately the economists and bureaucrats get their way and went on 

"compromises". Meaning the shuttle got a lot smaller, thus less efficient to 

operate and couldn't have oomph necessary to put that tank on space station 

orbit.

Same deal as with NASA and OTRAG is all over the place. While Boeing 

struggles for last 30 years to make a blended wing aircraft a single engineer, 

Bart Verhees, managed to create a blended wing aircraft Verhees Delta, 

which he uses daily in only 5 years. Pharmaceutical companies in tune with 

the government do all they can to badmouth natural remedies as quackery. It 

cuts into their profits and make their customers for life free from their 

medicine. Ever since Nixon started the war on cancer the government 

researchers figured out quickly a correlation with unhealthy diet and cancer 

rates. They also figured out that getting off the meat and into regular veggies 

is often more than enough to reverse progression of cancers, because you do 

not feed the cancer, only the body gets proper nourishment.18 The USA 

18 Dr. Otto Heinrich Warburg won a Nobel Prize in 1931 for his proof that cancer is linked 
with acidic body. Many researchers ever since figured out that plant based diet makes 
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government also has been issued with a U.S. Patent 6,630,507 - 

"Cannabinoids as Antioxidants and Neuroprotectants", yet they still continue 

to push the flawed and broken rhetoric of supposed "reefer madness", 

"gateway drugs" or "war on drugs" to distract people from the truth. The 

natural world is not enough - they even go with lawsuits after synthetic little 

guys like dr   Burzynski   who when unaffiliated invented and patented a cure for 

supposedly incurable brain cancer.

But of course, all of those straightforward solutions are not as prestigious as 

churning out parts to the highest OCD specification so the hierarchy ladder 

will prevail. So it won't be used by big guys. It takes away from them the 

prestige of showing how needed they are so officials and stockholders won't 

cut their budgets. Just as it goes with any government or tenured jobs who do 

anything to look busy and needed. Members of those organizations have no 

emotional nor financial backup plans in life nor any real life skills like growing 

food, carpentry or in the extreme cases even like making a sandwich, so the 

only way out for them is conquest, growth or a "constant progress". Slowing 

down means truth is coming up.

There is always hope
Luckily there are sane people within the government who push for light 

aircraft and looser licensing on them. In the UK for a few years now, and in 

the USA there is no licensing needed on some aircraft weight classes - 

anyone can buy small aircraft and fly it just like that. Tho many voluntarily 

body alkaline ( especially oranges and other foods rich in vitamin C which are mild 
acids that when digested act as alkaloids ) - ideal condition for fighting off cancers.
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choose to go through simple cheapest pilot license course. There are people 

who start land reforms, who weed out and nullify antiquated laws. Support 

those guys, and educate everyone else. Make youtube videos. Maybe even 

share this book with them. They are there for you and won't work for you if 

they won't know what is up.

Laws in the republic or in any other political system, are not a spectator sport. 

Even if you're not voting for politicians it is good to show up for voting for 

some local laws that are going up in the public referendum. Some 

jurisdictions have options to amend existing constitution or other laws without 

use of politicians. For example in Poland first a bunch of signatures is 

needed, and then whole thing goes to the massive referendum without the 

politicians approval or disapproval and once approved in the referendum it 

becomes a law of some piece of land.
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Natural vs artificial relationships
e are part of the God's nature. Just as any life we grow we love we 

try our best to go through without messing up the others. Some 

people forget it though. They think their artificial ways are superior to the 

ways of nature.

W
They invest themselves in material things thinking they are the end of what 

can be achieved. Sometimes they even take their toys to the grave like 

Egyptian or Chinese emperors did. They buy land in their desire to be free, 

when in reality they can go pretty much anywhere and camp there for next to 

nothing and enjoy things as they are.

But this is a big no-no. In their reality all things are controlled. First people 

often believed in creating settlements as they were, without those silly 

markings on the sand, and then on some piece of paper in someone's 

drawer. No zoning laws nor property laws per se. People settled where they 

felt was a good idea to do so. For them the Great Divine was the end of it all 

and there was no need to waste time over arguing over line on the paper. 

This is the major beef the American Native tribes have over this day with the 

government of USA and Australian Aboriginese have with commonwealth, 

that they want them to participate in something they always seen as stupid 

and purely imaginary, most likely driven by greed or will to dominate another. 

In case of Australians the natives were conveniently announced by the crown 

to be "livestock" so their land was not needed to be bargain for under the 

"law".
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Same with population control. Pretty much all people know who they are and 

whom they love. They travel the world few times around and know where 

their home is. They go to the moon and back to their loved ones. The idea of 

someone else validating your existence in form of a third-party document that 

tells you who you are is rather new invention. Up to the first world war people 

were traveling freely between countries without passports or visas or other 

obstructions.

In life all comes from own heart of hearts. There are some controllers who 

think that for example information can be controlled. And there are free-

opensource operating systems like Android used worldwide in smartphones 

and tablets, or Ubuntu Linux used increasingly more as a desktop system on 

par with MacOS or Windows. Ubuntu is used for example by whole French 

police as their desktop systems, and recently whole China adopted their 

version as a national operating system.

Some people invest millions of dollars in complex machines to detect cancer, 

while in reality all you need to is listen. Dogs often smell cancer and poke 

their noses at your body at specific locations to tell you that there is 

something going on that shouldn't. And there is whole cancer research 

industry on the one hand and on the other you can forage "weeds" or go 

vegan and heal your cancer naturally like many testimonials on youtube were 

made.

Some say you don't have immune system, and you should take our vaccines, 

while others proven by statistics that vaccines actually cause more harm than 

good. Take for example research made by Australian top doctor, Archie 
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Kalokerinos. He proven a link between vaccines and vitamin C deficiency that 

in some cases were deadly at 50% rate of death of people who took 

vaccines.

With all of the noise and authoritarian upbringing served by schools, no 

wonder that anyone who knows anything take their kid out of the system. The 

un-schooling or home-schooling movement is constantly increasing. And it is 

a lie that you need to be prestigious to do so. Common people home school 

as well. And it doesn't limit contact with other kids. In some cases it can be 

arranged to kid to go to school for some subjects or to play sports with others, 

while bulk of education is at home, at a pace of your kid instead of jumping 

thorough someone's hoops.

Law without lawyers
When founding fathers came along they only had at their hearts the system 

taught back home under the tyrant rule of the king. They were following this 

set of rules, because they only knew this way of life. Some other ideas of 

personal freedom might not occur to them, like abolition of slavery or lack of 

tie-in between money and land ownership. Or in case of vegan movement 

lack of idea of ownership of other sentient life altogether. Those thoughts and 

feelings were put at the constitution of USA.

Still though, this codified world view is what makes American First People and 

Australian First People blood boil. They had it pretty much figured out without 

the artificiality and unnecessary overhead of paper law. They simply were and 

enjoyed their life as it were, without abandoning feelings and dwelling into the 
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imagination.
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Go home elders, you are drunk
ou  are drunk on subjugation and domination. Time to get young ones 

who are not corrupted by your ways to get things right. You might not 

realize this in your spinning headgames of competition and prestige, but no 

one really likes you, and pretty much no one want to take part in what you do. 

People like cooperation and non-spiking their existence with some made up 

conflicts. Go play some computer games, fly some RC models if you're into 

controlling or anything else that doesn't damage innocent bystanders.

Y

Elders everywhere are basically the same.

In highly patriarchal Japan there are stories of people living all their lives a 

separate lives. Guys doing corporate work, while their wives having their own 

dancing courses. None are actually communicating with each other. After 

work guys go drink with each other and their wives go to their courses. After 

retirement guys see the emptiness and want to get closer to their wives, 

somewhat know them because they think they earned it but the reality is that 

many of their wives are happy with their own dancing courses and don't want 

the intrusion of their idiot husbands who were emotionally unavailable all their 

lives.

Therefore just like in case of some racist uncle sticking to his guns, instead of 

being honest and admitting they were wrong, elders come up with 

headgames to feel needed and appreciated by others. No matter if it is true 

and coming from the heart or just artificially imposed. All they need is to not 

being them, looking at the fake ness of their own lives.
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Meat puppets via safety acts
To ensure all dance to their music, they will invent "safety" acts. The idea of 

any safety act is to basically get your natural rights, judgment and free will 

and impose their arbitrary will in a way that is opt-out at best. Most likely 

though it will happen in a way that will land you a hefty fine or land you in 

prison for not yielding to their self imposed "common sense".

The purpose of emotionally withdrawn elders is to make all support their 

delusional thinking, and to make them feel needed and loved, because they 

never experienced healthy self-love and self-respect. They want to render 

your free will an feelings non-existent and because of this they want you to 

become a soulless meat puppet in their doll house they prepared for you. For 

your utmost safety of course.

This is the whole reasoning for people who want to curb someone's natural 

right to stand up and to defend self through own means. Let's take the 

Commonwealth for example - UK, Canada and Australia. People have no 

right to defend self there. In UK and Australia a pepper spray is a dangerous 

weapon that will land you in prison, while on the other hand, in normal 

republics like Czech republic, police actually promotes pepper sprays for 

elderly and vulnerable. Even the communist China recognizes personal self 

defense through pepper sprays as a normal thing, or Japan despite their 

politeness they value personal liberties and you can defend self with pepper 

spray ever since the times of ninja who used dried up chili powder in paper 

blow tubes (metsubushi). In the rest of Commonwealth many people are 

actually afraid of touching the attacker, because the laws are set in the way 
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that attacker has the all of the legal protection to land you in jail for assault, 

where you just defended against him with a fist and broke his nose.

It is all to support the vibration of "rationality" which the ones in power 

subscribe to, because to obtain their power they had to abandon their 

feelings.

In communist block that promoted no own will through "collectivizing" 

personal possessions, anyone with a hint of free will was immediately 

sentenced to be a irrational and subject to psychiatric imprisonment with very 

neuro-toxic drugs. To break will of individual so the rational mob could tread 

on other's free will in peace and free of terror of someone actually walking out 

on their collectivist / socialist insanity. More or less the same treatment the 

circus animals go through to break their will so they can finally "understand" 

that it is normal to jump through hoops.

Did you know that almost all psychiatrists have emotional co-dependency 

issues? They want to push agenda that people as individual can not be 

trusted with making a decisions. After all they thrive on talking with people, 

instead of healing and empowering them and breaking the harmful flows they 

are in. This speaks volumes about the true underlying motivation for their 

actions... Their belief of collectivism is of course exposed as not true 

especially with the rise of the vegan movement where people actually make 

their own decisions for themselves to be on top of their health, and with the 

rise of the world wide self defense gun rights movement.

You might think of me as a psychologist too.. but I only wanna make a book 

for the coin, something that is one-off done deal.
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Gun grab fanatics live in a delusional world. It is very easily to prove. Just 

give a gun grab fanatic a sign "this house is proudly a weapons free zone just 

like UK, Australia or Canada". Do you think they would be so eager about that 

as people with "don't tread on me" flags in their houses? The attempted gun 

grab is based on the idea that people can not be trusted with defending 

themselves, only police can be trusted with that. As an example they take 

some emotionally disturbed people, make poster child out of them and want 

to bully others into thinking "do you want a mass shooter in your school? lets 

start a gun ban! lets start limiting who can defend themselves based on our 

criteria!". 

This fear mongering of course fells apart when real FBI statistics are taken 

into account that show gun free zones like Chicago, Washington DC, London 

UK, Mexico, having the highest rates of violent crime and drug based criminal 

gangs who know they can operate freely, because no one will stand up to 

them. Furthermore, the idea of determining who is crazy by the background 

checks is rather flawed. Who would make such decision? Meat eaters judging 

vegans to be crazy, because vegans should not kill anyone? Vegans judging 

meat eaters because they pay for killing of other beings all the time? A 

secular person would judge some clerical person to be crazy because he 

want to buy a gun for defense? (Martin Luther King Jr. was denied his gun 

permit he applied for using exactly this reasoning) A religious person would 

judge a secular person as crazy for not believing in the creation? With all of 

that the real psychopaths would go through under the radar of course. You all 

remember tragic Oslo mass shooting of 2011. Oslo is in Europe, where guns 
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are strictly regulated for sport and hunting usage only, with laws of carrying 

weapon to and from gun range and nowhere else. The Glock 34 pistol used in 

the shooting was put under extra police scrutiny and legislation where the 

owner had to prove his attendance to a shooting range for a few months and 

participation in competitions. The Oslo shooter was at first denied, but then 

he presented all of the necessary paperwork and eventually was granted 

permission to own this weapon. The shooter LEGALLY passed through all of 

those checks. 

Under restrictive background checks only guys like this and criminals and 

police will be able to arm themselves, leaving the rest of law abiding 

population at their mercy. This is one of the reasons why in Australia, which 

after gun confiscation is part of the British Commonwealth no-self defense 

system, eventually laws were passed in one of their states to allow 

unlicensed pepper spray usage. And there is ongoing legal push lead by the 

pensioners and vulnerable to restore gun laws, because the violent crime and 

home invasions became a commonplace and outside of control of Police. 

If you think otherwise I guess you might as well ban all the spoons because 

they are making people fat. Some people actually try to do that, making illegal 

large soda bottles because people can not think for themselves and are ruled 

by objects therefore there is a genuine need to govern them into a tightly 

controlled doll house like system. It is somehow not surprising that this soda 

bottle ban was crafted in New York, a city which has no-gun policy, and with 

such, the highest violent crime rate in the country along with Chicago.

For those still unconvinced you can always look up Gandhi, and his "doctrine 
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of the sword". In it he explicitly praised immediate response with violence to 

violence that has started, and to have a gun for defense as insurance of 

peace. You might also take a look at another militant vegan warmonger, who 

openly advised his cult to arm themselves with illegal weapons. I'm speaking 

of course of Jesus Christ who apparently told His apostles to get some 

swords for their own protection, swords which were illegal under the Roman 

law.

To add insult to the injury of people who can't think for them self but whose 

lives are lead by objects, not all guns are designed to kill. There is a growing 

number of less-lethal ammunition producers jumping on this trend. There are 

rubber and plastic bullets for revolvers and shotguns. There are bean bag 

bullets for shotgun, and even a Taser bullet, that works like regular Taser 

upon impact disabling person with electricity. Weapon manufacturers also 

see this growth and make less-lethal AK-47 and AR-15 rifles and few pistols 

too, which can work with less lethal ammunition in semi-automatic way 

(regular semi automatic weapons are designed for high bullet speed, high 

gun blast ammunition that is used to power the mechanisms inside). This 

allows to stop and disarm attacker. With the NEWSTART penitentiary-

correction vegan prison system that has 3% of recidivism rate, it makes a 

complete healing protocol for most of the crime. Guess a rubber bullet is a 

way to turn the other cheek and let the attacker reconsider his actions.

All of the demons are afraid of their own mirror image. To ensure that 

freedom would triumph even on the moon, the crew of the Apollo moon 

missions actually put mirrors in front of their land. Because demons are afraid 
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of seeing their own image they will destroy mirrors. This is the number one 

reason for emotionally withdrawn people trying to push Internet Safety Acts 

like infamous SOPA, PIPA that caused all INTERNET voluntary blackout or 

CISPA. On surface they are made to look like going after some terrorists or 

some whatever else bogeyman is out there, but in the detail it is about 

pinpointing and quick eradication of the whistle blowers. The ones who do not 

submit to the "party line" and who make them look bad. Under so called 

Internet Safety, service providers will be ordered to share ALL user data with 

ones in charge, and quickly remove data only on the hint of allegations, no 

court trial needed, no due process. This effectively creates situation where 

someone in charge will know all of the data, and just point at some and tell - 

"let it be gone", and all will have to comply under penalties of fine or jail time. 

It will also give them power to block certain websites altogether from being 

accessible by ISP's. Something that China has already in place, where 

certain search topics are have to be censored by big search engines 

operating within China and some websites are acting as they would never 

register their domain names.

They want you to be living in their fears. Emotionally withdrawn elders would 

want you to share their crazy values where there is no free will and you can 

not stand up for own feelings. Fortunately, the social media are quick to 

respond and organize a movement. Some police officer in Canada made a 

lecture about rape prevention. In this lecture he mentioned to not wear 

provocative clothes because it according to him increased the rape threat. 

They want to assert emotional leash through victim blaming and placing self 
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as a savior. The term used was that women should not dress like sluts. This 

almost immediately sparked global Slut-Walk movement, where people 

deliberately marched wearing provocative clothing. Once you take a step 

back from that policeman reasoning and see the whole thing for what it is, it 

would be obvious that he was delusional and to some extend it might be 

considered emotional abuse. If it really would be true, then nudist beaches 

would be ground zero for rape epidemic, you can't really get more provocative 

than nude. And of course statistics show that rapes happen completely 

without regard for clothing, because in most cases rapist knew the victim for 

quite some time.

To not feel lonely in their lack of feelings elders want to invent wars so young 

ones willing to help others can be captured to follow their lead. Why on earth 

anyone wanna go few thousand miles and drop $20,000 bombs on $15 

tents? Because someone snitched on the tent owner that he is a terrorist? 

Most likely informant acted out of spite and wanted to get back at girlfriend 

who left the snitch for that tent guy - equivalent of "swatting" in USA where 

someone calls in SWAT team on some other person to "get back" at them. 

Emotionally withdrawn elders invent jumping off the big tower in some island, 

using vines as bungee. In all cases its all the same “go for it, do as we tell you 

to do. Sure it's safe, trust us, it will make you a man, like we are!”. But the 

promise doesn't add up to the reality and people waste their lives either 

chasing a ghost with a rifle, or jumping off a faulty vine to prove to them you 

are worthy. Many religions teach you are worthy because you are here, and 

do not need to bow your head to anyone, but to lovers and higher being of 
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your choice. This is why communism hated and used every chance to 

badmouth religions.

You gotta distance yourself from people who have no idea of closure, but who 

instead sing the song of 'sustainability'. In reality it's song of personal 

disempowering and doing what they think is right and not following your own 

heart. The sustainability means that you have to be constantly aware of the 

outside, because according to the cult of control, planet can not heal itself. It 

is one of many headgames that leave no exit strategy once you will submit 

yourself to it. Any attempt to form an exit strategy will be deemed irrational 

and anti-green.

For example compact fluorescent light bulbs CFLs. Elders praise 

sustainability of CFLs, but when taken at closer inspection things are not as 

pretty. CFL light bulbs are ridden with hidden environmental costs. There are 

ongoing vilification tactics of people who try to expose that pretty much all of 

the factory workers who work with CFL get some form of neurological disease 

caused by ever present mercury in CFL. There is media green washing of 

CFL that supposedly they are offering better light when the light when all that 

they make is often pale and people under CFL experience headaches or 

dizziness. People are very blinded by so called green movements, they drank 

the koolaid because of no idea of alternatives and follow the leaders... If CFL 

light bulbs would really save the earth from the bad incandescents, wouldn't it 

be okay to have them on the OPT-IN basis, so incandescents would not be 

prohibited to manufacture by governments? If incandescents would really be 

a problem threatening existence of polar bears barely holding on to the 
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thawing ice berg, wouldn't it be a better solution to help people subsidize 

personal solar panels and personal wind turbines to help them have all of 

their electricity produced off grid and without any fossil fuel burning that some 

people still claim to be evil?

People without true feelings slowly notice that people invented technology 

through witch they interact with each other, totally excluding abusive and 

nosy elders. People have their own Twitter and Facebook and do not need 

others. This of course can not be. People can not be trusted with their own 

lives and need to be backseat driven all of the time. One of the most recent 

inventions of the emotionally withdrawn elders and their offspring is drawing 

attention through their idea to control life. They hope that through this the 

people will be constantly in relationship of conflict with them, so they will not 

have to address skeletons in their closets.

They decided to control DNA itself and seeds of plants through bending old 

and inventing new laws. Because of this they hope to be at least in some part 

of your life on daily basis. Somewhere in your decision chain starting with 

your own will, so you will have to go through them, so they will matter in your 

life. By force.

They claim that this is for your safety of course. Seed control looks at first as 

a good idea - promoting that no harmful stuff will go into fields and then into 

shops. There is one problem with this. The seeds that supposedly are to be 

safe are all under either patent control because of GMO modifications, or 

through recently new invention of copyright on naturally occurring cross-

hybrids of some plants. What this means to the farmer is that only owners of 
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the patents and copyright holds can produce seeds. Farmers are unable to 

store seeds from current crop to the next year crops. There is well known 

plague of suicide among Indian farmers. They are unable to buy next year's 

cotton seeds, because the current year's seeds are illegal and punishable by 

fines or prison sentences in case of lack of money. Which is mostly the case 

in case of broke Indian farmers who even choose to spray Coca-Cola over 

fields rather than regular pesticide since it's cheaper, and surprisingly more 

effective. 

This is not only limited to 2nd and 3rd world countries. In both USA, EU and 

Commonwealth there are movements to also criminalize people who observe 

and practice raw life. In the New Zealand there is Food Safety act in works 

that makes illegal to share food with your neighbors, grow own victory garden 

type of vegetable gardens in own backyard to offset some food costs or 

completely sustain yourself. In Europe majority states rejected GMO 

altogether both by political action or by activist on the ground who simply 

went to the fields and uprooted and plowed under the GMO. However the first 

strike to criminalize life was done by making all traditional medical herbs 

illegal unless they pass some very expensive certification process that only 

large corporations can afford. To make matters worse in 2013 the new Seed 

Safety act takes occurrence that makes the same to the seeds, slowly going 

to the schema set in the New Zealand, where local seed banks with seeds 

not "approved as safe" will be suddenly over course of few years illegal and 

gone. Same laws limiting or simply regulating growing own food so you will be 

forced to go through some agency, are creeping in USA, although at slower 
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pace. USA is lucky to have the strong Constitution and the Bill of Rights that 

describes natural / God given rights of all sentient being of this rocky 

spaceship.

What both psycho elders and Indian farmers lost in frenzy of playing 

someone's else head-game do not know, is that you can't control nature like 

that. Any assertion that some hybrid seed or GMO seed is up to some 

standard is pretty much void from the logical standpoint. Every person, every 

seed, every blade of grass is slightly different from each other. What we see 

as some kind of race, some distinct species of a plant, is only our imaginary 

perception. On deep level we have very different genetic makeup. There is 

well proven fact that 1% of global population is naturally born with setup that 

makes them naturally immune to contracting AIDS. 5% in Nordic countries. 

Same goes with seeds and all life. All is slightly different, uniformity exist only 

in the minds of the emotionally afraid and withdrawn people, who abandoned 

their feelings and have nothing else in life to hold on to. On top of that there 

are tonnes of various wild foods and herbs that are simply growing all over 

the place in ditches in cities or in the  country side. You can actually go out 

there and pick them and eat them, it is called foraging. Some jurisdictions will 

require you to get a foraging license to navigate public lands, but it is usually 

a trivial cost ( $10 per indefinite length license ) or no cost at all, just 

statement that you are going to do such stuff, or simply no license at all. You 

can also plant plants that are classified as "ornamental", which are edible. 

Some fruit trees fall into this category of theirs.

Chances of such intrusive laws being respected and enforced are pretty low.  
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States choose to not pay some BS crappy loans that would enslave them 

forever, like in case of Iceland walking out of British loans and UK calling all 

Icelanders terrorists. Same goes with any other artificial prohibition. Alcohol 

prohibition, although well meaning since alcohol is destructive to body, was 

eventually repealed, because it created more evil than good, with the rise of 

Al Capone. Same goes with so called war on drugs, where law enforcement 

officers all across the board deem it a bullshit. Barry Cooper who was a top 

narcotics officer turned against the whole system because he couldn't see 

how unfair and corrupt it was. Even New York cops openly state that they 

would like to deal with people under cannabis than violent and aggressive 

people under alcohol.

The least recognized protectionism is the everyday laws of cars and bicycles. 

Seatbelts, speed limit and bicycle helmets. Sure, it is important to have 

information about state of the road and it's capacity for speed, and when 

bicycling in the woods it's nice to have some melon protection. However the 

interpretation of those is what drives many people nuts. No-one sane wishes 

that anyone take decision making from their life and dictate them what to do. 

Seatbelts are fine, but not as mandatory, some people just wanna have that 

extra freedom for exchange of extra risks associated with not wearing a 

seatbelt. The seatbelt is viewed as just a way to nag and interfere in people's 

own business. Same goes with bicycle helmets. The most protectionist laws 

are in Australia, where because of mandatory helmets people just don't 

bother with bicycles at all. Bicycle helmet protectionists are of course immune 

to the reality of places like Denmark or Holland, where majority of people do 
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daily commute on bicycles, and without helmets, and are doing just fine, as 

shown by statistics. It is all about just messing with others for fun. Did you 

know that Steve Jobs drove his car without license plates? There are some 

laws that allow people to do so over period of 6 months, and he went around 

them by arrangement with his car sales man that every 6 months he sold his 

car and got himself new car - his previous one. Why there is a license plate 

for the car? For theft protection? - not really, bicycles for example are 

voluntarily enrolled into bike protection systems where their serial number is 

in one database so when stolen it pops up when selling it. No license plates 

needed. About speed limit - it is treated by most drivers as it should be, as a 

suggestion rather than hard limit. Sure it is better to be on the right side of the 

law, no matter how silly those laws may be, but keep in mind that people 

handled self well way before introduction of enforced speed limits. They knew 

what they were doing and they were happy about it. This is the basis of 

introduction of roundabouts as the replacement of light signals, so people 

handle traffic themselves in most road crossings. It is been proven by many 

independent long term studies to be more cost effective and more happiness 

generating than strict arbitrary light signals. To top it off, artificial limit on 

speed created radar meters. And radar detectors. And radar detector 

detectors. And automated radar speed traps that in the mind of protectionists 

supposedly help reduce road fatalities, while in reality of official statistics this 

is not the case, and the only winner is the entity that placed those speed traps 

to cash in on the people's free will to make decisions for them self. All 

because some think speed limit is something to impose rather than to 

suggest. Still unconvinced? Try going to the Germany on their speed limit free 
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autobahns. Police there actually goes by side of some people and tells them 

to move faster to make the traffic more fluid.

Oh, and on the subject of Germany, the law there states that it is legal for a 

prisoner to attempt escape, because it is natural for any captured being to 

seek freedom.

No matter how emotionally withdrawn people will try to spin it to de-claw and 

dis-empower others it just won't work, because it is an imaginary intrusion. 

Freedom is not a loophole as some gate keepers want to spin it. Freedom to 

self determine own relationships – with land, with people, with any other 

beings, is a Natural / God / Wakan Tanka / [Divine entity of your choice] given 

law. It always was like that and always will be no matter how much you will 

medicate and brainwash young ones to do your bidding and to sing the song 

of distraction, oppression and dominating others.

Even highly conditioned members of military do recognize bullshit when they 

see it and for example top of the top, the fighter pilots of Israeli Airforce 

walked out on their superiors when they ordered an unprovoked attack on 

civilian settlements. Youtube is filled with Iraq Veterans Against War ( IVAW ) 

videos, where soldiers speak out on what is really going on, and how much it 

sucks to have their honor hijacked for greed. Founding fathers of USA used 

to say "from many we are one" - loving, feeling, laughing and dancing. Does it 

really matter if those many are under the forced guidance of abusive elders 

other than ours?
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Meat puppets for the glory of our superiors
When they can not get you in line through safety, they will try to invent some 

sort of game and celebrate participants of said game.

Just like military, Olympic games are about the same thing. People make 

performing monkeys out of themselves, often exposing self to injury or even 

mess with their bodies through various doping substances to prove 

themselves for their superiors. After tedious preparations they will compete 

and ultimately will get judged. Judged not for who they are, but for how they 

performed. And for that they will receive token of approval in form of a medal. 

Just as a military person who participated in attacking someone in an 

unprovoked manner, whom he barely knew, the participants in Olympics 

receive medals so they don't have to question themselves if they did good by 

sacrificing time spent with their loved ones and putting self in a harms way. 

Self sacrifice is good. It is the way of a meat puppet.

But wait, there's more!

The recent progress in science proved that the science is only good when it 

serves the idea of meat puppet schematic. Take for example cancer 

research. Ever since the Nixon started the war on cancer there were 

numerous government and private studies that even back in the 70's already 

found out that the cancer was caused by prolonged exposure to the meat and 

animal products, combined with sedentary lifestyle. Even when there is a well 

known cure - vegan lifestyle and moving own butt twice per week on some 

longer jogging or something, many get suckered to helplessness. Cure is a 

too strong word. Vegan diet simply does not cause cancer like any other diet 
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does. There is a well known cure for the forehead bleeding as well. Simply 

stop hitting your head with a hammer. Well.. but of course it won't gonna 

happen soon, since the forehead hammer hitting is a national sport that 

makes many people proud.

There is also another more synthetic sport of science, building an elevator to 

the sky. Many top researchers are invested in it. They fuel the whole nano-

materials industry by hope of achieving a very strong line from earth to the 

orbit. In theory it would work like spinning your keys on the long string and 

launching small vehicle from your hand to the keys. It's all nice, but it is 

completely imaginary futile distraction. You see, there is this thing called 

reality. The planet is for starters surrounded with a ionosphere. It is a cover 

that is charged with few million volts when compared with the earth surface. 

Any material, especially carbon nanotubes that are very good electrical 

conductor, would cause a massive lightning at least, and it would fry itself in 

an instant. But lets go a little bit lower. In the troposphere, slightly below the 

stratosphere there are super speedy winds called jet streams. They reach 

speeds of 60 to 240 mph ( 90 - 400 kph ). Good luck holding a string in such 

wind. Lets go slightly lower, the height where jet liners fly. As some might 

know there are very sophisticated wing heating systems to combat air 

moisture forming ice at the wings. Lets go slightly lower again, the cloud level. 

There are thunderstorms, which can fry any conductor, or even insulator (any 

material is a conductor of certain voltage). And there are simple things like 

rain, which would soak the cable and increase its weight over the few miles, 

by roughly ten times causing it to snap. Add to the mix a stray tornado or two, 
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and you have a proof that space elevator is a wild goose chase for the fun of 

sponsors of that chase.

Whether it is fear, or wars or pride games, only elders want to start them so 

they can emotionally jack off seeing other meat-puppets doing their bidding. It 

is only thing they can have in life, just like in movie Braveheart where some 

elder was spitting poison and corrupting young prince to instigate war.
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Where do we go from here?
hen elders are out of whack spitting poison and hate there are 

ways to cope with them, and cut yourself off from them and their 

crazy agendas while you still can. Either through own personal actions, 

democratic election or in the worst case scenario through demonstration or 

revolt. Revolt is usually the worst there can possible be, since you will have to 

rebuild everything from scratch. The best solution is securing own exit plan 

through some basic prepping and handling elders through democratic ways.

W

When GFC and London bankers made Iceland bankrupt in 2008, the 

Icelanders decided to vote the whole politicians and the rest of the 1% out of 

the power and replace them with unaffiliated people and heal the system from 

within. The great non-televised peaceful Icelandic revolution peaked in the 

2012. They sacked the bankers, decided they will not pay back the unfair 

debt that was setup by irresponsible banksters and got a grip. By the way 

similar story happened in the Scandinavia too in the 1930's when 1%'ers 

were too pushy. Sweden and Norway also fired their 1%'ers and reorganized 

themselves to be more fair, with sane land rights, work week and all else.

Same story is happening in Germany, where massive protests happened 

against the bankers. What is most amazing is that the German police that 

was dispatched to pacify protesters, actually took their side and gave them 

peaceful escort towards the banker buildings. You can look up online footage 

on Youtube of the whole protests. Keywords are "German police took of the 

helmets" "Frankfurt am Main 19 Mai 2012", "BLOCKUPY". Because riot 

police sided with the protesters, military was ordered to stand by the bankers 
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and gave protective ring around their buildings. It is really awesome sight of 

police walking hand in hand with protesters. Same thing is happening all 

across the planet. In June 2013 protests in Brazil the photos came out where 

riot police eventually shook hands with protesters, since they know they are 

on the same side, told to turn on each other for some arbitrary imaginary 

ideals. In Egypt there are of 2013 reboot of country and massive 

demonstrations that are backed by military to scrap all things together and 

start fresh once again, since the 2012 revolution did not really work out that 

well. People are up on the streets in Turkey and Yugoslavia saying that they 

had enough of being pushed around, and the police is often divided on the 

issue and on many occasions they also side with the protesters. In USA many 

sheriffs, police and state officials support local individual right to self defense 

in the wake of the upcoming confiscations. Sheriffs are teaching people how 

to defend self, local politicians pass anti-gun-grab laws. All in all, people are 

good and willing to work with each other instead of being subject of 

competing against each other for material things they use to better 

themselves in the eyes another.

On the wider scale there is the book "the world peace diet". In short it 

presents general idea of non-ownership and non-messing with affairs of other 

life. In that book Will Tuttle explains that pretty much all wars and conflicts 

and all else come from deviation that happened some time in the human past, 

during the time the humanity abandoned plant based lifestyle and started to 

impose ownership and depersonalization of other life forms. Because of this 

we are now calling them cattle and veal instead of mothers and fathers and 
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babies.

With all of the waking up that is going on around the planet you can teach 

your local elders in power that things are not that bad as media would like to 

spin it – for example recent cannabis decriminalization in USA in the wake of 

the failed war on drugs, Uruguay legalizing medical cannabis s a government 

controlled substance, or overall change of stance on drugs that happened in 

Portugal where it is treated as a social and emotional problem. Taking honest 

look at science of rain catching in Colorado that reversed a long standing 

prohibition on catching rainwater, because law makers there were scared that 

the rivers would dry up.

All of this is nice and important, but there are more pressing issues to handle 

first if all else should really happen. History knows many more stories where it 

proves that imagination is just a subset of the great reality of things. And that 

reality will happen no matter if or how we will imagine it. This reality is 

referred by Native American tribes as the Great Divine. The best you can do 

is tap into your heart of hearts and regain your soul. Most likely you are in a 

position where you are now, because you were lead astray on a wild goose 

chase. Time to face the reality of feelings and get a grip.

What can be done on personal level?
Neither science nor computers will give you refuge from the constant turmoil 

and agitation you got suckered into. After all computers are the imaginary 

construct based on two lies, or on two assumptions if you like. Zero is zero 

and one is one, and that it matters which is zero and which is one, because 
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"we say so, so just shut up and follow our lead". Don't get spooked by this 

revelation. A communication and self organization that computers provide is 

an awesome thing. However it should never come before deep feelings or 

soul. It should only be servant of those.

Sometimes people do realize that the church of control they got sucked into, 

is completely unnecessary. It is a cocoon or a crutch people use to secure 

some past emotional stuff. Because in their childhood something was taken 

away from them, in their grown up minds and souls they seek something 

"firm", thus they seek control. In other words we are all  to some extent 

control addicts because we were raised in society that promotes control and 

expressing own feelings through ownership of things, or people in case of big 

corporations. When awareness of such thing comes by, there is only one 

thing left to do.

Stop drop and roll.

Most likely you stuffed up either by following a misguided yet good willing 

parents, and got involved with some crazy insane emotionally empty agenda. 

There is always a way to get it back to speed. However it won't happen 

overnight. It will resemble preparations for a marathon, inching away 

whatever is blocking you down. Inertia of such movement most likely will be 

like getting a 180° turn with the oil super tanker, near the reef - lot's of fun, 

yet doable. Especially it will be fun if you come to realization that beyond the 

reef you were on a collision course with sharp rocky shore, and despite what 

others are saying, there are some things you can do about it.
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Level one - you
First things first. You are enough as you are. This is the whole basis of the 

change - shaping the life around you, and around your feelings. The TV, the 

number in someone else's book that is put next to your name with some $ or 

€ markings, the things others know and think about you, your social media 

accounts, all electric and mechanical toys - it all not even secondary. It's most 

likely third in your chain of priorities.

Go outside and for 30 minutes each evening look at starry night. Only you 

and the space and the rocky spaceship under your feet. No one else but you, 

not even your kids or significant other, at this point they would most likely 

become a distraction. After few days of such quiet, you will most likely 

experience the feelings you hold in your own heart which you stomped over 

with daily grind to be busy for the sake of being busy.

It will be start of realization of what you really need in life. Instead of 

participating in whatever rush and crazy others are dishing out for you, you 

will start seeing things from the investor perspective. From your soul. You will 

know what you feel, and you will become aware of what are your 

dependencies in life.

When you are stuck in some never ending debt cycle which is only getting 

worse and worse, and to get out of it you would have to give your soul to 

some corporation, then in such situation it might be a good idea to consider 

declaring personal bankruptcy. It is not true that most of your possessions 

would be sold to settle remaining claims. Most likely the settlement will be 

reached through other ways, shop around for a good lawyer to guide you 
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through and explain to you what your options are. You would get a clean slate 

out of this, at the cost of poor credit rating. Few people who declared it were 

Henry Ford and Walt Disney before their rise to their status known today. 

Pretty much all countries with some sort of banking system and court system 

recognize personal bankruptcy in one form or another.

There are also ways when you're stuck with military service and that 30 

minute quieting down made you realize that you are no longer willing to throw 

small metal pebbles at people whom you did not know. When you saw that 

ones who you aim your boom-stick at are basically just the same people like 

one's in home, with families kids, elders who invent wars for them... in such 

case, there is also a way out called conscientious objector, and it is 

recognized by most militaries of the modern world19. Not only you will do a 

service to your own soul, to potential civilians in case of being in the wrong, 

but also to your team buddies. If they really believe in what they are doing, 

most likely you will not be able to persuade them out of it. It is a thing one has 

to discover on their own. By going down the conscientious objector road you 

will actually help your buddies, so they will have someone dependable in their 

19 Here is a short list of main CO organizations in USA that aid in navigating Selective 
Service draft / "induction" and help to get out of active military

Iraq Veterans Against the War (IVAW) http://www.ivaw.org/about
  P.O. Box 3565 New York, NY 10008-3565
  Tel: 646.723.0989 Fax: 646.723.0996 join@ivaw.org
Center on Conscience & War (National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious 

Objectors NISBCO) http://centeronconscience.org
  1830 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20009
  202-483-2220  1-800-379-2679  Fax: 202-483-1246 ccw@centeronconscience.org
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors (CCCO) http://objector.org/
  1515 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102
  215-563-8787  Fax 215-567-2096  info@objector.org
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trench.

Elders in your military tribe will most likely try to stop you. There are stories 

that they get some bonuses for every CO they persuaded to stay due to some 

leadership bonuses. Even military chaplain might hide from you the fact that 

there is a legal way out of this madness. Whatever they will tell you will most 

likely be a lie to keep you theirs. 

They will do anything to thought-stomp the idea that there is personal choice 

in life, because it makes them remember the fact they abandoned theirs for 

exchange of some material things. There are actual draft questions that you 

will face in the Swiss military exactly oriented towards this corrupt imaginary 

concept of lack of personal will, and some ideas on how to answer them 

without committing yourself to the idea that you have to prove something but 

keep the effort of proof on their territory.

• How and when did you decide against the military service?

When I first realized the army is completely unnatural artificial institution 

based on lack of free will and fear of making decision for personal self.

• Why can't you arrange military service with your conscience?

Unnatural commitments that are against soul are not something I am 

interested in investing neither my time, money nor emotions into. 

Artificial idea of superiority ladder is completely unnatural and man-

made creation in the natural world where all people have their own 

bodies and their own souls and their emotional commitments to building 

up free will of other living beings. Committing self to artificial idea like 

army makes so much sense as committing self to the color blue.
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• What prohibits you from serving in the military?

Could you please explain why you personally feel that forced labor for 

organization that is based upon exploitation and domination of another 

beings is something natural? Why you don't tell me what prohibits you 

from giving me all your money and your firstborn because I tell you to? 

My answer would be more or less the same.

• Do you fear having to fight, or to use force?

Only when facing immediate situation when someone attempts to 

breach my consent and wants something from me against my God 

given free will I am willing to respond with violence. Like for example in 

this interview. A handgun with rubber bullets or a pepper spray on me is 

an adequate mean of ensuring personal free will from immediate threats 

without engaging or hurting some stray idiot.

• Do you want to abolish the army?

I believe in free will. If some people want to group themselves and 

runaround and shout at each other to make them feel better about 

themselves who am I to say no to this? I am against sponsoring such 

organizations from public money. I am against of sponsoring such 

organizations by denying each individual right to have means of self 

defense ( from pepper sprays and semiautomatic rifles to fighter planes 

if one can afford them ) so they are forced to depend on affiliated 

individuals with such devices.

• What do you think about the phrase "We have the army to defend us, 

not to kill others"?
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A group of people can claim whatever they want as long as I don't have 

to participate in their private business which they sometimes claim is 

also mine business. But I think it is a lie, because armies under 

international treaties are PROHIBITED from using pepper sprays and 

other less lethal means of warfare as default mode of operations.

• What would you do if you were attacked?

Ideally run away to not give some stray idiot an intimate relationship of 

conflict to boost his life. When cornered I would negotiate with intruder 

or use force to disrupt attack so I could get away. If the thread of 

repeated attack would persist I would try to solve it with moving to a 

peaceful place, arming self up or through including police in this.

• What do you feel when you see that others are attacked?

I pity the idiots who have no self respect for life, personal integrity and 

solve their differences with violence. I would suggest them to break it 

up. If one would ask immediately for help I would probably do so, but I 

do not believe in constant unwarranted hovering around individuals to 

keep them from threats.

• What is violence, exactly?

God given response against attempted breach of personal soul 

emotional integrity and bodily consent. In some cases some stray idiots 

with no sense of self have ideas that something that is not part of their 

body is is their, like for example line on the piece of paper, for which 

they are willing to hurt each other.

• Would you rather experience losses than having to use force?
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My body is mine. Any attempt to harm me or my loved ones will be dealt 

with immediately. I do not really care that much about non-living things 

or business of beings I haven't interacted with so it is hard for me to say 

what exactly is your concept of a loss. I respect consent of other's and 

have no stakes in their business so it is unnatural and insane to figure 

out why would I want to use force preemptively.

• What do your beliefs say?

People are good by default, proven by long standing tradition of not 

placing guard rails on the train stations and bus stops to prevent people 

from throwing each other into the trains or buses. On top of that I am 

vegan who observes natural spirit of all beings. I do not believe in 

unwarranted aggression because I am on top of my commitments in life 

(more or less).

• Would you describe yourself as a pacifist?

Yes. Peace comes from personal integrity and very very occasional 

personal self-defense. Jesus believed in having illegal swords under the 

roman law for personal self defense. Gandhi has doctrine of the sword. 

Martin Luther King Jr. was pro gunner with a weapon collection. Yes I 

am a pacifist who believes in not disturbing peace of an individual and 

means of asserting that peace if someone feels like it.

• What basic values, besides objecting to violence, do you have?

No one but you and few of your colleagues will have the personal view 

where the violence is something that only military and other affiliated 

groups have monopoly on. Violence is a natural God given response 
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against transgression. To satisfy your question, I observe teachings of 

Jesus, vegan way of life, by default free independent will with which any 

being will answer to the God daily, and friendship of all life with each 

other unless directly threatened or being obligate carnivore (humans 

from medical anatomy point of view are strict plant eaters).

• What entity gives you the certainty that your thinking and your feelings 

are right?

Natural observation of world and science confirm that your idea of lack 

of free will and is flawed. The artificial idea of replacement of free will 

with what you call entity that you imagine have power over me is very 

disturbing to me. It is natural and self evident that everyone feels for 

themselves and form their own relationships based on faith and own 

soul.

• Why didn't you choose to go into prison if your conscience is that 

strong?

Neither prison nor army are my personal choices that I want to invest 

my free independent will into. The forced imprisonment of me will 

happen only through your own will to do so, and not my natural God 

given right to commit or not commit my soul to whatever process I 

please. I can only tell that I am committed to not inflict preemptive 

suffering on other beings whom I have no personal business with.

• Why didn't you use medical reasons to avoid military service?

My body is a God given marvel that I like to take care of and I don't feel 

like destroying it to satisfy some arbitrary, completely imaginary and 
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devoid of reality thoughts of some other fellow being of this realm who 

abandoned their soul in favor of proclaimed things or concepts like 

money or land.

• What do you actually do to further peace, or is your attitude the only 

peaceful thing about you?

I try daily to spot and disrupt inflammatory language like the language of 

A-or-B conflict you are trying to put me into that implies there is nothing 

beyond said conflict. I do support individual unaffiliated rights. Help 

spread awareness of personal responsibility and self-sufficiency. Help 

NRA and organic gardening organizations. They serve my interests and 

other beings as well. I am plant based vegan and I like Leslie Nielsen 

movies.

• Who is in charge of defending your children in case of an armed 

conflict?

Any person answers to God and not to other person. As soon as 

possible I taught them personal responsibility self defense, shooting, 

and basic survival skills like foraging or gardening, so they will be able 

to operate from woods and disrupt aggressors with strictly anti-material 

warfare if some idiot's come uninvited and won't leave. Me and their 

mother will aid them in their efforts.

• Do you live your ethical principles inside your family?

I am vegan daily. I believe in self-defense and I carry and support my 

family with those ideas as well. I really hope you would too stop paying 

other beings for supporting soulless infrastructure of oppression of non-
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human beings that is worse than Hitler's concentration camps. Paying 

for murder is illegal.

• What books do you read?

Mostly e-books to not inflict harm on trees. Books that are non-fiction 

that help me with day to day decisions like gardening books or vegan 

cook books. Bible / Torah / Quran and other books of spirit sometimes.

• What do you demand from yourself?

The alleged supply-demand or master-servant reality is entirely and 

personally yours, so it is difficult for me to answer a question about 

things that exist only in your own head. I have my own feelings and my 

own soul and my own commitments, which I try to not break if possible.

• Are you merely a leader, a follower or a loner?

I am a sentient feeling being of this rocky spaceship trying to have a 

pleasant life and sharing this notion with others. You could be one too if 

only you would choose love and soul over calling other names in effort 

to draw attention to yourself. There is never too late to get a life, or what 

people of religion call "repent".

In some armies before calling yourself conscientious objector, you would 

have to really prepare yourself for defending your position such as religious 

affiliation. Would Jesus really shoot at people whom He did not knew? 

However, in most modern armies of today it is only a matter of paperwork and 

there are many anti-war organizations which help people on the inside to 

navigate the process of getting out ( some mentioned in a footnote few pages 

earlier ).
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After discharge, you will most likely lose your perks that came with a hook on 

you being a soldier, but were they really worth feeding the beast in the first 

place? You will however retain your leadership skills and physical training 

skills. If you still want to help others, you can use it to help others get fit in 

some gyms - obesity from poor diet and exercise discipline kills way more 

people in a year than terrorists ever did through all of history. You can help 

some hippie vegan organization like veggie farm co-op, to get their poop 

together and form some team, share tasks and so on.

In some other situation, when it will dawn on you that you were for example 

set on trial for a crime that only exists on the paper, and in the heart of hearts 

you just know that you were in the right. In order to stand up for yourself and 

your own rights many jurisdictions around the world are built on the legal 

system that recognizes natural law of the land, and that any other law is a 

derivative of those self explanatory facts. In British Law system, which is 

setup in most states of USA and Commonwealth, when in court you can 

suspend the "commercial" court under the claim of the breach of common 

law. In British Law system common law takes precedence over all other laws 

which are built on top of it. Youtube is full of examples of how common law is 

used over "commercial" civil law. The most exposed case would be a case of 

Stephen Barry, which was simply dismissed because he claimed common 

law, and the civic law did not apply to him because of lack of authority.

Another way out from playing someone's legal headgame is to promote idea 

of jury nullification. In USA and in other similar legislatures there is the idea 

that if person is set to trial, and that the law was simply morally wrong, the 
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jury can claim he was not guilty even when that person was guilty under the 

letter of the law. Sometimes law makers pass the law which idea of is bad in 

the first place, or politically motivated. Jury nullification does away from that 

silly laws. In layman terms it is saying "yeah.. you made the law, but everyone 

decided that it is just stupid and leading to abuse and potential tyranny when 

criminalizing everyday citizens - we decided that it sucks, so F.U. law makers, 

the person is not guilty"

Whether you choose to see yourself as a "sovereign person", or as a part of 

bigger machine, because of economy of scale, the law is always there for you 

when some disputes can not be settled or you were put on trial for something 

petty and arbitrary. It is there as a safeguard against tyranny of the over 

zealous legal system, and simply out of good hearts and common sense of 

everyone involved in interacting with each other. You don't have to play the 

game that is set up for your loss. Keep in mind that this is only the law, that 

applies to ties outside of your soul, ones with the outer world which exists 

beyond health, love or friendship. After all there are also hugs out there and 

simple forgiveness.

Other scenarios that will arise from spending time with yourself might be more 

emotional and difficult internally. You might realize that you were setup on the 

wild goose chase by your parents who instead of hugging you were 

emotionally unavailable. This lead you astray to some strange places, where 

to have some sense of security and personal space, out of lack of other ways 

out, you claimed yourself to be "purple", in hope this will put a stop to their 

trampling on you.
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This was the center story of the "Broke Back Mountain", where in order to 

setup some emotional boundaries and separate self from abusive parents 

guys started jumping each other, instead of standing up for their true thoughts 

about the abuse that was happening due to the killing of animals and other 

strange behavior and not letting abusive parents have their fingers in your 

pie. Main characters could easily become outright vegan and happily see how 

their parents would squeal around their insanity of butchery and treating other 

animals like things rather than sentient feeling beings. This escape into 

"purple" was also a side story in the film "Dobermann" with Monica Belluci, 

where one of characters finally came to admit before himself that he was 

living a fake life that eventually lead him to his grave.

Also the whole song "Nas Ne Dogonyat" ( "Not Gonna Get Us" ) is about 

escaping from the thumb of some people who want to enforce their way 

without respect of emotions or consent. Unfortunately purple people get 

imprinted by their escape and get stuck in this constant notion of escaping 

instead of relaxing and being true with self.

In real world there are also many surprising turnarounds. The most well 

known is Trace McNutt, the once very famous satanic drag queen. He turned 

into Christianity and became straight, for which he got flak from his former 

"friends".20

The term "purple" is just a place holder for living in a proclaimed life instead of 

experiencing a real feelings that come from within own heart. Purple can also 

20  Former 'Satanic Drag Queen' Finds Love in Jesus, Hatred From Gay Community
http://www.christianpost.com/news/former-satanic-drag-queen-finds-love-in-jesus-hatred-

from-gay-community-104347/
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mean "I am not willing to observe natural way of life, and hereby I claim to be 

a liberal-democrat". It can also mean "I messed up bad in my life living in 

constant state of authoritarianism and I am unwilling to admit it because my 

pay check depends on it, so I will proclaim myself to be an atheist, where soul 

and true feelings do not exist, where only thing that exists is cold logic, 

lalalala can't hear you because you are not peer reviewed". After all it is 

reasonable and logical to assume that human imagination is not a subset of 

the Great Divine. Feelings do not matter and only thing that matters is that 

zero will ever be zero and one will ever be one, and that it really matters that 

zero is not one. Your cat will of course agree with your detached artificial 

reasonable thinking by lying self on your laptop because your laptop is 

pleasantly warm and it feels good. However, most likely it will mean "I so 

wish to have time to spend with you but I am so busy with constant 

obligations and activities, mostly self imposed, because I don't want to spend 

time with needy people who want to make me theirs, so stop bugging me and 

help me change incandescents to CFL's because its the latest thing".

Whatever your past was when you are surrounded with people who are not 

being true, to temporary get away from it all you can consider applying for 

less glamorous steady jobs such as janitor, laborer or maybe consider getting 

on ga  p-year live-in jobs   such as hotel staff around the world or teaching 

English. If you are in position to keep your crappy job but make a raft to get 

into something else maybe getting some instructor-grade course to become 

personal trainer, ski instructor, carpenter or welder. When in total desperation 

there is classic escape to a monastery or there are "eco" communities out 
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there, where one can stay and contribute to general work in that community 

for exchange of place to stay and to eat, but I would advise against them. Not 

all promote veganism, also not all promote individual freedoms, and you will 

have no money out of it... Still it might be better than some other things like 

being in the military or in a research lab doing tests on live animals. Hopefully 

you might learn some woodworking, or gardening or other skills that will help 

you get back on own feet. Those are only few examples, there are many 

other options when you will start searching.

With this you will be able to further reassess what you need in life and why. 

Many people when come to this realization donate their stuff away to libraries, 

or craigslist it away. There is a growing trend in downsizing own life. When 

you know what you feel and what you need in life, you don't really need that 

much of stuff to distract self with. Many people live out from own backpacks. 

Even billionaires sell out their mansions and live only from hotels. Keanu 

Reeves lives in some apartment block in New York and commutes on 

subway.

Whatever you will do you will be now standing more or less on your own feet 

now, you will be in a position of power that starts from your heart. To any 

attempts of coercement against your own will you will be able to say "Sorry, 

but no. I know what I feel and I don't need what you're trying to push on me", 

and actually mean it and be somewhat equipped to back it up with own 

actions.
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Level two - your family and immediate tribe
Once that you establish where you stand, heal past wounds if possible, time 

to get in order your immediate relationships with friends or family. You will re 

discover and sometimes abandon existing relationships. Sometimes family or 

friends simply will be unwilling or to afraid to support you. They might actually 

themselves live a lie and it will require a lot of effort from you if you really 

would want them to see the truth honest to own heart of hearts.

They will be blinded to the truth and sulked in. Sometimes as in case of 

veganism, they might have an ongoing disease caused by overexposure to 

meat and other animal products and other addictions such as TV. Generally 

you can't win them over. You can only lead by example, and constantly 

remind them that what they do is essentially just an equivalent of hammering 

a nail to own head. Slowly but surely you can unravel their crazy and dig in to 

what they really are hiding in their own heart of hearts, what pain are they 

protecting from solving, because they were raised to define self through 

emotional pain.

You can't win them over to your cause of freedom in such scenario. They 

often are so entrenched that they built their life around it and have "friends" 

who support their addiction on the daily basis. Think of them as for example 

members of some racist hate groups or religion hate groups where everyone 

in their work most likely is also a member of such organization, and the idea 

of life beyond the organization is unbearable, because they would have to 

become real and face their inner pain, and skeletons in their closet which they 

are so good at hiding.
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They have absolutely no sense of self, and therefore will see your attempts 

as crazy. During communism often a person standing up for own soul was 

condemned by their own families to a psychiatric facility, for drugging up and 

brainwashing, so they will be "broken" and trained to accept the ongoing 

emotional abuse as something normal. After all everyone else was living in a 

place where there was no personal property, nor deep self expression 

through walking away from what hurt them. And everyone's life was subject to 

micro managing and approval of others in a central, hierarchic way. 

Answering to no one but your own soul and God was a big no-no. And 

mentioning being loved for who you are and not for what you did? - 

Blasphemy!

This is why you can't win over your family, nor you should. After all we all 

have a free will. If you see that not much can be salvaged here, pack your 

bags and leave with as little goodbye as possible, maybe leaving a farewell 

note.

Sometimes miracles do happen and you will get support and 

acknowledgement from your tribe. Some victims of recent African armed 

conflicts were given a sense of closure. Rape victims in blood diamond wars 

were for example given a pig from their oppressors who saw they did wrong 

and just wanted to somehow repay for what they did. It wasn't much, but its 

always a start. Some rumors go around of ex IRAQ soldiers who came home 

happen to come around people from their region also back home, and going 

all emotional saying sorry for what they did, and getting in response "that's 

okay, it was crazy time, now its gone, enjoy your new life". Some also send 
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letters to schools and hospitals in areas they were in, to at least in this way 

say they are sorry.

There is an MTV documentary called "Buried Life" where four guys after 

finishing college decided to not join army of corporate drones and instead 

simply travel around in the re-modeled bus, living out what they would want to 

do before they die and helping others achieve the same. Quite often it would 

be simple things, yet important to others. For example helping someone 

reconnect with a child that abandoned and cut all ties to him and give a 

chance of talk and mend their relationship together.

There are films like "Pleasantville", "He Got Game", "Joe Dirt", "The Piano", 

"28 days" (the one with Sandra Bullock, not that zombie action flick, sorry no 

zombies this time), "LA Story", "Angel Eyes", "Tom Cats", "Buying the cow", 

"The Proposal", "The Skulls" (2000), "Harold & Kumar Escape from 

Guantanamo Bay", "The Contender"(2000), "Cypher" or "Equilibrium". They 

might help you get a hold on your feelings and get some tools on how to 

relate to ones you thought were close, yet who drag you down and want you 

to stay behind and be fake at any hint of living own life from own heart.

However, don't hold your breath on the positive thing to happen by itself. It 

would mean that the person cutting your wings and dragging you down to 

make you theirs, suddenly would have to admit to what they did was wrong. 

As we all know, some people will most likely be die-hard rational and develop 

a GPS system of high tech satellites that tells them they are where they are 

standing, rather than open up, admit they are lost and simply just ask for a 

direction.
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There is a true and confirmed story of Japanese soldier Hiroo Onoda, who 

was fighting the World War 2 for 29 years after the war ended21. Locals gave 

out fliers around the area he was located. They dropped them from air. They 

even got some Japanese commander whom he knew to come from Japan 

and talk some sense to give up guerrilla tactic. Each time those attempts only 

make that stray soldier stronger in conviction that he was right since they try 

to lie to him that mighty Japan has fallen. Some people just are immune to 

other point of view that is coming from perceived reality. They were so 

invested in the proclaimed reality that they are afraid there is something else 

out there in the world. 

21 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiroo_Onoda  
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Sometimes you just have to figure out how to move away and secure 

wellbeing of your loved ones without letting in to your life ones who glorify 
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busy. Little that you know, that you can for example live on own land, under 

your own roof, with fully paid house built within own effort and no utility bills. 

And when you earn below some sum of money (some say below $9000 per 

year) you are not paying any tax.

Housing

There are many options to investigate if you decide that you want a switch 

from existing setup. When in USA you can buy some manufactured homes on 

ebay, or buy some used school bus or a coach and retrofit it for living. Many 

people get into tiny houses22 on wheels that don't require building permissions 

and can often be setup in friendly cities, it is called tiny house movement and 

it is all over the web with many designs of homes no larger than a parking 

spot. You can sculpt your own house out of clay and straw combination, 

called cob. You can setup your own houseboat and live in marina or in many 

of the free standing on public waters house boat floating communities. You 

can build your own house out of farmer's strawbales or out of improvised 

shipping containers. There are online books and videos on building such stuff 

if you really want to. There are even minimal modular skeleton homes such 

as Aerohouse made out of rectangular frames and plywood walls and roof 

that add rigidity to whole construction. Dorothy Ainsworth on her blog tells a 

story on how she developed a full-on, multi room, building code compliant 

property worth now more than $1,000,000 through her own elbow grease, 

research and only financing the build with her $12,000 / year waitress salary.

Almost all of the mentioned solutions will allow you to have own place for 

22 Or Tiny House Blog or Tiny House Pins
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$5,000 to $15,000, without mortgage tie ins, on some piece of own cheap 

land.

Some, like for example Simple Solar Homesteading with his Solar Cabin 

might push on hardcore off-grid type of life, because it has freedom. Freedom 

to self-determine own fate. Keep in mind though that all things take time and 

significant emotional investment is needed into in research and development 

cycles. When you will break an arm or a leg it might be a good idea to visit 

someone who dedicated her or himself to figuring out what works and what 

doesn't with putting people back together, rather than doing a bushcraft type 

of a band-aid. Same with building a house, it might be actually better to follow 

the building code, since not all parts of the building code were designed to 

up-sell you not needed stuff. But then again all should have the right to simply 

choose living in a tent or yurt if this is what they really want from life on the 

material plane.

When transporting stuff around, you might want to use a car, instead of 

relying on own muscle strength and only on the bicycles. No matter really 

what car. It can be some "rust bucket" as long as it delivers a promise of 

being a car. Ideally a used 90's car for $1,000 to $2,000 would be more than 

enough.

Same with a house. Making own from scratch like the cob houses or tiny 

houses on wheels, is a time and effort consuming process, often requiring 

team of volunteers. This hidden cost of group involvement might be counter 

productive to the idea of having some stuff made through your own effort, 

without synthetic guilt in form of a banker loan, or natural debt in form of 
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"buddies" who won't let you forget what they did for you over next few years. 

When building for freedom, you might want to simply get an used single-wide 

or double-wide manufactured house for cold hard cash and it's a no strings 

attached done deal, with the luxury of having all the wiring and plumbing and 

whatever else already in place. Some used manufactured homes can be 

found for as little as $7,000. Some piece of land to put it on and start a 

garden, can be found for less than $1,000.

Water
Ideal way to get water would be a working city grid, where pipes would be so 

high tech and awesome that no bacteria would thrive in them, and run out of 

taxes as a subscription service rather than metered service.

Unfortunately, public water systems are very strange, mis-labeled on plans, 

outdated and patched in many places using whatever technology the 

contractors had at hand, rusty pipes of various metals along the way. In order 

to not have a bacterial and microbial outbreaks now and then, the water 

needs to be treated. If not you will hear in news of stories of algae blooming 

in water pipes or whole city blocks disconnected for the fear of the water 

quality. The best way to sterilize water would be with UV or ozone or fine 

filtering that occurs in either man made reverse osmosis filters or naturally 

through layers of earth and then is pumped up through wells. However many 

municipalities through various financial pressures or lobbying also use 

fluoride or chlorine to treat the municipal water. Often both fluoride and 

chlorinated water cause long term health effects in humans, and if someone 

is watering own plants, with plants as well. If you have sane water prices, but 
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don't wanna have those toxins, you can get them out by investing in house-

local, or on-the-tap filtration devices. Web these days is full of consumer 

grade turnkey solutions.

Another way to get clean water would be digging own well, or if you are lucky 

get it from a lake or a stream that crosses your property. Many people  dug 

their own shallow wells by only using PVC pipe with water hose (or a mud 

pump in case of no water source). You just make one end connected to to 

water and push other side of pipe into the ground, and the water will do the 

digging. Youtube is full of such videos. Make sure to get some samples and 

run them through lab, to make sure its free of industrial waste that might 

leech into ground. Sometimes cities like for example Warsaw in Poland / EU 

is placed on the very deep clean water table, and local governments through 

taxes organize public water pump houses.

If you're lucky with regular rain, then there are also ways to create water 

catchment systems. You can either get ones that collect water from the roof 

of your house, or use terrain of your property and divert water to some small 

pond.

In any case always figure out how to sterilize your water, since unprocessed 

water might contain some worms, bacteria and other parasites that aren't that 

overall healthy to the human body.

Food and health

When getting a clean slate for own family, it is often better to get store-bought 

food first and in incremental steps add to this. The best food would be organic 
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plants and vegetables. The pesticides, the GMO (which are regular plants 

with pesticide genes in them that hurt bugs which eat them, and also other life 

that eats them), the meat of other life - all of this is causing a long term 

damage to human body. 

The best solution is vegan diet. Many health experts, many A-list celebrities 

like Bill Clinton, Michelle Pfeiffer, Woody Harrelson, Ellen DeGeneres, Alicia 

Silverstone, Mike Tyson, Pamela Anderson and many athletes now from UFC 

and NFL  are vegan or experimenting with mostly plant based diet.

There is little of mainstream news coverage, but when people switch to all 

plant based diets they often heal cancer, or their type 2 diabetes in the course 

of few weeks. Youtube is full of many testimonials of the power of vegan diet. 

Most widely recognized is testimony of Bill Clinton who healed his heart 

problem through plant based diet.

For daily basis in consumer setting where you don't grow your own food, 

there are excellent books like "Eating vegan on $4 a day" where are 

described strategies on how to buy and what to buy and what to cook to 

make it tasty and fun, and healthy with as little coin as possible.

In the long run it would be smart to supplement your own food source with 

home-grown food for monetary independence and for the extra health 

benefits of pesticide free easily accessible food.

You can learn how to forage wild plants thanks to for example 

www.FreeFoodandMedicine.com. Weeds that you stumble upon each day 

are actually often edible plants giving you full nutrition and powerful medicine. 

There is a saying "let thy medicine be your health and your food thy 
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medicine" of Hippocrates, father of medicine, yet many doctors are not skilled 

in this powerful form of healing through common nutrition. You can plant stuff 

everywhere, in pots in apartment even without access to sunlight, like many 

medicinal herb growers successfully do. You can plant your own food on the 

balcony. There are window-still garden projects where people plant whole 

inside of the window with various plants. There are many also public space 

gardens where gardeners team up with city officials to start a garden on the 

unused city land if given safeguards from gardeners they would clean up and 

move on short time notice. Some people in cities like Tobmorden in UK or in 

Seattle create a food forests, where they plant edible plants for the joy of it 

and anyone has unrestricted access to come around and eat them. Even in 

the bad neighborhoods of LA some people use curb-side space between 

sidewalk and road to plant some food which then anyone can come and feed 

on.

It takes some investment to switch to getting free wild food from weeds and 

other plants. Mostly emotionally to actually realise and believe that many 

people successfully did it and so can I. In case of foraging wild plants it takes 

a while to learn which ones are edible, and which are not. In case of self-

sufficient farming it takes a while to develop good practices on how to grow 

and then how to preserve through drying out on the sun or otherwise for the 

off-season. You can always start learning while not really in the wild, this 

would be your transitional phase. And it would be the better thing to do than 

sitting around the box of other people opinions and actually do something for 

own self.
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There are plenty of "victory garden" examples on Youtube and all over the 

net. There are websites like Growtest.org, GrowingYourGreens.com or 

Permies.org where people showoff and share information on how to grow 

your own food with the least amount of work. Even simple things like putting 

few fruit trees in your backyard can make a difference.

People these days even grow own food all year round in Alaska. Thanks to 

advancements in growing methods, many people grow plants indoors all year 

long under artificial light. One site in Alaska uses geothermal energy to power 

their greenhouse in the long Alaskan winter with light, and through this they 

have veggies all year long. There is also a lot of wind in the Alaska, to be 

used as an energy source.

Where water and land is scarce, there are non-vegan closed loop systems of 

aquaponics, where plants are grown on small pebbles and periodically 

flooded with water rich in fish poop from fish tanks. This enables bacteria to 

bind nitrogen from air into form absorbable by plants and clean the water for 

fish. Fish can be fed with water vegetables such as duckweed. This system is 

not really vegan, but is always an option of food sovereignty.

One thing to keep in mind that stuff always is easier on the larger scale. Even 

compost making is more effort efficient when done with large earth moving 

equipment rather than by hand. Many cities have deal with some corporations 

where they provide organic food scraps along with regular trash so whole city 

provides material for compost.
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Energy

Many people even in the first world go about their lives with zero electronics 

or very little of it. However for participation in the mass library of internet and 

funny cat videos, you might wanna get some power of your own.

The best would be cheap grid power. The effect of scale works in favor of 

creating a power grid to not be bothered with doing things on our own. 

However these days it is overridden with greedy people who are not 

interested in making the best solution for all, but to take money out of your 

pockets, so head for the hills. Or better yet, to your rooftop.

You can install wind power pretty much anywhere, even in the block of flats. 

One of such installations is setup nearby where I live, a small consumer 

grade wind turbine no taller in diameter than a grown man. It is on the roof of 

a multistory building of flats. You can setup such thing on your own property 

on the mast.

The other power source would be the solar panels. Pretty much anywhere 

you can set them up. People set them up even in the Scandinavia or in 

Germany, which is very far from the equator.

If you are really lucky and have a stream on your property you can setup a 

micro hydro power plant. It can be bought or made using the same power 

spinning thingy that is in the wind turbine, but attaching the turbine blades 

that would use water instead of wind.

There are few other more experimental power sources out there, but these 

are the most common and most described and easiest to troubleshoot and 

maintain.
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To hook them up to your infrastructure you need just few things.

• Power source - wind / solar/ hydro / whatever

• Battery pack to store excess electricity so for example you can use 

some powertools in the offgrid settings.

• A charging controller, three way or four way. Three way means that you 

plug into it your power source, battery and output goes to your power 

socket system. Four way also adds ability to attach grid input so your 

system operates in the grid-optional mode.

Those three pretty much cover it all when it comes to making own energy. If 

you really insist on cost effective light instead of incandescents, try looking 

into LED systems. They are used on massive scale in the yacht industry and 

there are many systems to choose from to suit your needs and wants.

Protection

In a perfect world we would all be vegan and would not step on each other 

toes. It is not a perfect world, and some people still need the word "no" 

spelled out to them. 

The best way would be getting some mean looking gun if your jurisdiction 

allows it, and filling it with less lethal ammo if gun is compatible with such. 

Criminals are criminals because they are not heroes. They go for the easiest 

target, and when they will see a hint of resistance they will most likely go 

away. If not you have all of the right to defend yourself. Anyone denying this 

right to you is effectively making you a slave to their defense monopoly.

Many jurisdictions are jumping on the castle doctrine and use of firearms in 
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self defense, meaning your home is your castle and you have the right to 

stand your ground and defend yourself with deadly force from some idiot who 

wants to mess with you. Even in Europe in Italy recently passed a law that 

more or less works like a castle doctrine in the USA. Whole of Australia and 

UK is also tired of being disarmed. Pensioners and home owners actually go 

on massive protests on the streets to demand their pre-gun grab rights back, 

because of the waves of violent crime that is out of control there and police is 

absolutely not coping with it.

If gun is outlawed you can protect yourself with a pepper spray. This is very 

common throughout the EU. Pepper sprays are widely encouraged by the 

police for defense of pensioners in the Czech Republic. Recently even a one 

state of Australian protectionist territory of Commonwealth reversed their 

stance on self defense and allows unlicensed pepper spray for their citizens.

There are still some countries like UK, Ireland or Netherlands in which 

politicians insist on making people vulnerable to crime and make pepper 

spray illegal. Despite normal countries those select few protectionist states 

not only make it difficult to defend self but also they highly discourage self 

defense. One of commonly used arguments in Australia is "what about if 

attacker would take the self defense weapon from you and used it on you?". 

Of course police and other state associated individuals are exempt from this. 

The people under such draconian rules are of course greatly dissatisfied with 

this way and there are political motions in place to have proper self-defense 

there, with restoration of normal handgun possession and use laws. Till such 

time will come, in a house defense situations many resort to usage of paint 
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ball markers, or kids water pistols filled with hot chili solution. For daily 

protection they carry a hairspray as a and plausibly denialable alternative to 

normal self defense weapons, however they do not work well as proven by 

some youtube videos. Some carry refillable perfume canisters loaded with 

home made solution from hot peppers. Other carry small table top salt 

shakers that have flip-top cover and large holes (sometimes diy drilled to be 

larger) filled with mix of dry salt, pepper and chili that was put through a 

blender for extra fine dust, and when threatened throw it out at the attacker in 

one go. Sometimes police on the ground is known to put a blind eye  on 

people caught with pepper-spray, especially in the high crime areas, because 

they know the average reach time in such tightly controlled countries is about 

1 hour, however it shouldn't be counted upon. In UK some people use 

alternative pepper sprays with different action like StoppaRed or FarbGel that 

only sticks to the face without pepper spray disabling power.

There are also hand to hand combat martial art systems or close combat 

tasers, but these require personal involvement with attacker which defends 

the whole purpose of self-defense. It is better to just hit to disable and then 

run away and call-in the cops rather than engage in a prolonged combat with 

some idiots who fallen to the way of crime.

Schools
With the rise of the bullshit and glorification of being "hyper", more and more 

people cut ties with what they see as harmful. In free countries like USA 

many people home school or un-school their kids. This is a strict alternative 

or supplementation of authoritarian learning based on classes and jumping 
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through the hoops for approval. More and more legislatures are moving 

towards abolishing the authoritarian teaching model and allow more natural 

learning. One where student follows his or her own curiosity and pieces 

information needed around it rather being pushed into some strange race.

There are many myths about homeschooling, that they are based by religious 

sects only, or some crazy people, but those are just myths. The reality is that 

homeschooling is increasing and over span of last five years it doubled to 

about 2 million in USA. People see that homeshooled kids do better at setting 

up own businesses, or in jobs.

Information
The most important aspect of freeing self from controlled life is living a free 

life daily. Most people these days still spend their time focused on computers. 

There is a lot of self harm involved in spending time on computers. Windows 

systems have viruses and other malware that you feel like constantly battling 

with. There are also a lot of nosy advertisements on your monitor screen 

splitting your attention. Little do people know, there is a way to clean living 

online as well, and it all comes free as in speech, and often monetary free. 

After all, all information is easily sharable between computers. The only limits 

on sharing are placed artificially by some people who want to capitalize on 

this natural human instinct. People of opensource systems noticed it and 

decided to build their own systems, where people share information with each 

other as it is, without any strings attached.

To do your own daily tasks you can utilize free opensource software that acts 

in the same way as your Mac or Windows but comes without limitations and 
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without price-tag.

There are lots of Android phones, which many not know, but they are based 

on the opensource Linux operating system. There are also operating systems 

based on Linux for home computers. With them you have games, a office 

suite that is completely free and it does cost nothing, since it is natural 

sharing of information. Yes, it is legal. It is so legal that the whole French 

police is using Ubuntu Linux desktop systems instead of Windows for their 

office computers. Because it is free to share and modify, whole China 

recently decided to develop their own version of Ubuntu Linux and use it as 

the national operating system.

The building blocks of apps, called source code, is available for anyone to 

obtain and modify and release it further if they will also allow same terms. 

With such transparency comes extra scrutiny. Many people find faults in the 

software and therefore there are no computer viruses for Ubuntu. After all 

Linux systems are ones which run the whole internet. Facebook, Twitter, 

Reddit - all of those have warehouses full of computers that run their websites 

on Linux.

With free software as in no strings attached free, not even monetary ones, 

there are also free entertainment. You can get some app for your cellphone 

like TuneIn and listen to radio's from all over the world while on the move 

using cellular data ( my favorites are 94.7 KUMU, Dixie Country 106.7, Mix 

106.5 Sydney, ABC Country and Triple J - thanks y'all who make it for 

awesome stuff to keep the spirit alive ). There are also free music websites 

like for example jamendo.com which have heaps of albums for free, some of 
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them you can use even in your own videos. For illustrations in this book I 

used free images at the wpclipart.com website.

The continuously growing idea of free unrestricted sharing is based around 

Creative Commons licensed material. There are many more websites out 

there with such material collection. The Creative Commons license allows 

people to share what they do for free if they are in position to do so, as nature 

intended.

Many often go beyond information alone, and share blueprints for open-

source farm machines like tractors that are all electric and sometimes solar 

powered through a huge roof of solar panels on top of a tractor. After all there 

is a lot of sunshine in the field.

When you don't ever bought anything from advertisement but always lived 

more or less frugally, there are options to block all advertisements on your 

browser. There are so called extension modules for browsers, that enhance 

your browser with certain functionality. Modules like Ad Block Plus to 

generally block all known advertising agencies from your browser, and block 

lists for Ad Block Plus, the most known is Fanboy Blocklist that has many 

accumulated websites that were reported to be of use by advertisers. 

Level three - all others
After all said and done, your health up, and your loved ones happy you will be 

immune to whatever crazy the elders will come up with. There are stories of 

some recently found families in Russia, which at the sight of war decided to 

group up and head for the woods. Only after 40 or so years after the war they 
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saw that the crazy of killing people because of something made up was more 

or less gone. If you still believe in sending your kids to the harms way, please 

consider words of Major General Smedley Butler, two times winner of 

Congressional Medal of Honor, his book "War is a racket". He describes from 

his military career point of view how military and war is only created to make 

rich people richer, and poor people constantly guessing and chasing their tail. 

He created it after his USMC service in the first world war.

In modern world of internet chances of big conflict are really slim. Therefore 

you can use your skills to helping out others move on with their lives if they 

are hung up on something artificial. Maybe join Sea Shepherd or other noble 

cause. Help homeless. Share surplus food to others. Start seed bank to 

propagate free organic and lawyer free seed exchange or even start a 

community food forest. Start a gun shop class like some priests do and teach 

teachers how to handle them to know how protect kids in case of some 

shooters. Setup some big water slide on the side of a lake. The world is your 

playground, and you have stuff to fall back on in case the going will get tough.

Truth is either you get your own food and water and shelter, or dance around 

looking busy and "inventing stuff" to get money for food and shelter.

In short all dependencies can come from own soul - your own self - protection 

via gun, food from own yard, own shelter in yurt or natural building. If you skip 

this chain of love self first, love your close ones, and love all others, you most 

likely will become a liability for others. 

Not all is perfect, this chain is only a suggestion. But it is good to know how 

things work and what to aspire to, don't you think? And don't bum yourself for 
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straying away.. we all do. Just know more or less where you're going and get 

back up when you fall down.
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What about all of that stuff in the news?
any will try to instigate new imaginary conflicts. Media thrive on it to 

make you glued to the screen. Even nature media like to portray 

sharks as viscous killers, when in reality sharks just hunt when they are 

hungry, otherwise they swim around peacefully.

M
Such stuff usually comes from assumption of human ego and cult of control 

that states "we have control over this planet". This is false assumption, we 

have same control over planet as we have over mold in our houses, or as 

termites with their termite cities have over forest. On short term yes, there is 

impact, but otherwise God / Nature is self regulating and they handled worse 

than us. Just ask some 3000+ year old sequoia tree what it thinks about 

beings with mere 80 year timespan.

Here are some major 3rd-party viral talking points and how to navigate when 

you really have to engage some relative about them, from whom you can not 

escape.

Global warming
Carbon is evil poison. At least that is official talking point of emotionally 

unavailable people who are unable to form own opinion and who jump in on 

whatever hyped up fear is currently trending. Of course when you just relax 

and see it for what really is, some stuff becomes painfully obvious.

For starters lets take coal and oil and all fossil fuels. Coal and other stuff is 

dug up from the ground, and then oxidized (burned) to make heat to make 

steam to spin some turning thingy called generator, so it makes electricity for 
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many people, so every one does not have to make their own generator, so 

they can just plug washing machine to the grid and wash clothes and spend 

the rest of time with family. Fossil fuels, as some might know are dead plants 

and animals. This is very important to understand, because here comes 

something most people who believe in global warming forget.

Those plants and animals once were part of the current ecosystem.

This means that we are only re-introducing carbon to the environment that 

was already there at some point in time. Many researchers also give historic 

proof that earth had about 10% of CO2 in the atmosphere (before plants 

started to really take over this rock), while today it has only about 0.038% of 

CO2.

For some people who are lost in their crazy this is not enough. This argument 

would mean that the grid and the fossil fuels are actually good and they would 

have to abandon their righteous fight and address their own feelings like for 

example not getting married out of love but out of convenience or pressure or 

secretly having some unsolved past dependencies they are trying to mitigate 

with chaos and conflict. Instead of being real they will react to this argument 

with violence and try to invent or nitpick some other stuff.

Some of the other stuff like for example acid rains, or not adding lead to the 

gasoline has some merit. We all want to live in a more or less clean society. 

However they will go after some arbitrary arguments like CO2 being a poison, 

or oil spills being a disaster taking up years to clean up, or runaway man 

made global warming.

In EU where there are a lot of highly regulated coal plants that pretty much let 
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out nothing out except CO2 and water vapor, there is a significant reduction 

of acid rains. The only pollutants are big cities located near mines where local 

population uses coal without all of the benefits of industrial scale exhaust 

scrubbers that act more or less like a stoner's bong. Those unregulated coal 

operators are the major contributors to the acid rains and bad air quality, 

because they do not use the most efficient burn systems present in larger 

power plants.

As you already know carbon is not a poison, but a molecule of life on this 

rocky spaceship. You, me, your inlaws, trees and everything else is made out 

of carbon in one form or another. It is quite silly to assume that extra CO2 will 

just start floating in the air killing people. Most likely it will have the same 

effects on plants as a fertilizer - it will ease access to nutrients, and eventually 

CO2 will get absorbed into plants and then into animals. Because CO2 is 

heavier than rest of the air it means it will dissolve in oceans, feeding some 

seaweed and then fish and whatever else floats there. Sometimes oil gets 

absorbed directly to the ocean. In case of oil spill the supposed massive 

disaster occurs. Yes, it is bad as any other intrusion when it happens, but it is 

not an end of the world. There are bacteria in ocean, that when the oil 

became available, they started eating it. Therefore the massive spill that 

should have reached shore just did not happen, and the spill that happened 

got more or less automatically eaten up by that bacteria. In case of future oil 

spill it might be advisable to have some bacteria of that on short notice to be 

deployed to accelerate cleaning up.

And in case of the runaway global warming, there is a long forgotten idea to  
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cool planet in an emergency fashion. Man made nuclear winter. Just drop 

whole of the nuclear weapons on the Sahara desert and presto - instant heat 

shield for the planet. No need for the toxic spraying of aluminum and barium 

some people do to the atmosphere under the guise of stopping the global 

warming (the infamous chem-trails exposed in the documentary "What in the 

World Are They Spraying?").

Of course this is the case of the highly theoretical scenario. It exists only in 

the heads of the scientists who are incapable of seeing the bigger picture. 

The "science" these days looks pretty much as only promoting media data 

like "Global CO2 has reached 400PPM, which was highest EHVAR!". Of 

course they will not tell you that this measurement took place at Hawaii, a 

somewhat industrialized place that belongs to USA, with lots of air traffic and 

lots of volcanoes, and the measurement only lasted for two hours after which 

it stabilized again. This is an equivalent of sticking a probe into exhaust pipe 

of a car and proclaiming the world is coming to an end! If the science of CO2 

levels would be real, they would take average measurements of places like 

Sahara, or Amazon jungle, instead of measuring the data near the industrial 

centers. In those remote places air would have a chance to mix around so the 

readings would be more representative of the average global CO2 saturation. 

Of course they will not do this, and even if they do, they will not make those 

results medial, because whole CO2 is a great bait and switch scheme to 

scare people into a frenzy and pull money out of their pockets. If it would be 

opposite, Al Gore would not invest in an ocean front Californian multi million 

mansion. But he did. If CO2 was so dangerous for plants, then why some 
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greenhouse operators actually have CO2 filled greenhouses to act as the 

plant nutrient to promote plant growth?

Putting a finger in the North Korea's pie
It might sound revolutionary to you, but business of North Koreans doesn't 

matter. They also have homeless people. They also have undernourished 

people. They also have broken marriages and divorces. Just like with cancer 

a surgical strike will only eliminate symptoms without addressing the larger 

issue or lack of self governance and own will of those people. Not to mention, 

ant arbitrary intrusion will only enhance rampant corruption that naturally exist 

in all top-down imaginary authoritarian structures.

History knows that totalitarian systems that do not promote personal consent 

fall apart. Because of lack of open consent there is lot of hidden consent 

enforcement going on through nepotism, bribes and over-bureaucracy to 

keep others distracted. 

This is how Romania fell apart under the Ceausescu regime, where in the 

end police and military sided with people and turned against the oppressor 

and only some close personal guard was giving resistance, who knew they 

were tyrants and had nothing to lose but fight their way out and escape. They 

failed to escape.

This is how East Germany fell apart along the whole of soviet block of eastern 

European countries, since people had enough of this oppressive bullshit. It 

happened so fast that even border guards on the Berlin wall and spies of both 

sides were surprised by lack of orders from higher command of East 
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Germany, who simply called it a day, took off and ran to hide.

Even Imperial China who was ruled under the rule of one totalitarian 

government eventually got corrupted and fell apart under own weight, later to 

be torn apart by colonial powers.

Totalitarian regimes sooner or later fall under their own weight of OCD over 

control. It's a design flaw. They simply do not scale.

Why would you want to bother then wasting time with stuff like North Korea 

when given the Internet and instant global communication, rise of the middle 

class, their system is barely holding on? Pretty much everyone who is anyone 

in politics, knows that North Korea is rattling sabers so their own officials 

would feel needed by their own population. This is why US military response 

to their nuclear threats was not breaking a sweat, but simply launching a 

demonstration mission, flying two stealth bombers from USA to South Korea 

and dropping some bombs on their test grounds, to deliver a message "yeah, 

good luck with your technology advancements, we do this stuff on daily basis 

for quite some time now".

In other words, stuff like affairs of foreign tribe does matter the same as the 

stray cats or dogs or stray frogs or stray insects. People who don't get how 

insane it is to preemptively mess with other tribes, still sing the song of control 

and subjugation and continue their distraction from own inner voice of heart of 

hearts.

In their crazy song of force-helping others they take away consent of other 

living beings, for example people who volunteer to go and “help Africa”, often 

come back disillusioned that they did nothing to strengthen their own 
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systems, but simply to propagate handout-ism.

Other example of dogs who mind their own businesses. Helpers lock them up 

in concentration camps – aka dog pounds, and use mass gas chambers and 

forced scarification – aka spaying and neutering to so called help them. And 

how on earth would cats and dogs exist without human approval - lets 

microchip them all! It is of course highly reasonable that "no being is an 

island" and no being can not exist without raping their bodily consent, 

reducing feeling and loving being to a mere number, and placing that number 

in someone else's book. Of course after all the “stray” dogs and cats will be 

caught, raped by neutering or spaying, raped by putting a chip of cult of 

control and domination on all life, they will go after “stray” squirrels, mice and 

grasshoppers. How dare these grasshoppers be outside of human area of 

control? Nature never handled stray dogs nor stray grasshoppers efficiently. 

Lets go after them. Humanely.

The problem does not lie on the external. It lies in the personal view of the 

world, where people choose daily whether to see for example a whale 

poacher as an aggressor. Instead of seeing poachers as a tragic beings 

trapped in the plot of vilification tactics, monetary pressures and peer 

pressures to go and do horrible things just to get others out of their hair, often 

deep down cursing self, since everyone knows deep down inside what is right 

and what is wrong.

North Koreans, they are their own people. Same goes for other sentient 

beings – they have their own business in life. Sooner or later it will end up like 

Ceausescu fall, or fall of communism in Europe. Any artificial intrusion 
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eventually will fall when confronted with nature that operates in love self – 

love neighbors - love strangers hierarchy. In the end would you like to be in 

relationship of hate and conflict with people whom you haven't meet only 

because their elders went mad and put pressures on their own people?

On top of that even authoritarian guys like FBI know you just can't force help 

someone. They know this when they raided some cult like organizations 

whose members were so brainwashed they thought that the exploitive 

constant 80+ hour work weeks for no pay was for their own good.  Even when 

FBI raided such compound they soon found out that freed people returned to 

that same organizations to continue stuff in which they were brainwashed and 

emotionally abused to do so. Some survivors of such compounds know that 

you just have to have the will to fight to free from this sort of crazy - without it 

and sort of help from outside you will see as an hostile intrusion.

The closest to figuring how freedom really works were founders of USA. 

Given the limited emotional and world view resources of their era they coined 

what they thought at the time was the best replication of the law of God, or 

Nature. All life is free. All life has the right to defend self from artificial self-

proclaimed tyranny with means equal to means of tyrant. The creation of 

whole Bill of Rights and Constitution of the Republic, both which define 

natural laws in a way that allows emotional growth through self-determination.

Keep in mind the word "republic", and not "democracy". It is not subjecting 

self to the rule of majority as in democracy. In republic everyone can subject 

self to whatever they desire, including democratic laws they put on some 

area, since people of republic born free and die free, and that includes 
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subscribing through own actions to whatever laws there are set to participants 

of those actions won't gauge their eyes out, but solve their disputes in a court. 

For example people who choose to drive cars on public roads, learn to drive 

on the right hand side of the road. It is in case of someone going from the 

opposite so when going head on, they would know where to go to avoid 

collision, and who gives way to whom in other debatable situations.

The closest to solve a problem of North Korea would be empowering the local 

people with means of self determination. You can for example drop booklets 

or air radio programs like in the time of communist occupation of Eastern 

Europe, teaching about freedom, about victory gardens / vertical gardening, 

making own food so they would not have to rely on their crazy state. Another, 

more radical thing would be dropping small arms like revolvers and handguns 

or semi-automatic rifles, and ammo, so people would be able to back their 

"no" with something substantial. This is almost exactly how local churches 

secretly bring peace to the gun-free-mis-experiment of drug cartel ridden 

Mexico. They arrange legal weapons in USA, get them across the border and 

give out usually free of charge to local population through churches 

themselves or other citizen meeting places. In this way they form self-defense 

militias to fight off drug cartels and corrupt police who terrorize them.

They are snooping
Let's say you came from work, and took out your loved ones on a picnic. 

Neighbors warned you about some peeping tom in the hood snooping around 

and collecting data, yet you went on with your plans. On that picnic you had 

fun. You actually threw a Frisbee. To add insult to the injury someone caught 
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it and threw it back to you. You had a cake, and then you all ate it. Fun. You 

came back home.

Unsuspectingly that peeping tom got his way. He photographed every your 

move. And then unable to deal with the fact that you have a life and he 

doesn't, he choose to sue you over the data he collected.

The court did not debate over the verdict too long. They acknowledged the 

fact that observation of the snoop that you actually threw crumbs on the grass 

making it a violation of the Green Law #24234 about preservation of 

grasslands. They also acknowledged the fact you broke the Safe Park Act 

#40234 about not throwing things around the park. However the court also 

agreed that the green law was enacted at to prevent of setting fire to the 

meadows and the safe park act was emotional act set literally in the stone 

age to protect people from throwing rocks at each other. 

The judges decided that the laws were broken but those were bad laws, so 

they decided you were innocent ( jury nullification of the bad application of the 

laws ) and the snooper came out as a guilty of harassment.

The aftermath was plain and simple. Thanks to the countless tweets on the 

matter and media coverage on the internet you gained a short-lived celebrity 

status and your case was used as an example on how to not give a damn 

and dance like no one is watching. The internet however took one of the 

snooper photos of the cake you were eating and turned it into a meme that 

lives till this day. The snooper had no life just as he had no life before, but at 

least he decided to try something new and more real, since that information-

gossip-snooping business did not turn out that good. He gave it a rest and 
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signed up to a gym.

Energy shortage
Energy shortage is a lie. Actually in the recent years per capita energy usage 

is constantly dwindling. Many people are actually giving up the TV and get by 

with only a laptop, cellphone, few regular cheap incandescent light bulbs, 

water pump and a washing machine. Many people turn away from cooking 

stuff because of ever present medical reports about harmful stuff in the most 

heat treated foods. Only beans and handful of other food needs boiling for 

destroying stuff that is semi-harmful for humans. Electric cars and 

motorcycles are now beyond curious inventions and are becoming a regular 

everyday items. But for the sake of argument let's assume what media tell us 

that we need a constant energy growth.

The cleanest and most reliable source of electricity was the one harnessed by 

Nicholas Tesla, the hydroelectric power of Niagara falls. He used existing 

water drop of the waterfall to power a turbine with attached generator. Some 

people might tell you that this is very rare occasion dependent only on the 

terrain, and creating a water drop for efficient electricity generation is 

impossible without creating huge dams to flood some valley.

This might be true using the 50's technology, however now we have 

something called plastic. From which we can build high pressure pipes or 

hoses. Now, instead of sectioning off a piece of terrain and flooding it, you 

can put a big pipe, on the river bed. One end of the pipe will be in the middle 

of the city, connected to the turbines and generators. The rest of the pipe 
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would be simply sunk on the river bed, upstream, for a few miles, so the 

appropriate water drop would be reached. Many more pipes or hoses can be 

sunk to get needed flow. This will work as scaled up science experiment of 

connecting two jars with water and placing one jar higher than the other. The 

added twist being, that the connecting pipe would be submerged in the third 

water bowl most of the time, which means it is peacefully on the river bottom, 

not disrupting anything.

With this, without drowning any terrain, nor displacing people and animals, 

you can create so much pressure in the pipe to power an instant water dam 

equivalent in the middle of existing cities that are build around the rivers.

A simple fire hose can operate at the pressures of 250 psi / 17.2 bars. This 

pressure is equal to the water in a pipe 577 feet / 176 meters high. There are 

fire hoses of about 20" of diameter, and you can put few of them in parallel. If 

laid on the riverbed you can create using only this technology an equivalent to 

the 80% of the Hoover Dam ( which has 726 ft / 221 m water height ).

You can also use existing oil pipeline technology that operates at 800-1400 

psi / 55.2- bar that equates to 1900-3200 feet / 560-980 meters of the water 
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column height. The tallest water dam is around 980 feet / 300 meters high. 

Now imagine power equivalent of such dam directly in the middle of a city, 

without any changes to the surroundings, power losses due to transit lines, 

nor any displacement of families which can sometimes amount to about 

1,000,000 of people in case of the recent largest dams.

As the added benefit of the pipe technology you can run it "as the crow flies" 

from the source to the generator to minimize material cost which in case of 

firehose technology would be already dirt cheap. Just as with a pipe that 

connects two jars, you can go up with the water pipe to the dry land and back 

down in case the river will bank left and right such as Amazon. Furthermore, 

you don't need the whole line be of the same material. Upper run of the pipe 

line would require less pressure than the lower fragments. If your city is lucky 

and surrounded with hills, you can create an aqueduct at the hill side that has 

very slight angle, and is open at the top, and after such aqueduct becomes 

non feasible you create a pipeline down the mountain to capitalize on the 

pressure. A craved aqueduct in the side of the mountain that would otherwise 

serve as a side for the dam for most of the length and the sharp drop with a 

pipeline near the city.

This system will also scale so single household can install some larger 

fireman's water hose sunk upstream for their micro hydro power-plant, getting 

easily more than 35 feet / 10 meter water drop on the otherwise flat 

landscape. This pipeline system would make Indians very happy in the 

Amazon, so the white man would not flood their land.

There is also increasingly cheaper solar and wind power available for both 
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large scale and the consumer markets. A one-off investment that lasts for 

many years.

There are systems to get oil from algae, which can be grown in the test tubes 

in the middle of the desert. There are also other bio-fuel systems using raw oil 

producing crop, or used cooking oils that are being converted to the gasoline 

for vehicles. But wait, there is more to nature. There are many real-world 

companies that just produce bio-gas. Bio-gas is basically conversion through 

simple processes of grass clippings into natural compressed gas ( CNG ) or 

liquid natural gas ( LNG ) that can be used to power your very own internal 

combustion engine. The gas powered vehicles became very popular in the 

90's in Europe. The conversion kits for existing cars are very affordable and 

standardised to level of safety and they allow to run car on both gas and 

petrol with dual tanks for same engine. Also vehicle manufacturers 

sometimes provide factory made cars that run on both gas and petrol. There 

is also a wide spread infrastructure with pretty much all regular petrol gas 

stations having an LPG / LNG option. Thanks to the economic downturn 

people often start to brew the CNG at home.

On top of that, there is strong research being made into synthetic systems 

scrubbing CO2 from the air and converting that carbon back to the gasoline, 

with the aid of electricity from other renewable sources.

Planet earth is also very abundant in the Thorium. Thorium is a radioactive 

material, but unlike Uranium, you can not make an atom bomb out of it. 

Thorium is also a lot safer than Uranium to handle. Uranium emits gamma 

rays, the same used in X-ray machines, that are dangerous to humans and 
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need to be shielded with a lot of lead screens. Thorium only emits alpha rays, 

they are safely shielded by a metal can and they can not penetrate human 

skin. This peaceful property of Thorium was the reason why it was never 

pursued by the big governments as an energy source.

On top of that proposed Thorium reactors such as LFTR are extremely 

reliable and safe. Uranium based reactors require constant ACTIVE cooling 

cycles and other mechanical additional fail-safes to stop reactor from 

meltdown like in Chernobyl of in Fukushima or in many other reactor incidents 

that constantly leak radiation, which big media does not want to inform others 

about. LFTR reactor is safe by design. In case of failure it all comes on its 

own to an off-state without causing a meltdown. LFTR reactor needs to be 

powered to be on, while Uranium reactors need to be powered to be off. The 

estimated thorium reserves would last for more than 1000 years if whole 

planet would only use Thorium for fuel, at current rate of energy usage. Many 

countries have already invested in creation of small test Thorium reactors to 

prepare for creation of large scale ones. USA had in 50's a successfully 

operating Thorium reactor, and many car manufacturers at that time claimed 

their cars to be Thorium ready.

Also to get better MPG, there was an Australian invention in the 70's by Ted 

Pritchard. He converted a regular '63 Ford Falcon to run on steam. His 

invention was to boil the water outside of the engine, in a very efficient and 

therefore a very clean burn. Then the steam would be used to push pistons in 

his special car engine block. All fit under the hood and powered a regular car. 

This allowed in the 70's a super high fuel efficiency, comparable to the 
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modern cars. It also allowed to burn any liquid fuel without any modifications. 

Both diesel and petrol, vegetable oil and ethanol. He was flown with his car 

from Australia to the USA to do some shows for big car manufacturers, 

however the oil price soon stabilized making his invention not needed, nor 

wanted by people who controlled oil. It would allow quick switches to 

whatever fuel there was out there making a whole fuel market a commodity 

where people could walk away at any time from the dependence on oil.

Regular engines are also reportedly very easily convertible for steam. Many 

people convert a two stroke engine to be powered by steam in a very trivial 

way. Before commercial air-compressors were widely available, many people 

used a regular V8 engine with slight modifications to pump air. Once a steam 

source either from thorium or from cold fusion will become widely available, 

many people will jump on with conversions of current engines to use those 

power sources.

There is of course last very renewable energy source. Just get a generator 

and connect it to a wooden box with speakers and LCD monitors. Set the 

speakers at the maximum, and put a live stream of mainstream media on how 

politicians figured out how to go to war by calling it a peace keeping operation 

and combine it with recent MTV reality shows about teen pregnancies. Then 

you just put in to the box a body of one of the USA founding fathers and bury 

whole thing six feet under. The sheer RPM and torque generated by his 

spinning in the grave would be more than enough to power Washington DC, 

therefore powering congress, so the cycle would be fully sustainable. For the 

sake of it, let's set unit of such power: 1 Washington would equal just over 
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9000 Megawatt.

Einstein once predicted that nuclear energy would not be possible to achieve 

by humans. He was wrong, just as many top scientists before him were 

wrong about sub 4 minute mile run, fast cars that supposedly kill people out 

of speed alone, airplanes heavier than air and many, many other things. 

Every time established scientists were badmouthing and pulling down anyone 

who tried to prove them wrong. Natural God's reality always will be superior to 

human imagination. Our imagination is only a subset of reality. And because 

of that, it all remains to be seen the future will hold.

Of course this would leave the humanity with the two ultimate obstacles of 

getting free energy. First would be the same obstacle that Tesla faced when 

he wanted to deliver free energy for all. All of the sudden a guy came and 

gave a question "so all is nice, but mr. Tesla, were do we put a meter to 

charge people for this?". Those kind of people don't get the working for 

benefit of all mankind, like for example people of the opensource systems do. 

Because of greed they deliberately cut other's wings and place meters on 

something that naturally occurs, so their idea of keeping others in constant 

bondage and artificial hierarchy through exchange tokens would prevail.

The second major obstacle would be Christmas. Or to be exact, the will of 

technicians working on those machines, to service them for free to their 

inlaws during the Christmas, just as it is happening now with consumer 

electronics. 

That thought alone is repelling enough to avoid engaging self in this free 

energy race. Maybe it is the real reason that the aliens choose to only send 
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us postcards in form of crop circles, but keep it to themselves? For them the 

joy of contacting us must be like joy of revealing self to the whole planet of 

messy and needy inlaws trying to start losing weight yet unwilling to actually 

start eating better, exercising, being kind to all living beings and honest about 

own feelings. If the alien's constant avoidance of emotional self harm through 

contact with us is not the best sign of their superior intellect, than nothing else 

ever will be. Would you really come around with a visit to people who think 

enslaving all life long other feeling beings and then eating them is a good 

idea?

Anyhow, all of the devices mentioned earlier (in case they would actually 

really work) would give humanity plenty of time and emotional space to figure 

out how does anti-gravity work or maybe filling up the great pyramid in Giza 

with hydrogen and giving it a spin, to see if it worked as a bridge for soul to 

stars or something. Maybe re-creating the gyroscope experiments of 

professor Eric Laithwaite to see if one could make a propulsion out of his 

observations?23 

And most of all, figuring out, do we actually need all of this to be happy when 

we already have hugs and funny cats on the internet and other means of 

expressing own deep emotions. We already have God given power of 

forgiveness, so what for you would like to have that energy for anyway? 

23  For example putting a pair of discs with attached motors on configuration like bicycle - 
making the disc on the left spin very fast and on the right stop, and turn the whole 
bicycle around the pedal axis, and when wheel change sides the spinning one will stop 
and you accelerate the other wheel. Hopefully the effects of diminishing gravity would 
happen on the left side where the wheel would be spinning and moving up, while the 
right side would be stopped and the wheel would move down, hopefully making some 
sort of push on the axis of the "bicycle".
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Extend life? Your physical shell is going to die sooner or later. All that matters 

is being honest and true to the Love and avoid of being trapped by fear. What 

you will water, will grow.

After all, energy is a nice slave to have, but keep in mind it is only a slave 

over exterior. And as such only a way to propagate the first worlder hissy fit "I 

need to feel loved and cared for and respected, but leave me alone! I will 

create a factory to make it me feel like that!" - hissy fit of controlling the 

outside instead of dealing with own deep feelings and acting on the heart. 

Ones that surface when the man-made distractions are gone in case of i.e. 

city-wide power outage and one is standing in front of reality of own body and 

own thoughts and feelings as they are, and not as when exposed to constant 

streams of third party narratives. Something that most likely will come through 

forgiveness and trying to align self with the message of spirit that is ever-

present in our hearts and which was codified into various holy books of man.

Food shortage
Idea of the food shortage is actually a lie to keep others locked in playing 

game of give and take instead of their self empowerment. When you will look 

beyond giver-taker mechanics and see world for what it really is, it will dawn 

on you.

For starters there is abundance of naturally occurring wild foods. Plants that 

are often treated as weeds like for example dandelions are powerful 

medicinal herbs and nutritionally rich daily staple foods. The process of eating 

naturally growing foods that are out there without human interaction is called 
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foraging. There are many books and local classes on how to get into this, so 

you basically will never be hungry again when you will know that i.e. 

dandelion is a superfood equal to arugula. There are plants restaurant in 

California, which serves only wild foods foraged in the wild.24 In some 

restaurants in New York chef occasionally uses foods harvested in the central 

park.

There is a public urban seeding-foraging movement. Whole city of 

Tobmorden in UK is planted with raised bed public gardens. People there can 

help themselves to anything that grows in those spaces. No one controls or 

supervises this project. It simply is. It is known in official statistics that crime 

rate dropped significantly in Tobmorden ever since the project took off.25

Same things are happening in the USA. People for example in LA plant 

curbside garden, using unused public space near sidewalks to grow 

vegetables so all in their community can enjoy them and help themselves to 

something that grows on it's own.

There are long forgotten food forests, that once planted grow in the self 

sustaining way without any human effort other than just picking fruit and 

vegetables. Those were quite common in South East Asia, and are getting 

more and more popularity in the first world as well. Recent example would be 

city of Seattle which created such food forest on their land.

You can produce food in the controlled fashion. Food stamps can buy seeds, 

24 San Francisco's foraged food underground: a Wild Kitchen dinner 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXCKpSsZJeg

25 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2072383/Eccentric-town-Todmorden-growing-  
ALL-veg.html
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that can be planted in the soil, that will produce food. Some people setup 

public gardens in the unused public spaces, which officially belong to the city, 

but were not sold to anyone so in the time being people choose to make it a 

public garden using raised bed system on the shipping pallets. It can easily 

be moved without disruption to somewhere else in the matter of less than 

month when land would be sold to the developer.

Small scale farming is a backbone of the Russian food supply system, where 

people are encouraged by the government to grow own food, preserve it and 

sell it. Russia is covered in snow in winter so it is essential for them for 

everyone have something to eat during that time, so people will not jump to 

each other throats for a loaf of bread.

There are personal home-growing systems spearheaded by medicinal herb 

growers, that let growing own food all year long under the artificial conditions 

of own house. They use artificial lightning and controlled watering systems. 

They are called indoor aquaponics and indoor hydroponics. Many people 

grow in such manner for example in Alaska where it is dark half of the year. 

They use geothermal power for lightning and heating their gardens.

On the other hand there are solutions for deserted areas such as Sahara or 

Middle East. Those permaculture solutions are known to successfully reverse 

desertification of Sahara desert on the massive scale. When used clever 

passive terrain shape for natural moisture retention, the soil miraculously 

comes back to life, retains water and is used to grow food where one year 

ago it was all barren terrain.

To top it off, there is few highly specialized places that grow high quality 
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organic food at extremely low costs when working with nature. One of those 

places is Growing Power in Milwaukee where Will Allen grows 1,000,000 

pounds of food on only 3 acres of land ( 454 metric tonnes on 1.2 hectares ). 

He also produces food all around the year, including in the winter.

And of course the best for the last - going vegan. In today's world the 70% of 

food is grown for non-humans kept by humans in constantly messed up 

conditions, and then butchered for human consumption, or raped to produce 

milk. Some who still believe in man made global warming crunched some 

numbers that CO2 and Methane emissions greatly surpass the ones we use 

to increase our standards of living. If that cruel enterprise of raising non-

humans for food would be gone we would instantly have 2 times more food 

than we will currently eat. Humans do survive and thrive on plants alone. Just 

ask Bill Clinton and his daughter Chelsea, Michelle Pfeiffer, Woody 

Harrelson, Ellen DeGeneres, Alicia Silverstone, Mike Tyson, Pamela 

Anderson, Anthony Kiedis ( Red Hot Chili Peppers singer ), Venus Williams, 

Andre 3000 (Outkast), Robin Williams, Erykah Badu, Fiona Apple, Daryl 

Hannah, Nikola Tesla, Steve Jobs, Steve-O ( Jackass crew ), Brendan 

Brazier ( two times winner of Canadian Triathlon while being 100% vegan )  

or the whole crew of the Sea Shepherd from Whale Wars.

Clean water scarcity
Water scarcity is a lie. Pretty much everywhere rains, and that rain can be 

caught and stored for further sanitation and usage. There is almost 

everywhere quite a lot of natural springs, and people drill their own shallow 

wells using PVC pipes capped in one end with a water hose and jagged tooth 
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cut on the other side. With such contraption they drill their own well with the 

power of running water (can be in the closed loop)

There are successful projects of multistory buildings on the sea side to catch 

sea moisture in the Mediterranean.

There are cloud capture cloths setup on the mountaintops of some South 

American mountains, where clouds roll over the hill but do not rain. Those 

loosely woven vertical shade cloth type of material is capable of catching the 

cloud and getting water out of it to the village in almost no effort all passive 

way.

In some dry parts of India there are people who's job is actually moisture 

harvester like in Star Wars. They do it in a little less techy way though. It is 

almost all passive operation, using spread out in certain way sheets of plastic 

so water can condensate on them using passive updraft. With this they 

capture naturally occurring air moisture that even exist in the Sahara. There 

are more high tech solutions out there too, for example a wind turbine 

coupled with a freezer, that will cool down the air so the moisture will 

condense just like the runoff water in the AC unit on the hot summer day.

On personal level you can just get a solar battery charger (sub $10 USD on 

ebay, including global mail shipment) and a Peltier cell with some metal 

attached for extra surface, and when connected it will make one surface hot 

and the other one cold. This allows water condensation as well, which is very 

well known by the computer enthusiasts who use Peltier cooling units which 

are known to short circuit computers if installed incorrectly.

There are permaculture solutions that even successfully reverse progress of 
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desertification of Sahara. Problem is the general crab-bucket mentality that 

pulls down any successful person who is doing something on their own and 

not being part of their tribe. And this mentality is very in line with emotionally 

bankrupt elders, since they want to see crabs in one convenient bucket, 

playing only with toys they give them.

Overpopulation
Nope, that is just living in someone's else fear. Technically all people of earth 

can be fitted in the area of about Texas using suburban housing density. Area 

of Texas is about 270,000 sq mi or almost 700,000 km2 . We have around 

7,000,000,000 humans on this rocky spaceship. That would make 1000sqft or 

100m2 for every single person. Assuming 2 + 2 + dog + cat family model, that 

would make 4000sqft or 400m2 space for single family.

With increasingly popular tiny house lifestyle that would comfortably fit a 

family of 4 into 30m2 or 320sqft house and rest of the area would go for 

garden, which would consist of vertical victory garden or suburban 

homestead. Or getting together to start some large scale aquaponic systems 

on shared land. Human waste was successfully re-purposed on the industrial 

scale into agriculture grade fertilizer in China, long before inception of 

synthetic (and paid for) fertilizers. Look it up in the book “The China Study”. 

Water can be successfully harvested with rain-catching methods.

All of that assuming we would live on flat terrain, without raising buildings  

more than one level high and not using electricity. Quality of life would 

improve of course when adding solar or wind power and having multistory 
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food gardens to conserve land. Also adding a lot of LFTR Thorium reactors 

here and there for maintenance-cheap electricity and lighting those gardens 

would make things more cool. And this all is possible with only using current 

technology of the 2013. With harnessing of cold fusion and other sources of 

energy who knows what would be possible? Cities floating in the sky on the 

giant quad-copters?

Nope... that is still only using today's technology - who says that safe LFTR 

Thorium reactors should be placed only on the land? On top of that, it is not 

just 2013 technology. It is 1960's technology, because the USA Atomic 

Energy Commission had LFTR reactor operational at that time for five years 

straight (quad-copters technology was around since early 1920's). If it was 

2015 technology we would have a shipping truck sized 100MW portable 

thorium reactor, like the SSTAR reactor which is designed to fit large shipping 

containers (although not thorium based, SSTAR development proves small 

portable reactors are possible). 

Of course, all of this is only hypothetical. For one reason, despite the 

southern hospitality, I somehow don't feel that Texans would be happy if 

someone would just drop by and decided to stay around on their property 

uninvited and without their consent.

They have enough work already preparing to defend self from UN 

“peacekeeping” invasion, UN mercury laced "eco" CFL light bulbs forced on 

everyone instead of trusty good old incandescents or Obamacare socialism 

where "we are in it together" so if you're a nutrition cautious vegan you have 

to pay for avoidable bypasses or ongoing diabetes medications of some sloth 
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over eater. Surprisingly veganism is on the rise in the south, maybe it has 

something to do with Jesus being vegan in the original texts of Bible. Or 

maybe its the will of the southerners to have all of the body hydraulics 

operational - especially the most important part to the guys, their heart.

With all of this going on and more, they have all the right in the world to be a 

little more twitchy. You just simply don't mess with Texas. And righteously so.
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Universal bill of rights
hen you are giving a thought about the state of the all stuff, the 

individual soul and free will, the emotional abuse or a tyranny that 

comes from abandoning of individual consent or non-vegan non-open-source 

ways in life, some larger patterns seem to form.

W
Founding fathers of USA came from UK, which was ruled and overrun by 

corruption, domination and psychotic King George. They had good will to 

make it better and fair for all, but haven't had the technology of instant global 

communication we are all enjoying today. Thus they came up with prosthesis 

in form of political intermediaries to make it all work. They also were schooled 

in the Bible as we know it today. The altered bible created by military 

industrial oppression complex of middle ages Catholic Church that had one of 

the largest army in the world at that time. They selectively put the holly texts 

together and altered them so they would suit their needs, and they burned 

"heretics" and "witches" at the stakes. In the same manner emperor 

Constantine decided to pour molten lead into the original vegan Christians 

who stuck by original universal rule of "thou shall not kill". With all of this 

going on in Europe some scriptures were altered, so for example Moses 

temporary concession to eat animal flesh in times of natural disasters was 

coined into a law to eat whatever one wants.

This alterations lead to developments of breaking the will and ongoing slavery 

of other sentient feeling beings, human slavery, and preemptive false flag 

based wars / holy crusades / peace keeping operations / whatever fancy term 

comes in next to justify taking something from another. And despite of the 
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good will of the founding fathers they came from such system where those 

kinds of oppression was a common place, and decided it was wrong.

They made the first step, the system of checks and balances to avoid 

tyranny. I guess it's time to upgrade and expand it with modern knowledge of 

nature and technology. Instead of checks and balances I propose a self-

healing system based on nature. You might call it a bill of rights for all 

sentient life. I am not sure how good it would be, but seeing what is going on 

in the world, I guess it might come out quite nice. It might be a good idea to 

finally put an end this human madness which started when some wise guy 

few thousand years ago in Mesopotamia decided that he owns a cow, without 

asking that cow first how would she like that sort of deal, and then few of his 

neighbors jumped on board ( it's described in detail in the book "World Peace 

Diet" ).

This is only a rough sketch, and I believe some further details can be 

amended. Especially with the rise of further technologies that would allow 

other forms of self-governance. However so far for now it looks like a 

complete system.

Parts of it are already in place. The freedoms that are not given by the 

constitution nor bill of rights of USA, but recognized as given by God / nature 

and are only stated as self-evident by those documents and codified for other 

beings to understand them. There are laws that happened in the creation of 

the French republic that decided to do away with authoritarianism of 

monarchies. There are laws that are recognizing the inhumane abusive 

treatments of animals in captivity and because of it many circuses are now 
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illegal. There are laws like the recently passed laws throughout the world 

stating dolphins are non-human persons, and any shows with them in 

captivity are illegal like in the whole India. There are already recognition by 

law that police dogs have the same legal protection and status as the human 

police officers. The recognition by vegans of all life to be willing to self 

determine itself and in case of some organized religions based around this 

concept like Quakers - all life being friend to each other by default.

All of this and many more laws that are rapidly emerging can be synthesized 

to simple rules of natural law that predate the rise of ownership of other life. 

Here we go:

1. Emotional consent and therefore free will of every sentient life are holly. 

Every sentient being has the Nature/God given right to self determine 

on what they want to participate with. With right to say yes, also comes 

a right to say no and the right to not participate in someone's questions. 

To secure those rights one can respond with violence ( ideally less 

lethal, but other options should be not withheld ) when themselves and 

their family and their relationship of friendship are in danger from threat 

of being messed with. Preparation to response of violence is allowed by 

acquiring or creating devices of force, with being able to acquire equal 

devices of force to existing devices of force. If you can trust operation of 

a tank or a fighter plane to a hormone buzzing 20-something army 

recruit who is jumping with joy to prove himself as a man to his 

superiors, who has nothing to fall back on in case he doesn't agree with 

given orders, you can trust anyone else with those items as well (it will 
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only be a step up in the right direction).

With a strong suggestion of using less-lethal means of defense as the 

default, to give attacker a chance to reconsider their life choices and 

their attempted attack on your relationships with beings and things 

(vegan prison project NEWSTART has only 3% of recidivism vs 90% of 

other projects).

2. Mother – child relationship is holly, and by default functions as one 

being and should not be messed with until mother decides otherwise. In 

select cases mother child relationship can be interfered by third parties 

only through means of talking the issue through with mother, in cases of 

repeated breaches of consent of young ones. Decision to interfere can 

only be made by mothers with kids at least 7 years older than the 

disputed mother-child relationship to hae some sort of safeguard from 

mothers making decision out of jealousy or envy.

3. No sentient beings own other sentient beings or impose themselves on 

another through fear and repetitive training that stomps down inner 

voice. Only training is allowed through the gift of emotional space to 

other beings in order to have freedom to self explore new possibilities 

and new relationships, according to their own heart of hearts.

4. Everyone has a body that you don't mess with by default. Long term 

health always comes from strengthening internal systems through 

proper Nature/God given fuel adequate to each physical being system. 

For humans its plants – fruits, vegetables, herbs, ideally unprocessed if 

possible. By default no one has right to breach body of other being in 
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attempt to 'heal them' or “protect them”. This is to safeguard against 

scientific proven inefficiency of vaccines that only mess with other's 

system. The most prevalent and rapidly spreading diseases were 

eliminated through proper nutrition and raising the daily standard of 

living. If you're an official really spooked about lack of vaccines, make a 

list of people who took vaccines and who didn't. In event of some 

serious disease keep both groups separated, so presumably the ones 

without vaccines would not infect others, and the other way around. 

This system is in place in Poland in EU among other countries. Also 

many countries do not push vaccines under freedom of religion, since 

many people believe in non self-harming but they do believe in love. 

Bonus points for adding to the list of vaccinated and non-vaccinated 

people, list of side-effects that arose after vaccinations to really see if 

they really work and what could be improved.

5. So called “preemptive defending” is actually intrusion and form of 

tyranny and oppression. No matter how crazy their crazy is you can not 

infringe upon them, as long as everyone there respects the holiness of 

personal consent. You can't force-help anyone else - this creates 

dependencies and slavery. When consent of members of other 

previously unaffiliated tribe is in jeopardy, you can only help them by 

air-dropping personal self-defense devices, ammunition and plans how 

to make simple pipe-in-a-pipe shotguns / pistols or providing 3D printers 

so they can freely download any weapon design from the internet and 

materialize them. Also you can only provide instructions on how to grow 
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own food via aquaponics, vertical gardens or other high capacity off grid 

methods, how to forage food in forest, etc. With this they can detach 

from the mainstream food and land supply controlled by idiots, secure 

self with weapons and sort out the rest among themselves.

Every artificially oppressive regime falls apart from within, you can only 

accelerate and enrich this process and not hijack this process for own 

gains.

6. Forming a militia from voluntary participation of beings willing to protect 

common ideals of preservation of consent and life is allowed as long it 

is really a militia, and as long it is really a voluntary process from start to 

finish, without any advertising of militia nor persuasions, pressures and 

compensation for participation. Anyone can walk out on militia at any 

time without any tie-ins, guilt nor without giving any reasons. If you can't 

afford to go to militia through your own means, going there for 

compensation would only make you a dependent slave to some 

abstract artificial self-serving system.

Militia only answers to the families of militia members and their friends 

and is not an excuse for standing army at a disposal of a politician 

detached from the needs of militia participants and their families. There 

might be a militia formed from tribes or states - a federal militia, that will 

serve strictly under the jurisdiction of local militias of the region and as a 

support force for local militias in case of infringing consent by foreign 

tribes or states, or acting as a retaliation force if some infringing force 

would not stop infringing local tribes forming a federal militia.
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Thanks to current technology federal militia governance is possible to 

be done directly by all member tribes militia leaders in a democratic way 

without the need of creating a separate entity to govern it, thus 

detaching federal militia from the will of the local militia members.

Retaliation action by federal militia should be highly regulated by 

consent of ALL local militias - permission given EVERY MONTH again 

a new, thus giving each member a veto power over retaliation, and way 

to use this veto to stop retaliation action when threat is gone. 

This is to protect from retaliation over so called false flag provocations, 

where for example a group of nutjobs would wear a blue cape and start 

shooting at random, so you wouldn't next week start the war on the 

color blue. Retaliation should be only used as a last resort over 

prolonged transgressions which don't seem to stop after affected local 

tribes REQUESTED strengthening of themselves with force of federal 

militia. Request of strengthening affected tribes can be canceled at any 

time, thus withdrawing request for extra security. The role of the federal 

militia is ONLY a responder to call, never pro-active. Also a tribe or 

federal wide militia can support foreign non members with "consent and 

all life protection" mechanisms mentioned in previous point.

Preferred war doctrine of militias would be the combination of uncle 

Jesse doctrine from the "Dukes of Hazzard" of strictly anti-material 

warfare ( proven by Sea Shepherd during the Whale Wars ) with highly 

organized off-grid guerrilla warfare tactics ( as proven by impossible to 

conquer hills of Afghanistan by both Russians and NATO or by 
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Switzerland26 at the start of WW2 ), always giving the opposing force 

chance to reconsider their actions when their toys would be gone, and 

permitting invasion but making the keeping of terrain a real pain in the 

ass especially with additionally armed non-militia individuals. The use of 

self defense deadly force should be limited to only when individually 

physically cornered, and never as a method of pre-emptive attacks. No, 

not even then. Occasional disruptive attacks with less lethal weapons 

are permitted such as rubber bullets, pepper spray, tear gas or anything 

that will deliver message "no" across without permanently hurting some 

numb skull.

Asking around own ranks question "really?" is not only allowed but 

highly encouraged to ensure own plans are not too brain-dead.

7. As additional to the right of ownership of land by using commercial land 

distribution systems, everyone has right to simply go and setup 

settlement on non-private own land (including the so called nature 

reserves) using fully non-invasive methods of plant based agriculture 

(raised bed mobile farming systems, aquaponic closed loop farming 

systems, mobile houses not attached to the land, wind power and solar 

energy, humanure loop of waste disposal) which can be moved at any 

26 Hitler had at the start of the WW2 a 4,200,000 conscripted army fighting for some 
abstract idea. Switzerland at the start of the WW2 had 800,000 mobilized fathers and 
mothers who were fighting for their families. They were trained sharpshooters who 
knew the surrounding hills of Switzerland as the back of their hand. They were trained 
in the way of infrastructure-free guerrilla warfare operating from hills and woods. 
Because of this Hitler decided to pact with their bankers (who as any other banker 
would, went on the pact with the devil) instead of raiding them for land, gold, art and 
resources and genocide the rest of population like he did to other countries. "A scoped 
rifle behind each blade of swiss chocolate."
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time (with i.e. 6 months time heads up warning to pack up and find 

another spot) if neighbors decide against having such settlement in their 

area because of messing it up too much after repeated warnings, or the 

public land would be sold. In case of selling already occupied public 

land, a settler has the right to buy surrounding parcel first. After 5 years 

of continuous undisrupted habitation on the public land, a reasonable 

sized land grant is given to the settlers.

Settlement based on private land are always allowed, be it mobile 

homes or static homes - all private land is a settlement building land, as 

long as land owner agrees, and buildings are subject to negotiations of 

terms of settlement with owners of the land and agreement from local 

settlers ( for example one can setup a settlement on third party-privately 

owned land if land owner says yes and 70% of settlers living in 1 mile 

radius also agree on having that settlement. ). Agreement from local 

settlers might be consolidated into a building code so new settlements 

will follow it to i.e. not collapse on neighboring settlements  or not 

spread fire on other structures.

Settlement on public land is not subject to forced tie-ins to monetary 

system in form of taxation.

This is to safeguard tyranny of wage-slavery or domestic violence, so 

everyone has right to walk out on whatever they do not like and live and 

support themselves with food and shelter at bare minimum through their 

own means, without any affiliations. For example own shelter through 

cob houses or tiny mobile houses. However big cities should be 

encouraged only if safe way out of them is guaranteed for example by 
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mandating by law that every city dweller should have own off-grid tiny 

house in the country, so everyone is taking part in the big city through 

own will commitment ( travel by boat but learn how to swim to be able 

to abandon boat heading in the wrong direction ). It is to be noted that 

mass production of houses, organic compost, and other goods is more 

time and effort efficient because of effect of scale, than doing everything 

by hand, eventually leading to a one hour work week or zero hour work 

week through clever passive technology usage. We all eventually are 

mooching on the nature, either transformed by city or raw.

Although it is already covered by the rule about consent, no person 

should be forced to participate in the artificial monetary system only 

because they are alive. 

In the long run a tie-in between living and a monetary compensation for 

living should be abolished in exchange for highly efficient way of 

voluntary living, that existed in the precolonial America, Australia, now 

is fading away in Africa by ongoing land-grabs and now is resurfacing in 

1st world countries in form of Eco-communities.

8. All relationships issues with things or people should be addressed at 

the root of the problem with questions like “okay, but why do you 

continue on doing this?”, “what bug exactly crawled up your ass that 

causes you to spit poison?”, “who or what hurt you? if you would open 

up a little maybe I will be able to help you spot something you missed 

out so you can have power to free yourself from what bugs you”. This is 

to address issues of misplaced emotional relationships that cause self-
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destructive patterns where love self first - love your close ones second - 

love everyone else third chain was broken, such as drug abuse. This is 

what is already happening in Portugal, which doesn't wage war on drug 

abuse, but treat drug abuse as symptom of deeper emotional problems.

9. Each being through own free will has the right to self determine 

relationships they are in and explore new relationships as long as 

consent of others is preserved. This includes relationship with 

specializations that keep one occupied with no clear exit strategy, such 

as for example metallurgy, chemistry, healer or priesthood. This 

includes being in relationship of acting completely stupid, as long as 

consent of third parties is not threaded upon, and as long as a being 

who involves self in said relationship does not forget that they are 

sentient feeling being with certain skillset added on top of that 

relationship, and that skillset alone does not define a being's feelings 

( to prevent emotional runaway into a wild goose chase that might 

become self destructive ).

10.Relationships between groups of beings who came together to form a 

certain set of rules – tribes – should be formed on basis that allow 

transition of products of such tribes, as long as with exchange of 

products of said tribes it is permitted to exchange members of those 

tribes. This is to prevent situations like is happening between for 

example USA and China, where those two tribes can transfer exchange 

tokens (money), and products of members of those tribes, yet members 

of those tribes are forbidden to freely move and join tribe they choose 
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and follow rules of such tribe. This will hopefully disable economic 

slavery of people. With open trade will be open labor movement, so 

things will naturally balance-out as for example is happening within 

union of European tribes or within union of North American tribes where 

people can be communists and go to Peoples Republic of New Jersey, 

or be republican and go to Texas, and they can transfer products of 

their work between Texas and New Jersey freely. Or how pretty much 

whole world operated before WW2 when people invented visas to 

prohibit people movement.

11.By law of Nature/God it is okay to offer hugs and caress to other beings, 

as long as they are genuine and you respect their own consent to 

accept or deny it. Harassing of others with ongoing offers of hugs, who 

have their heads deep in their asses and / or are obviously grumpy, is 

prohibited, despite how funny it would be. Everyone has their own soul, 

let them make their own decisions and live in their own truth.27

12.When in doubt fall back to this hierarchy: love self first, then your tribe 

of close ones, then tribe of common believes and then everyone else. 

Breaching it will cause unhealthy emotional and physical dependencies, 

lack of own will and eventually leading to the rise of the tyranny.

13.There is enough food as it is, with wild plants foraging, vertical victory 

gardens, aquaponic systems, food forests, or vegan organic farming 

that works with the land  instead of "mining" it. There is no need to 

improve upon nature. Any artificial GMO improvements will be 

27  Unfortunately this also means the cheer up Keanu day is canceled and instead I 
propose the "Keanu, we are here for you if you will ever need something" day.
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assimilated by evolution of "superbugs" or "superweeds". On top of that 

existing systems provide more than enough nutrition in all climate areas 

with the invention of hoop houses and shade-cloths. No need for GMO 

with hyped up fear based marketing slogans. Health comes mostly from 

the plant based food. Any attempts to stray from it and eat animal 

products will cause diseases which are of sole responsibility of one who 

strayed, and already covered by first point, which guarantees consent of 

all living beings.

There is enough water as it is, with roof rainwater harvesting, mist or 

fog harvesting, sea breeze harvesting, general atmospheric moisture 

harvesting either passively - already in use in parts of India, or actively - 

like your air conditioning does with extra water runoff, but on larger 

scale. No need for rationing it.

14.Despite the best intentions of the founding fathers of USA they inherited 

a British law system that through centralization creates a breeding 

ground for kings in form of supreme justices and other federal 

institutions that mandate what stays and what does not. It is natural 

observation that people will do things in their houses no matter what 

other try to tell them. That the local populations will have their own 

traditions, no matter what the centralized power tries to impose. The 

only structure of power that is working on any scale is the more 

centralized power - the less actual say they will have and instead only 

act as an suggestions group to which all else might subscribe in the 

voluntary way. This will leave local governments to figure out whether 
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they want to follow on these advices or not. And this will allow to 

individual households to do whatever they feel as long as they do not 

directly harm neighbors.

People at home can have their own cannabis plants for their own and 

friends consumption within a household, but local governments might 

ban selling them and products made from them under the central 

suggestion that they cause addiction. ( such law structure already is 

used in Spain in regard to the cannabis )

A central suggestion might arise that the regular incandescent light-

bulbs are evil, because of some trumped up ideals. The local 

governments might or might not follow up on this suggestion to ban 

regular light-bulbs, and people in their houses will do whatever they 

always felt like doing by buying regular lightbulbs. As the whole world 

does in face of the forced upselling of the mercury laced pale flickering 

lightbulbs.

This would also allow local governments to off-load law making to 

central law makers, and simply give their okay mark on whatever 

central officials would suggest, but would leave them the room to not 

participate in whatever they feel like being crazy and that would smell of 

the tyranny of entities over the individual.

Thanks to the rise of computers we can now do away with catch-all 

taxes and instead replace them all with private services that any 

individual can selectively and voluntary subscribe to. As proven by the 

whole open-source software movement it is possible entirely through 

voluntary commitment, without any arbitrary money involved and 
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through kindness and free will to create highly complex software such 

as the Linux/Android operating system that is the backbone of the 

internet and dominant force in the cellphone world. It is possible to 

create same voluntary based self-governance structures as it was first 

proven first in 1776 in the rise of the USA, or in the rise of the French 

Republic, but this time without the use of money as the default but 

money as only a supplement and the individual consent as the default. 

With a highly capable, open to anyone willing to participate, issue 

tracking systems28 like ones that exist in the open-source software 

world, and the right of individual to walk away from any structures, it 

would create an extremely adaptive self-leveling system of self-

governance, where all issues would be resolved by participants without 

much of third-party interfering.

15.Imagination is only a subset of reality and not the other way around. 

The world does exist on it's own when we stop thinking about it, as it 

was proven many times over by bacteria that ate oil spills, or super-

weeds which learned to thrive on heavily herbicided gmo crops or 

natural cancer cures through diet that does not cause cancer in first 

place. We can only at best create a very limited control "saddle" on 

existing flows of nature and leave the rest up to her, hoping for the best. 

28 For example Redmine.org - a free-opensource highly flexible multi role project 
management tool to manage not only online, but also real-life projects and 
communities. It has issue submitters, issue developers, managers that help re-assign 
issues to particular people or see if the issue is already solved and move on, just to 
name a few. There is also already installed free for all redmine system called 
HostedRedmine.com that allows straightforward setup by only signing up. You can use 
it to manage your urban gardening community or other grass root organizations, not 
only software projects.
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With this we can appreciate and have fun with reality, without harming 

any other life, as it always was and will always be, no matter what 

others try to tell.

Most likely, this set of rules will keep all more or less happy, human or non-

human, or at will keep all not jumping to each other's throats over imaginary 

stuff that was not theirs in a first place.

It is all a process that as you hopefully now see is happening all over this 

rocky spaceship we claim to be ours. I hope this book will help to put a finger 

on something you always felt but couldn't figure out.

Till then, get back to your stations, and keep on rowing and developing new 

more efficient oars so you can pull better and better quality drums to give you 

louder beat that is not yours but ours and never ever question the necessity 

of what you are doing on this ship. Better yet do anything you can to create 

new jobs so others who will come after you will maybe finally develop soft 

ankle chains that so many of you were complaining of. While at it also help us 

noticing all the freedoms... erm I meant loopholes, so those pesky happy self 

determining people... erm I meant deserters who jumped ship will be all 

tracked down and made an example of. After all we all know the inevitable 

rationality of our ship's motto, which is "productivity macht frei", and your bed 

depends on the productivity on this ship. By no means teach anyone how to 

swim. And disregard the invention of safer conventional nuclear power that 

whole of ship called France uses for good of all people29, or combustion 

engines or personal wind farm that would do most of dirty repetitive work for 

29  nearly 80% of France is powered from safe, non weapon oriented, conventional 
nuclear power
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you and give us all a smooth ride. Now get back to physical rowing our boat 

called "economy". It needs your complete devotion, there is nothing to see 

outside of our system of the boat. After all, we tell you that each day on the 

TV.

If you would stop watching both of our TV and the well meaning alternative 

media who unfortunately are tied in the same narrative of conflict, you might 

notice that the boat is anchored almost near the shore, because there awaits 

captain's wife and mother with some explanations that captain desperately 

tries to avoid. And you might notice that the sea that we are desperately 

paddling is only about knee deep. Something that was realized and actually is 

lived in by the people of whole country of Bhutan where government decided 

officially to abandon chasing for GDP and focus on Gross Happiness instead 

and as a first step launched laws making whole country consisting of only 

organic foods; people in Tobmorden in UK and their free for all public food 

systems, people of downsizing their life and tiny homes; vegans in some eco 

villages popping up all over the 1st world; people of open source computer 

tribes; local officials in Illinois the state of Chicago that is the epicenter of gun 

grabbing epidemic that sided with the police to tell them to not go after people 

who defend themselves with a gun despite the laws, because they fall on to 

the reality of the world that more people with guns = peaceful overall society.
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Walking in spirit
hen equipped with such knowledge you will start to see things from 

the heart. You might see that things that really matter are being at 

peace with your own soul, with your close ones and spreading the peace to 

the outer world. Stuff like a cat walking home for hundred of miles to own 

family, emotional connection of people like for example Steve Jobs gravitated 

to a restaurant owned by his biological father without two actually knowing 

each other, New York mayor Rudy Giuliani gravitating to his second cousin 

and marring her without knowing that they were so, family dogs in Alaska 

running through the cold to bring back a police officer to fire, or police officer 

rescuing bunch of ducklings from the sewer after their mother asked him to - 

all of this will not be a surprise.

W

Ideal solution for such thing to happen would be ways of the North American 

Natives to enjoy giving and empowering each living being without much of a 

greed, combined with white man's making things easy through the economy 

of scale - i.e. industrial loom's and harvesters.

Also a knowledge and practicing of the small scale victory gardens and 

knowledge of foraging of common wild food, knowledge on how to build a 

shelter from clay and straw (cob) and security that it is legal to simply just go 

anywhere and build it, would be cool thing to have so anyone could opt out 

anytime of anything that they do not like. This would make the world pretty 

much immune to wars, since emotionally bankrupt elders wouldn't have an 

edge on the young confused people. Mostly raw veganism would give health 

and vitality so people wouldn't lean on others but instead empower other's 
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health.

This is the principle of healthy self love and non-codependency. To love 

someone else you have to learn to love yourself first to not be a burden, and 

this is relatively easy to achieve through repeated daily actions. Just then you 

spread love to your close ones, to your tribe and to everyone else. This will 

hopefully not become another chapter in your life, but your life in your own 

hands as it is, determined only by your soul.

Current state of all religions approximate this general spirituality of living 

beings. When you look at them at close they all tell the same tale – “love all – 

harm none”. They only use different words, and emotional constructs to 

explain the heart of heart connections. People of Bible praise Almighty and 

despise satan, people of Quran praise Allah and despise shaitan - totally 

different right? At least different enough to start a war against them, or so 

some say.

All religions in their core also teach about veganism and general kindness to 

all. It is in Bible, it is in Quran, it is in Buddhism, it is in Jackie Chan movies 

where monks don't eat meat, and so on. The only problem is some idiots who 

are afraid of looking at reality of feelings as it is. To dodge the reality they 

invent "interpretations" of those texts to suit their corrupt needs.

Along with Quran there are heaps of scholars who tell others what they think 

it meant and what they want you to follow. Despite obvious teachings of the 

Prophet that the animals are creatures like us and praise the Allah in their 

own way ( 55:10,  6:38,  24:41), many still insist on butchering them and 

feeding on their flesh. 
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Same with the text of the Bible. The Book as we know it today was 

constructed and "adjusted" in the middle ages from the loose collection of the 

Holy texts by organization that had the largest military power in Europe. This 

were also the times of emperor Constantine who liked to pour molten lead 

into the mouths of early vegan Christians who followed to the letter "thou shall 

not kill" applied to all sentient life. Under Constantine's pressure Christians 

yielded and started "reformatory movements" cutting out and perverting 

original Bible message of general compassion, love and spirit of all living 

things. They cut out from bible the simple fact that Jesus came as the last 

lamb to end the blood sacrifice instead of propagating this cruel sport.

On some levels religions are like Internet browsers. Yes, there are "browser 

wars" and internet providers advertise their service as the best. However, 

after all said and done, no matter what browser or provider you choose you 

end up looking through them at the same funny cat images.

In the end it only matter if your living true with relationships to your own heart 

of hearts or living in imagination to avoid admitting that you are in 

relationships that hurt you in one way or another. Who knows, maybe Yoda 

from Star Wars and Tesla both were right, that we are only beings of spirit 

connected to our bodies through the receiver which is brain, and not the 

physical bodies alone.

I can only say love all, hate none. It all comes back to you, since in reality we 

only do it to ourself, so.. Maybe go barefoot outside, take a scoop of earth soil 

in one hand, put the other hand at your heart and look at the stars. There is 

your God now. Look at all of His or Her creation and feel it. And while looking 
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see it for what it really is. Full 3d thingy where one star is sometimes very 

close and next one is very far away, and not just a sphere with dots. For 

example the middle star in the Orion's belt is twice as far from Earth than the 

stars on the sides of the belt. Pretty much rest of the stars are also scattered 

back and forth in 3D, and we are somewhere in that soup of waves and 

molecules.

While looking at it, take a handful of soil and pour it from your hand to the 

ground, while still looking at stars - it is the same material of all of the creation 

that you just moved through your own free will of your soul. The hand on your 

heart will tell you you are living, self determining part of it all.

Feels like you're part of the Anunaki now, doesn't it? You know, those guys of 

i.e. South American pyramids with those funky magnetic cups which had 

engraved stars glowing in the UV light and such. It does sometimes for me. 

Or at least, it feels like as Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14 astronaut felt on the moon 

looking back at the earth, minus his attempt of forcefully sending politicians to 

the moon by theirs necks. Violence is only for immediate self-defense and not 

for preemptively making others abandon their own choices, no matter how 

stupid they are. This is the beauty of the free will and consequences of their 

of in the real world that exists beyond what is proclaimed by others.

After all said and done what is more important than your heart of heart's 

connection?  What is better than truly opening up, smelling, tasting, enjoying, 

having fun, being kind and honest, and sharing this feeling with close ones 

and others, no matter whether they are human or non-human beings? I 

somehow have a feeling we all came here to answer it for ourselves, before 
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we will return home as some Australian Aboriginese say.

If you're unsure, at least try consider going plant based to stop, drop and roll 

with not treading upon other earthlings and get your own health at the same 

time. Neither relationship of war, domination nor conflict are your natural 

state. Beyond those addictions there is a natural good out there. It always 

was and will be there for you, since all life shares this spark within.

Conduit closing. ♫
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